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Atkinson's Mouth Measurer.
FOR THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF PHONETICS.
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and are madc of nickel-plated German silver'
--- Þ1;õ three frngers'through the rings, then the.coil of

*ir"Ï"tãw can be äoved by the thumb, thus pushing out
;;är;;i;ä ¡-áðt iroá the otirer end of the lons narrow tube
;-d;;;i;¿ ülãi"g inside it' In one instrument the wire
;.;;; ;;i;; ã "otî" 

following that of the tube, irr the other
in a revcrsed curve. Each of the four tooth stops-.c-an bc

;;"don eiiher instrument. They can be moved to differetrt

l'ã-¡t;ã"" ""-l"iüi"s them to the inside of the curve of the
tube."*"-în" 

instrument is placed in the mouth and the rvirc

nornËJi"t-*ã;d ;;1il ihe-end just touches the.tongue' This
üoi"ïit t""otdecl by laying thé instrument against a diagram,
'*;;ã; Ããã"t or fl"ster"cast oI the teeth ancl hard palate'

Ëi.u ãttLt positiåns of the tooth s-top: o-r bv using other
;";th ti;;;, ä s"ri"s of points is obtained showing the shape

åi"iü" t.ïË"". Ttt" shupes of the soft -palate mav bc

ri*lf"tty ñeasured. Proiounce the sound' when tøking a

rneøsuÍetnerll."---'io 
o¡tàin the shape of the teeth, hard' palate, and front
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lf^.1,1:. fttl].'.: an iruprc-ssion is tal<en w.ith thc nroulcling coru-posltlon supplrccl, softencd in y¿1ç¡ wanncil t<.¡ not" nrorc,ra'_ t4o deg. -t-. : 6_o deg. C. Two or thrcc iruprcssio'sshould be taken and the rcãu1ts 
""rrrpárãit 

iã'"rrrt',r. that theshape obtained is correct. A piecô áf-òàiif o, woocl is cut
l.^ll ,_hirt or a pllsrer cast is prelar;d fr*, ìì ts"e tãp-f"ft-
:j:.1,"îlltît ot ptrotograph.). tle plates of the roorh'srops
snoulct l)e bent to fit the teeth. The tube may be bent a bitn,ith the fi_ngers to suit.the hcight 

"i ilr" pã1"t"1 clrã pãriti.ìof tj,c c'cl of the irard paiate"'rust ¡" ir"t.i-i"".I ä;¿i'ù",;
car<i, wooci crr lrlaster cui t<_, tllc corrcct tcrieih.'I'he relative p_ositions of the jaws -^! b. lneasured bv
Þrc--q51¡* a plece oi sot-tened composition against the uppcrand lower teéth. The shape ói it" iol"'", ¡uw nr^y:'n"
obtgjnecl in the sane way as.t-hat of the uppei, än¿ irrcli¿ããin diagrams as in the exámplcs shorvn. 

------

Dr. Henry Sweet, University Reader in phonetics, Oxford .

" IVIr. Atkinson's annaratus is, as far as my knowledge goes, thebest .that _has yet ¡eeü ¿euiiãá-'f;; 'ã;t"r;;;í,i"'c" 
obiectivetv theposrllón of the tongue irr forming the different spc"ech Ëounds.í'

NIr. Daniel Jones, Lecturer on pholetics. at Univer.sit5,
College, fondon, and Assistant Bditor of tire ,aMaiiil
Phonétique', :-

. " I have.ntadè frequent use oJ Mr. Atkinsou,s ,I1outh lleasurer,ror oerernilnlng the tongue positions of vo$'el sounds, etc., and firrtlit qrïcs c.xccllcnt rcsultÀ. it is a nrost i,rse,,;i,utlitilei,'"ti"i,ä"r*
anÕ snould prove of great value to students and teachers àfphoneti'cs. "
1\,[r. Bernard MacDonald, Lecturer in Voice production alrrlElocution at Mansfield College, ótf*ãt OG.rrt:;

__ _ College, London, slç. ;-
. . " I r.rish_ to te_Il you- horv very useful I have found vÕnrlnsÌruurents tor takrns nrouth rneasuictrelrts. Iìy their use f Éãi:"
!::ll,llk to.,clear up many pr¿"ù;;ti'ü;ïirur'doiut" as to vou.elposrtrons. t,he lnstrulileflts have been invaluable to nry wo¡ft.ii -'

Prof . D. 11. Sgyo.ry, Prof . of French and Romance pirilology
at the University of Belfast :_

. .."I consider that the-inst¡unrent invented by nlr, Harol<l \\¡.Atki'sori, [f.A., for nreasuriiig-ìr,ä"fåïãi-ì*.iirrà torrgue irr thef.r1¡1n¡¡ott of speech sounrls.is Ë*,,e"aitigiy 
"uãrúãtìË"r"i'ifiä 

p"ïpåïàof scierrtific reìearch. atrl -further "s 
-"- ¿eiuäi"süatrolì apparatusu'hich should be in the hands. oi ã""ry t*"Ë.r'ãf"rroi"r" languases.lle. would therr be ln a posltion to'sho;-;i;a;î"'iä rr;" nrrñirc rÌ:a

d i ff e re n ces ir a rt icu latiorì .t nngt.nl"Ër"rili' ãi¿'ö Ëilì 
""r" 

t"äì,,ä'.:
rnd sur:h a_pr_actical demonstråti-onl; i"ilìi;ì):;i"à valuable thanany kincl of theo¡etical description-;-

Ptl-q:-'.tr.ll,ïcc, C rcit t 
.l 
ìri tai r r, Dieh t,Sh il I i rrgs ; Abroilrl,
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X-RAY AND MODEL STUDIES OF VOVÍEL ARTTCULATTON

1. ITTTRODUCTION

The basic principle of Alexander Bel-l's high-low front-back
tongue arching model- (which introduced the revolutionary inven-
tion of a cfass of central vowels) is stilÌ firmly established
in plrcnetics and phonology despite severe criticism. There \tas

never any real opportunity to test the physiological- basis of
the model- before the introduction of radiology in the lÛ90s

provided the first real means of investigating tongue positions
and vocal tract configurations. Since then, a number of unex-
pected tongue positions have regtularly been reported for some

vowel-s, which brings in question t'ine pnedicl;iue capabildty of the
model. The tongue does not always do what thê Bell model says

it should do. Current knowledge of vocal tract acoustics and

the neuromotor leve1 of speech production show that the theory
of articulation underlying the Be11 model is not only inaccurate
but also so irrelevant to the processes of speech producti-on that
the model lacks erpLanatoz,y pouex and physioLogicaL reaLisn.

There has always been a school of phonetics throughout this same

period that has been sceptical of articulatory descriotíons of
speech. Some, especj-alfy towards the end of the l9th century
when there was bitter rivalry between "acoustic" and "organic"
schools¡ rejected articulation altoqether as a legitimate area
of study.

X-ray tracings of vowel articulations are exam.ined here in the
light of the criticisms of the Be1I model. These pici-ures corrob-
orate that the BeIl model fails to prescribe tongue position
correctly and to relate articulation to the spectral characteris-
tics of the speech wave. The implications of this faifure are

1



dj-scussed. The constancy of vocal tract configurations in
relation to standing wave phenomena, compared to the ambiguity
and acoustical irrefevance of the tongue arch position, points
to a more suitable type of modef in which physiologically
relevant manoeuvres are coordinated to shape the vocal cavities,
tuning the vocal tract resonances for the desired spectral
contrast.

The five papers presented here explore various aspects of such
a model, demonstrating ho\^, the articufatory manoeuvres analysed
from x-ray fifms can be related back to speech programming and
forward to the encoding of the speech stave. The acoustical_ con-
sequences of these manoeuvres are investigated in model experi-
ments by manipulating mi-d-sagittal profiles to simulate the
manoeuvres and then calculating and evaluating the vocaf tract
resonances.

Papers I and II are concerned with constriction focations for
vowels. Paper I reports experiments on the sensitivity of pala-
tal and vel-ar vowel- spectra to variation of the constriction
location. In Paper IT, the constriction focations used for vowels
are analysed from x-ray profiles. Monophthong vowels are divided
into four cl-asses by constriction location - palatal, velar,
upper pharyngeal and l-ov¡er pharyngeal. Acoustical, physiological
and phonological aspects of constriction l-ocations are discussed.

Papers III and fV are concerned with how vowel-s are different-
iated at one of the relevant constriction locations -the. palataf
vowe]-s. Paper IIT reports a series of model experiments where
the contribution of each individual arti-culatory component of
rounded palatal vowels is assessed. While 1ip rounding generates
the phonological contrast, other components, such as larynx
depression, stabilize resonance conditions and ensure that the
resonances respond simil-ary to lingual variation in both rounded
and. spread-lip pafatal vowels. Physiological implications are
discussed, especially compensation and motor control. In paper
IV, jaw, lip and tongue manoeuvres in spread-lip palatal vowels
are analysed from x-ray profiles. pafatal vowefs are divided
into open and close classes by mandible posítion and tense and
lax classes by tongue posture. The lips are spread more for tense
than for fax vowefs.

2



Paper V deafs with an example of one particular articulatory
contrast - tenseness and faxness - across aff vowel cfasses
(palatat, velar, upper pharyngeal and lower pharyngeal).

Thj-s thesis overview outlines the historical background to the
Be11 model-, gives detail-s of x-ray and modelling procedures,
summarizes the five reports and presents some general conclusj-ons

2. THE HISTOP.ICAL BACKGROUND

Ihe tongue az,ch modeL

Al-exander Melvil-1e Bel1 (1867) recounts how, after much puzzling
over the articulation of the vowel of sin, he got the idea of
the tongue not onfy being raised to the hard or soft palate but
also medial-ly between them. The tongue arching model, as Russel
(1928) ca11ed it, was born and with it the revolutionary inno-
vation of a class of vowels with alleged central tongue position.
Pubficized by among others Sweet (1877)' the model was rapidly
adopted by the neh/ movements that dominated the latter part of
the century - the neogrammarians, the language teachíng reformers
and the IPA.

Much of the terminology of BeÌf's original version has been

discarded (narrou-uide, innen-outex etc.) , buthigh and Zou ar:e

stilI used. The basic principle of the model remains unchanged:

a vowel is defined by the position of the tongue arch in the
mouth. Each vorrel has its own position. Raising, lowering,
advancing or retracting the tongue yields a nev¡ vowef. See Fig.
fa. This principle has provided the main framework for vowefs
in phonetics and phonology for more than 100 years. The model

is probably more famil-iar today in some more recent version'
like Daniel Jones's (1967, nine revised editions and numerous
reprints since 19I8).

To avoid confusing Be11's original version r+ith the general
class of model, I sha11 refer to the former as the BeLLnod.eL

and the fatter as the tongue arch modeL.

The ancíent paLataL-LabioueLa.r- pharyngeal-jan tApe of modeL

The BelI model displaced the hitherto current model that had
largety remaíned unmodified since before the times of Pã!ini.
The ancient Indíans described vowel production in terms of

3
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pharyngeal pharyngeal

vefar palatal
unrounded rounded

MIXED

aa

velar
rounded

e

pelatal
unrounded

u

velar
rounded

oo óY

U

palatal
unrounded

Fí9. 2 In the early years of the 1 9th century the ancient
model was conmonly portrayed as trees with palatal
and velar series branching off from a basic phar-
yngeal configuration. Vowels in each branch are
differentiated by open vs close jaw position. The
mixed branches combine the spread lips of the pal-
atals with the velar tongue manoeuvre and the rounded
lips of the velars with the palatal tongue manoeuvre.

pharyngeal Ia.].-like vowels, palatal I i-e]-like vowels and 1a-

biovelar lu-ol-1ike vowels (Varma 1929, A1len 1953). See Fig.
Ib. These correspond to three of the four relevant constriction
locations reported in Paper II.

Through Budhism and cultural contact vtith rslam, sanskrÍt gram-

mar, and. with it the vowel model, spread east to China and Japan

and west to Arabia (Staal L972, Fleisch 1957, Gairdner 1935).
Examples of the long tradition of the ancient model in phonetics
are the 6th and 5th century BC Indian recitation manuals
(Whitney 1862, L87L, RegnÍer, Ghosh 1838), the Roman grammarians

Terentianus Maurus and Marius Victorinus (Keil Vol. 6), Arab
grammarians such as Avicenna (fbn Sfnã) and fbn Ginni (Brar¡mann

5



1934, Semaan.1963, Fleisch 1958). In post-renaj-ssance Europe
there are examples like John Hart (1569, Daniel-sson 1955) and

Jacob Madsen af Aarhus (f589, Mll1er and Skautrup 1930 ) and
later stiff Hellwag (1781). Bel1 had hi-mself, onfy a year or
two before in (1863), sti1l retained this ancient modef in a new

edition of a handbook first published in 1849,

The lao types of mode'l

Ho\"/ was it possible for the ancient modef to be ousted so ab-
ruptly in the latter half of the 19th century? Most likefy
l:ecause the time was ripe. Phílologists and Christian mission-
aries were having J-ncreasing difficulty in accommodating within
the framework of the ancient model the unfamiliar vowel qualities
that were being dicovered in languages around. the world. The BefI
model-, with its completely nev, category of central vowels ap-
peared far more attractive. Controversy betv¡een schools support-
ing the rival models lingered on but the ancient model hardly
survived into the 2oth century. The rare exceDtions were new

editions of earlier works, mainly books of a technicaf or
therapeutícal rather than linguistic nature. For exampfe,
Helmholtz (1863) had referred to the ancient model and a 6th
edition appeared in 1913.

There is a fundamentaf conceptual difference between the two
types of model-. The ancient model recognized distinct pafatal,
velar and pharyngeal- tongue manoeuvres. fn the ear]_y years of
the l9th century the model was conmonly portrayed in the form
of a tree (not a triangle) with velar and palatal series branching
off from a basic pharyngeal configuration (Fig. 2).

Since Hellwagrs treatise (1781) the tree had been augmented
with additionaf branches, first for rounded palatals and later
also for unrounded velars. The insertion of these extïa branches
between velar and palatal never implied intermediate -tongue
positions bettreen front and back. The additional branches were
known as inæed. because they combined the tongue manoeuvre of
one basic branch lrith the lips of the other (rounded or unround-
ed). Much Ìater Befl (1867) used the termmiæed to denote the
central tongue positions of his new modef. As the typographical
Iayout of the trees became more complex they came to fook like
pyramids of ABC blocks. The visual impact became triangular,
but with [a] still at the apex.

6



In contrast' central- tongue positions between front and back

are explicit in Bellts model. In addition, the front, centrâf
and back positions could be advanced or retracted, making 9x9

classes in all. It was this feature, alien to the ancient model,

that made it so attractive by providing a rich system of matrix
cell-s for finer or unusual contrasts.

The BelI model also seemed to tie up vrith acoustics to buifd a

comprehensive theory. It had long been recognized that vowel

quality had something to do with resonance. The tongue vras at
first seen as the limit of the buccal cavity in which a char-
acteristic vowel tone was formed. For example, Isaac Newton

(Elliott 1954) had likened ít to the note produced by a flagon
being filled with \"/ater. After Helmhol-tz's (1863) discovery of
at least two vocal tract resonancesr Ít was believed that the
tonque arch constítuted a neck between a buccal and a phanyngeal

cavity, each with its own resonance. Tongue height and retz'q.ction

were said to regufate the resonance of each cavity. One spoke

of the nouth formanú and the throat fonnant. llhe tongue arch model

fitted neatly into this theory.

Now that the acoustics of the vocaf tract are much better under-
stood (Chiba and Kajiyama 1941, Stevens and House 1961, Fant
1960, 1980, Stevens 1972) it is clear that this rofe of cavity
boundary assigned to the top of the tongue arch was a miscon-
ception. There are severaf resonances and for each one there is
a standing \^rave that fiffs the entire vocal tract. The frequency
of a resonance can therefore be modified by manoeuvres in var-
ious parts of the vocal tract (by the lips, the tongue blade,
the tongue body, the tongue root and sphincter muscles) in
relation to the nodes and antinodes of the standing wave. The

three tongue manoeuvres and the jaw and lip posítions of the
ancient model fit more closely to modern knowledge and theory
than the'tongue arch model ever did.

The ctisis

From the 1860s to the turn of the century there had been no

way of testing the Bell model. It was discredited at the first
real test (Meyer 19t0). rt never was validated. On the contrary,
x-ray studies have continuously revealed tongue positions that

are anomalous with reference to tongue arch posítions.

7



crandgent (1890) had devised a novel method of fitting different-
sized discs into various parts of the vocal tract to measure
its cross-section. He \^¡as one of the first to point out the
large pharyngeal cavity of palatal vowefs. The numerous repet.i-
tions of a vowel articufation necessary for his method meant
that measurements were very coarse and they did not therefore
show up the anomalous tongue positíons later reported from
x-ray investigations. Atkinson (1898) had used a similar probing
method.

Meyer (1910) suspended fine strips of metal foil from a false
pal-ate. These were then deformed by the tongue and retained an
imprint of its contor¡r. He found that the tongue was 1o\¡7er for
Iax /t/ than for tense /e:/ (German, Dutch and Swedish subjects),
contrary to the predictions of the Befl model. This was the
first evidence against it. Vietor (1914) agreed it showed earlier
ideas about tongue articul-ation \¡¡ere erroneous, but Chlumsky
(1913) had fess success $/iLh Meyer's method and was more cautious.

The first x-ray inspection of vowel articulation had been per-
formed before the turn of the century (Scheier 1909). ¡4sys¡
(1907) had taken the first photographs of vowel. profites from
the x-ray screen. Both authors used tense German vowefs and
missed the opportuni-ty to observe the heightsof /e:/and /t /.
But Kruisinga (1925) noted that /e:/ and /iz/ were equally
high on l{eyerrs radiograms. Russel (1928) took his fÍrst radio-
grams in order to demonstrate the tongue arch model to his
students, but failed to obtain a convincing set of tongue posi-
tions. After taking several thousand radiograms from over 400

subjects he concluded the model was faflaceous. fn addition to
[r] being lovrer than [e] he al-so fouild that [c] was often lower
than Ia]. Carmody (1937) also reported irregular tongue positions
in Hol-brook's radiograms (for example, that "Iow back vowels
depend mostly on 1ip positions for their distinctive quality
and so must be merged into a vague fíeld which bounds their
variations", and again, that "English n is too vari-able to locate
\^/ithout further material since in our two tracings ít fa1ls once
insíde the quadrilateral and once directly behind o,'. Unfike
Russel, he continued to believe in the mode1.

I
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Fig. 3 Four cases of lax [ ¡ ] with Iower tongue height
than tense [e].

The e'tidenee of æ-r'ay pz'ofiles

38 sets of x-ray tracings of vowel artibulations in 1 5 differ-
ent languages have been collected from the literature (for details
see the section on materials and procedures). They have been

published at various tirnes since the beginning of the century
and constitute the evidence that has been available during that
period. What do theY show?

Meyer's and Russelts criticisms had mainly concerned tongue

height, expecially that the tongue was lol^ter for [r] than for

[e] an¿l lower for [o] than for [a] This is confirmed by the

collection of profiles and there are even examples of [o] lower

than [a]. .

The problem of [l] and [e] occurs in languages with four palatal
quality contrasts I i,r,e,e] (phonemes or allophones). Amerícan

English and Gerrnan are the only languages in the collection with
examples of all four vowels. In al1 7 possible sets /e/ was

higher than /r/. Four examples are illustrated at Fig- 3. The

higher /e/ Llnan /t/ inas also been reported by Ladefoged et al.
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Italian
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American English z€+--=ãI
I

American English

Fig. 5 Confusing tongue heights of so-called
mid and low back vowels in various 1an-
guages.

(9721 for 4 out of 6 subjects (and 1 with the same height and

1 lower).

One might think that the failure of the tongue arch model to
get the tongue heights right for [e] and Il] was an easíly
rectifiable mistake. These vowels need only be put in their
proper places. But this would be a superficial remedy that
solved nothing. As Jesperson (1913 p.54) put it: "Die qanze

Theorie der Vokale ist also a)rzei|- ins Schwanken gebracht"
(after reporting Meyerrs results in a revised 2nd edition of

his textbook).

æ
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Czeck

Enslleh (A¡)

Ensush (6 Br)

French

Garran

faelandic

Itallan

Japanese

Korean

PoIish

PortugussB

Ruaslan

Spånlsh

Ssedlsh

Total
oorpared

Table I.

tcl
hlgher
than

[o, "]

lol
sane
as

[s]
Iower
than

[q "]

6

Io]
same
a3

lq "l

Io]
Iower
than

[o, "]
[o, "]

I

22

2

?

1

I 66

u

Comparison of tongue heights of [o c o a]_rrKe vowels from a larg.e number of sets ofpublished x-ray tracings.

Inverting the tongue heights of'[r] ancl [6] in the model would
sti1l not help it capture the true articulatory relationship
betvreen "tense" and "lax" palatal vowels. As an example, Chiba
and Kajiyama's (1941) German profiles are analysed in Fj_g. 4.
They show that there is a typícal tense posture of the tongue
relative to the rnandible for I i,e] and a typical 1ax posture
for Ir,e].. These postures are combinecl with a narrower jaw
opening for Ii,t] and a wider jaw opening for[e,e].
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Area functions
of the English
and French
vowels to the
left in FÍ9. 5
showinq that
[o]-like vowels
have a constric-
tion a little
higher in the
pharynx than the
Ia]-tike vowels.
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This relationship is examined more cl-osely in Papers IV and V

in this thesis.

The balance of combininq the flatter 1ax tongue posture and close
jaw position for [r] and the bunched tense tongue posture and

open jaw pos.ition for [e] is that "tongue height" usually comes

out lower for[r].

The second situation, conflicting tongue heights for [3] and

Ia] $7as reported for languages with thto quantitatively diffe-

rent sounds [o] and IoJ, whether allophones or phonemes' rt is

the',lower" vowel lcj that was reported to be lower than [al '
Figure 5 iltustrates examples of confusing tongue heights for

these and related vo\^rels. Ladefoged ('19641 has simifar examples

of confusing tongue heights among back vowels in African lan-

guage material. 
i3
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The refative heights for all examples of [o], [cJ and [o., a]
in the collection of profíIes are presented in Table f.

Notwithstanding the random character of the ton,gue-heilhts of
[o]-like and Ia]-like vowel-s, comparíson of the area functions

of these vowel-s shows that [o] and [¡] always have a place
of constriction a little higher in the pharynx than [o, a] while
lo, ¡., a, æf have a co¡nmon low pharyngeal constríction location

and are differentiated by having a progressi_vely wider pharyngeal
constriction from about 0.5 cm2 for [o] to about 2.5 c*2 forLæ1.
Some examples are given at Fig. 6.

This regularity of constriction locatíon is the subject of Paper
IT in thj-s thesis. The tongue and the superior pharyngeal con-
strictors narror.t the upper pharynx for [o, c] while the tonque
and the middle and superior pharyngeal constrictors narrow the
lower pharynx for [o, a, æ]. vfhatever the orders of tongue heights
in sets of vor¡rels, examination of all the sets in the collection
shows that this relation of constriction locations for the two

vowel classes is a very strong consÈant of vowel articulation.
Some examples are illustrated in Figs" 7 Lo 9.

The x-ray pictures also show that the lower tongue height for
[o, c]than for [o., a] is the natural- result of larynx depression

for [o, :c] (the larynx is regufarly lower for rounded vowels than
for spread-fip vowels. lengthening the pharynx by up to 15 mm,

see Paper fII ) .

The reports of anomalous tongue heights were therefore correct.
lfhe randomness of [o,c,o,a] tongue heights (Table f, Fig. 5)
compared r¿/ith the constancy of vocal tract configurations (Figs.
6 to 9) sho\"¡s that tongue height is hardly a physiologically
rel-evant parameter of vowel articulation. The physiological
aspects are discussed in Paper II.

React'ions to the crisis

Although the tongue arch type of model has been discredited for
more than half a century, it has never been completely disavowed.
It stifl occupies a strong position for both teaching and research
as wel-f as for phonology as a glance through phonetics and lin-
guistics journals and manuals will show.

lleyer's and Russel's resufts r^rere nevertheless embarrassing
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and reactions were varied. Some rejected the tongue arch model

outright (in some cases rejecting articulation too), some stil1
beliéved in it with unbroken faith, most just continued to use

it (with perhaps an apologetic disclaimer).

Experimental design and methods were queried. Chtumsky (1913)

had failed to reproduce Meyerts results. Others feared that con-

trast. chains and sustained utterances distorted the atticulation
of x-ray subjects despite the reassurances of practitioners like
Russel or Gutzmann (1930). There htere even public demonstrations
by S Jones 119291, who pronounced the name of the Welsh village

L Lan f ait puL L guy ngy LLg o g ez,y cVn ty zm d.z,obuLLLL an1; i s i Li o g o go ch

with one silver chain along the tongue and another through the
nose and down over the velum.

There had been opposition to the Befl model- right from the be-
ginning, not only from supporters of the ancient model as would
be expected but also from those who insisted that since speech

consisted of sounds it should only be described in acoustic or
auditory terms. Lloycl (1890) deplored the rivalry bet\^teen the
"organic" and the "acoustic" schools. He pleaded "it is evident
to a dispassionate observer that there is no true place for
partisanship, that neither line of investigation ought rightly
to exclude or overlook the other, but that each is necessary
for the other's completeness". The acoustical tradition has con-
tinued, gaining impetus both from advances in instrumentation
and the discrediting of the BeIl modef-

Russel believed that the acoustic schoolrs impressionisti-c
analysis of speech was the better way. Russel's book (1928) was

itself an assault on the BelI model and he continued to attack
the tongue arch type of model at every opportunity (e.9. 1935).
As an afternative he proposed impressionistic features describing
sound quality.

Joos (1948) insisted that phoneticians who believed they could
feel tongue positions kinesthetically were deceiving themsefves.
on the basis of spectroqraphic evidence he held that they were
really juclging the vowels by auditory sensation. Further evi-
dence is given by Ladefoged (1967, chapt. 2.). Subjective judg-
ments of height are related to the frequency of F1 and judgnent.s
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of advancement or retractiÕn to the frequency of F, (or
difference between F., and Fr) (Joos 1948, Delattre 1951,
19751 . This has been incorporated in the feature system
by Lindau (1978).

to the
Ladefoged

developed

L{ith improved instrumentatlon, attention turned to gathering
data on l-he acoustical structure of speech segments in different
languages, Lo discovering the coding of the speech signal and

to exploring speech perception. one product of this was the
set of acoustic features of Jakobson et af. (1'952) based on

perceptually relevant spectral characteristics of speech segments.

There vrere others who sti1l believed in the model despite the
evidence. For example, Jespersen (1913) revised his textbook to
report Meyer's resufts but he did not modify the modeÌ. He feft
that there was a subjective affinity between IiJ and Ir] and

that Ir] consequently belonged between I l] and [e] Carmody
(1931) had himsel-f reported anomalous tongue heights but he

defended the model firmly. He dismissed criticism because it
came "unfortunatefy from teachers acquainted with phonetics
only at second hand".

The main reason for not giving up the tongue arch model as easily
as the ancient model had been dj-scarded in the 1 9th century is
the lack of a substitute. As Ladefoged (1911J- puts it: "in de-
scriptions of vowels, although a pseudo-articulatory terminology
may provide an adequate set of labels for auditory descriptions,
we have seen that rre do not have, as yet, a set of articufatory
parameters which will specify vowel qua1ity". Authors were not
deaf to the crisis and they often acknowledged their awareness
of the problem. One cannot help feeling sorry for Bloomfield
(1969) v¡ho after giving the fol-lowing neat and correct account
of vowel production, "The differences between lvowefs] seem

to be largely differences of tongue-position, and to consist,
acoustically, of differences in the distribution of overtones",
went on to add, "Even these principles are disputed".

The tongue arch model has continued to provide a convenient
abstract classifying system that fulfilfs a foremost require-
ment dur.ing thís period. Any set of features would have <fone

equaffy we11. A classi-fying system is not in itself affected
by factual errors in the classifying labels providing the cate-
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gories remaín intact. Scholars, whose only requirement has been
a classification system, have been abte to continue, deaf to
the theoretical crisis surroundj-ng tongue articulation.

3. THE WEAKNESSES OF THE TONGUE ARCH MODEL

The published x-ray tracings confirm the anomalous tongue positions
that contradict the tongue arch modef. Close [ 1 ] is lower than
haff-close Ie]. fhe heights of hatf-open Io] and open Ia] are
rand.om. In only two thirds of the cases was half-close lol
higher than open [a] . fongue arch position is ambiguous with
regard to resonator shaping and consequently to the spectrum
cf the vowel generated in a particular configuration. The vocal
tracL configuration is dependent on a number of other factors,
information on which is not readÍly available from the tongue
arch position.

The tongue arch model is phgsiologicaLLy unsound since it was based
on a misconceived idea of tongue articulation for vov/e1s. Con-
sequently, it faifs Lo pre&ict the values of its parameters
correctly for many vowels. The ambiguity of the relationship
between the values of its parameters, physiological activity,
resonator configuration and spectral output means that ít is
powerless Lo er,pLaín central areas of speech production.

Phy sìologicaL ueaknes ses

There are two serious physiological weaknesses.

Firstly, the model neglects the pharynx completely. The earliest
radiograms had shown the pharyngeal constriction for Ia]-l¡-fe
vowels and its significance was underlined by RusseI. The shaping
and acoustical function of the pharyngeal cavity are outside
the domain of the tongue arch model ' although the tongue root
position proposal (Stewart 1967, Halle and Stevens 1969, Perkell
1971, Lindau et al. 19721 is an attempt to refate the difference
bethreen tense and fax vowefs to narrowing of the lower pharyngeal
cavity. The meaning of such secondary concepts as I'uvularization"

and "pharyngealization" ís not cl-ear. The extrinsic muscles of
the tongue (which do the major share of tongue shaping and

positioníng in vowels) all contract in the pharyngeal region,
and whatever other task these muscfes may be performing they
always immediately and directly alter the pharyngeal cavity (Fie.10)
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activity for the formation of the four con-
strictions

The second major physiological r^reakness is that the tocation of
the tongue arch cannot readily be rel-ated to knowledge of the
state of the tongue muscles.

The ancients T¡/ere hampered by their inadequate anatomical knov¡-
Iedge. Avicenna (Tbn SÏnã, text in Bravmann 1934 and Semaan
1963) had ¡nade a detailed description of the muscular structure
of the tongue, but he was unable to relate it to the tongue
manoeuvres he observed during vowels *. yet these manoeuvres can
be related to the muscles of the tongue. ft is emphasized in
Paper II that the extrinsic musculature of the tongue is ideally

* This was because he, or Galen, had dissected the tongue of
the ape and not of man (Singer L957). Galenrs own account of
the st.ructure, movements and Ínnervation of the tongue is
contained in books fX (cranium, brain and cranial nerves) and
XI (face and jaws) of his 0n the Ilses of l;he Pay,ts of the Body
of Man (Darembourg 1854). J\ necessa-ry èIement of the phytogeny
of the speech organs (compared with the oral anatomy of the
non-human primates) is the 90" bend in the vocal tract resultino
from the erect posture of man. This permits a tride range of
cavity-shaping manoeuvres by the tongue, which has been
stressed particularly by Liberman (1972).
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sítuated both for making the basic constrictions for vowels and

for other local widening and narrowing manoeuvres in relation to
the standinq waves.

In contrast, the anatomy of the tongue was well known in the
19th century and this knowledge was available to 8e11. Since at
least the treatise of Hellwag (1781), there has been virtual
agreement about the rofe of the extrinsic muscles of the tongue
for directing lingual manoeuvres. The hyoglossi draw the tongue
bodily downwards to narro\", the fower pharl'nx (Fig. 10). The pos-
terior genioglossi pull the tongue root forward to widen the pharynx

and push the tongue body up and forward. The glossopharyngei
(fibres of the superior pharyngeal constrictors that insert j-nto

the sides of the tongue) draw the tongue back into the mid-
pharynx. The styloglossi draw the tongue upwards and rearwards
towards the soft palate. The palatoglossÍ have ¿ sphincter-like
action that narrows the faucal isthmus (provided the palatine
levators are contracting simultaneously). In addition, the
superior and middle pharyngeal constrictors narroh¡ Lhe pharynx
localJ-y. The involvement of these muscles in the basic con-
striction-forming manoeuvres in vowels is discussed in Paper II.

A type of m-odeI based on constriction focation is compatible
with observable motor activity. But specifíc muscle activity is
not unambiguously and exclusively related to the raising or
lowering, advancing or retracting of the tongue arch. Consequently
the tongue arch model cannot link neuromotor activity to
articulation. It offers a bewildering physiological framework,
not least for EMG investigations of the tongue ín speech.

Predictiue eapability

One aspect of the weak predictive capability of the tongue

arch model has already been described. The tongue positions
that can be observed in speech are not always those prescribed
by the model. Tabte I and Figs.3, 5 to 9 show that while the
coordlnates defining tongue arch position are irrelevant for
the articulatj-on of vowels, a type of model based on vocal tract
configuration did not find these profil-es in any \^/ay enigmatic.
It \,/ould not therefore be sufficient sÏmply to rectify
the location of the errant vowels on the tongue arch quadri-
lateraf by assigning the "correct" coordínates. It would still
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be impossible to predict the resonator configuration, and hence

the spectrum. It would still be impossible to predict the under-

lying motor activity.

Explanatorg pouer

In view of its unsound phYsiological basis and ambiguous re-
Ìation to vocal tract shapíng and resonance properties, and its
consequently unsatisfactory predictive capability, the tongue

arch modef fails to provide a smooth and direct link between

articulation and acoustics, It cannot therefore explain the
relationships between the successive stages of the speech chain,
the systematic preferences for the structure of vowel systems,
the phonetic processes involved in sound changes and so on. It
is not surpr.ising that the esteem of articulation decfined
when compared with the progress made in the study of speech

acoustics and perception. The bewildering relationship between

the parameters of the tongue arch model and the spectral
character of vowels has hampered the construction of a com-

prehensive view embracj-ng and integrating all phases of speech

production: neuromotor, articulatory, acoustic, spectral,
perception.

4. AN ALTERNATTVE ARTTCULATORY MODEL

AJ-though there are large differences bet\^reen speakers in
the actual frequencies of the vowel formants, the spectral
character of vowels is fairly constant withln the speech of
one speaker (Peterson and Barney L952). See Fig. 11.

Differences of formant frequency range between speakers due to
differences of vocaf tract scale are regular and predictable.
Spectral variations within the same speaker's speech are regular
and can be related to such factors as coarticulation, degree of
stress, style or temporal constraints (Tiffany 1959, Stevens
and House 1963, Lindblom 1963). Much of this variation is an

integral part of the coding of the speech signal (Liberman
et af. 1961). The relative spectral contrasts utilized for
phonemic distinctions (Jakobson et af. 1952) are probably uni-
versal. Comparíng these spectral regularaties to the varia-
bility and confusion of tongue arch positions, and knowing that
there are theoretically more than one possible resonator shape
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for a given spectrum, it was natural that many phoneticians
preferred to befieve there was no constancy at all in articula-
tion and that the speaker's only concern $ras to produce the
correct spectrum by any means avail-able.

Figures 6 to 9 show that there are constant characteristics
of vocal tract configuration. Tt is then reasonable to look
also for constancy in the manner of forming these configurations.
Is there, for example, a simple set of manoeuvres that are
combined in various ways to achieve the desired confígurations?
The exampfe of tense-l-ax vowels Ii, l, e, e] discussed above
and iffustrated in Fig.4 suggests there is. This possibility is
examj-ned in Papers II, IV and V. Other examples, concerning
the component manoeuvres of rounded palatal vowels, are studied
in Paper III.

There has been a growing tendency in recent years to look to
the shaping of the vocal tract for a substitute articulatory
model. Stevens and House (1955) concluded that "x-ray studies
indicate that during the articulation of vowefs the dimensions
along the vocaf tract are controlled primarily by the position
of the tongue constrictions and by the degree of constriction"
Kaneko 119571 compared the American English and Japanese vowel
systems \^rith reference to the vocal tract configurations.
Lindblom and Sundberg described the Swedish vowel system
(1969a) and the cardinaf vowels (1969b) using the place and
degree of constriction to define the place of articulation.
Lindblom and Sundberg (I97I) , simulating physiologj_cal factors
that determine the vocal tract area function, explored and
described the spectral consequences of individual manouevres.
f have myself described the West Greenfandic Eskimo vowels
system using the constriction location as a phonological
feature that can be used in generative rules. (Wood 1971).

Vocal cavity configuration and the manoeuvres forming it can

provide the basis for an afternative model that permits each

phase of speech communication - motor control, articufation,
speech signal, perception - to be uniquely and unambiguously

linked.
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5. MATERTALS AND PROCEDURES

X-ray prof'ùLes

The investigations are based on mid-sagittal x-ray tracings of
vowel articulation from a collection of published tracings and

3 x-ray motion films.

38 sets from 1 5 different languages \,rere coflected from the
literature. Their authors covered a v/ide range of interests
such as language teaching, linguistics theory, dialectology,
speech acoustics, speech therapy, laryngology and so on.

The following sets were collected:
Meyer (1907): German

Scheier (1909): cerman

Polland and Há1a 119261: Czech
Parmenter and Treviño fi9321: Spanish
Carrnody (1936) : Holbrook's cerman
Carmody (19371: Holbrook's French (3), Spanish, Italian,

Portuguese, American English (2), S British Engl-i.sh,
Russian, Polish

Chlurnsky et al. (1938): French
Sovijärvi (1938) : Finnish
Chiba and Kajiyama (1941): Japanese, German

Mazlovà (19491: Zábieh dialect of Czech

Ohnesorg and Svarny (1955): Chinese (3)

Skatiðková (1955) : Korean
Koneczna and ZavTadov¡ski (1956): Russian (4)

Korl-én and MalmberS (1959): Strenger's cerman

Strenger. Swedish
Háta (1959): S British English
Fant (1960): Russian
Wängler (1 961 ) : German

Malmberg (1966) : Strenger's Spanish

Perkell (1969): American English
Perkell 119711: American English
Pétursson 119741 : Icelandic

Brichfer-Labaeye (1970) has been consulted but v¡as not obtained
in time to be incl-uded in the above.

The 3 x-ray motion fifrns (Southern Britj-sh English, Cairo Arabic
and lrlest GreenlanCic Eskimo) were made at the angiocardiographic
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unit of the Lund University Hospital.

Cine fLuoz,o grapVty pt o ce dtæe s

Each subject was limited to one reel of 35 mrn fi1m, which ran
for about 40 seconds at 75 frames/second.

A highly unidirectional microphone placed close to the subjectrs
mouth reduced the background noise level recorded from the
rotating anode of the x-ray generator and the öamera shutter,
A sound treated booth was not availabl-e

The camera delivered a synchronising pulse whích appeared as

a dot on every tenth frame. These pulses were also recorded syn-
chronously with the speech signal on a paraIle1 track after
transposition to 6000 Hz to avoid the lower frequency region of
the speech spectrum. Spectrograms were subsequentfy made after
mixing and balancing the speech and pulse signals. It was then
possible to identify the speech spectrum corresponding to any
film frame.

A copper wire with blobs of solder at 1 0 nm intervals was taped
to the subject's head and nose j-n the mid-sagittal plane to
provide a scale for life-size reproduction of the image.

A radio-opaque paste was applied to the midline of the tongue
and 1ips.

The subject's head was steadied against a smal-I rest.

The camera speed was 75 frames,/second (one picture every 13.3
milliseconds). The radiation was pulsed with one 3 millisecond
burst to each frame. Finegrain 35 mrn negative cine film was

used (Fuji x-ray cine film FS). Positive copies were made for
víening and analysis (Agfa cevaert S 99).

The subjects wore a protective apron and the the radiation was

coned down to protect the eyes and the thyorid gland.

The estimated exposure and dose for each reel of film were as
follows (anode voltage 120 kV, cathode current 64 mA, 4 mm

aluminium and 1 mm copper filter, focus-skin distance 1200 mm,

fielil |00 x 100 mm, 3200 frames/reel):
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exposure at the image intensifier
exposure at the skin
absorbed dose
gonad dose
bone marrow dose

Ì5 mr/frame, 50 r/reeL
230 mr/reef
60-200 mrad/reef
negligible
negl igible

Radiation intensíty is measured Ln z'oentgens (a measure of the
ionization of the air by radiation). A radiation dose is
measured in rads (the amount of radiation energy absorbed by

biological materÍaf, 1 rad is 100 ergs/gram), A rough relation
is that exposure to diagnostic x-radiation of 1 roentgen gives
a dose of about 1 rad. A thj-rd unit, the rem, is defined as

a comparable radiation dose that has the same biological effect
on man as exposure to 1 roentgen of x-rays. Some examples will
put these figures in perspective. The average aduft annual dose

in southern Sweden from cosmic, natural and environmental
radiation sources is 100 mrad. A diagnostic x-ray examination
of the abdomen can give doses up to 5 rad for about a dozen

sti11 pictures. The safety limit for personnel employed in
x-ray units and nuclear power stations is 5 rad/annum.

Safety requirements have become increasingly stringent during
the past tv/o decades. 25 years ago a maximum exposure of 20-25

roentgens was said to be acceptable (Lusted and Miller, 1956).
This is approaching the exposures used in clinical treatment,
where the intention is to damage malignant tissue. Cineradio-
graphy involved high radiation doses in those days owing to
the need for continuous radiaLion (as though one were filming
with light) (Subtelny et al. 19571. In 1960, MofI estimated his
radiation exposures at 24 frames/second as 3.9 roentgens for a

three minute fil-m. A finer grain (but less sensitive) film
emulsion for better picture quality would have required 7.5
roentgens, Faster filming rates to capture rapid movements would
have needed more intense radiation (or alternatively a more

sensitive but coarser film emulsion at the same exposure, with
consequent loss of picture quality). fmproved ì-mage intensifiers
require less radiation and currently emit enough light for fine-
grain film emulsions and faster camera speeds. Intermittent
radiation synchronized with the camera shutter, as used in this
laboratory, obvíates the heed for continuous radiation and re-
duces the dose considerably. An even smaller dose can be obtained
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by x-ray microbeam systems (Kiritani et al. 1915a, 1975b) ' This

method is more suited to tracing the movement of individual
structures, often defined by a small metal pellet, than to out-

lining the contours of the vocal cavities-

The transparency of the body to x-rays depends on the spectral
quality of the radiation which is in turn governed by the voltage

applied to the anode of the x-ray tube. Radiation arises from the

abrupt arrestation of electron movement, whether in an x-ray tube

or in the atom nucleus of a radioactive substance, The radiation
frequency depends on the force of impact. The higher the anode

voltage, the greater the accelerêtion of electrons to\tards the

anode, the greater the impact, and the higher the frequency of

radiation emitted. The skel-eton absorbs more radiation energy

from low frequency radiation and consequently the shadows appear

heavier on the radioqrams. Thi-s is disadvantageous for a t¡alanced

picture of bone and soft tissrre. Higher frequency radiation is
more suitable for pictures of speech movements in order to lighten
the shadow of especially the mandible relative to the soft
tissues of che tongue, lips, velum and pharynx. This is achieved

by using a high anode voltage, in the present case 120 kv' The

copper and aluminium fi-lters are used to further improve the

spectral quality by removing low frequency radiation. The cathode

current determines the intensity of the radiation by controlling
the electron flow tov¿ards the anode and is set according to the

intensity required to expose the film.

The camera speed is not without importance. A sfow speed fails

to arrest movement on each frame. A fast speed consumes more film'

resulting in less talking time for the same radiataion dose' A

speed of 24 frames/second fails to resolve and delimit manoeuvres

with sufficient precision. This gives the impression that the

speech organs are never still. A lot can happen during 40 milli-

seconds in speech: an articulator can turn round and be on its

way back agai-n, an occlusion can be missed altogether between

frames at this speed. At least 50 frames/second is needed

to resolve speech movements. The present films were made with

a camera speed of 75 frames/second. The articulators are seen

to complete their excursions and then wait until called on to
move again.
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Fig.12
Examples of manoeuvres ana-
lysed from the x-ray motion
films - the mandible relative
to the maxilla, the tongue
relative to the mandible and
the lower lip relative to the
mandible.

Tracing procedu.z,es

The profiles collected from the ]iterature were photographed
from the publication and enlarged to fife-size with the help of
any information available about scaIe. Where there were no
scales or measurements for guidance, the profiles were enlarged
to give an overall vocal tract length in the range 15-19 mn
(depending on the vower) for male speakers and somewhat shorter
for femafes. Comparison of features like cervicle segments,
incisors, mandible, maxilla and hyoid bones ensured that alf
profíles in one set \,¡ere reproduced to the same scale.
The x-ray fj-lms were projected frame by frame onto the back
of tracing paper placed on a glass screen. The image was ad-
justed to life-size with the aid of the copper wire scale.
The shapes of hard structures like the mandible and maxilla
were averaged over several frames.
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There v/as a brief period in the middle of the stressed vowels

where the articufators \tere stationary' AIl the component

manoeuvres requj-red for the vowel- were completed but the new

manoeuvres needed for the oncominq consonant had not yet com-

menced. There was one occasional exception to this: the Arabic

subject sometimes \^¡aited until the transition to the post-

vocalic consonant before completely spreading the lips after

a prevocalic Ib] . This brÍef period between consonant tran-

sitions was taken to represent the intended vowel configuration

(it was the configuration that was least perturbed by the sur-

rounding consonants). At the same time, the indivídual component

manoeuvres were analysed by followinq them through from the

consonant to the completed vowel confíguration and then on to

the next consonant.

ModeL erpez'iments

Papers I, ItI' IV and V include model experiments desígned to

assess the contribution of indivídua1 component manoeuvres to

the vowel spectrum, to a spectral contrast or to spectral

variation.

First, the manoeuvre is studied on film sequences' Some examples

are iflustrated in Fig. 12. Note that a manoeuvre is defined

wíth reference to the structure on which the articulator is

situated. For example, the mouth opening has two components -

mandibular and labial. The mandible carries the Iips up and

down. The li-p muscles modify the lip posture with reference to

the mandible. A lip manoeuvre' such as protrusion or spread'ing'

is defined narrowly in the latter sense, the movement of the

lips relative to the mandible as a result of 1ip muscle activity

Similarly, there are two components of tongue movement -

mandibular and lingual. The mandible carries the tongue up and

dov7n. The tongue muscles modify the tongue posture with refer-

ence to the mandible. A tongue nanoeuvre is a movement of the

tongue refative to the mandible as a result of tongue muscle

activi-ty.

The vocal tract profile is then selectively manipulated to re-

produce the desired manoeuvre- Sometimes it j-s convenient to

perform the manoeuvre in more than one step'

Finally, the spectrum is calculated at each step from the area
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function for the configuration and evaluated.

Procedures for deriving area functions and cafculating resonances
are outfined below.

Deritíng area functr,ons

The vocal tract area function specifies the cross-section area
along the vocal tract from the lips to the glottis. It is needed

as a representation of vocal tract shape when calculating the
vocal tract resonances.

The vocal tract is divided into 5 mm segments from the central
incisors to the glottis. The cross-distance in each segment is
measured perpendicular to the axis of the vocal tract and trans-
formed int-o the cross-section area of the segment.

The x-ray profiles show only the mid-sagittaf plane. Transverse
distances cannot be seen, nor can the shape of a transverse
cross-section. Justhow complex the shapes of transverse sections
of the vocal tract are can be seen in, for example, Fant (1960,
FLg.2.2-51. The problem is how to find the cross-section area
when only the mid-sagittal cross-distance is known. The problem
has been discussed by Chiba and Kajiyama (1941), Fant (1960,
1965), Heinz and Stevens 119641, Sundberg (1969) and Ladefoged
et af. (19711.

For the buccal cavity, all these authors made oral casts which
were then sectÍoned and measured. Heinz and Stevens expressed
the cross-section area as a power function of the mid-
sagittal cross-distance. Thís is ill-ustrated in Fig. 13a (-.-).
Sundberg's results (from 3 subjects) confirmed this; his results
showed 1itt1e variation betv¡een the subjects, see Fig. 13a
(----). Ladefoged et af. give slightly different functions for
two different parts of the mouth, one close to Heinz and Stevens's
and one cfose to Sundberg's, Fig. 13a (-). Fant's and Chiba
and Kajiyama's curves are estimated by comparing their vocal
tract profifes with their published area functions. All these
results are fairly similar, with Sundberg (3 cases), Ladefoged
(1 of.2) and Chiba and Kajiyama (1) about average for afl these
results. I have used Sundberg's results wíth one modification,
Fig. 13a (++++). Experience suggested that the cross-areas were
too large at small cross-distances, so the curve v¡as flattened
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a li{:tle at the 1ow end.

The functions for Sundberg's subjects are:

A = 2.o7 a1 '47 A = 2.35 aI .34

A = cross section area
a = midsagittal cross-dÍstance

I{y modified function is:

A = 2.ø3 ar'33

Á = 1.93 a1'50

The pharyngeal cavity is less accessible. Chlba and Kajiyama

inspected the pharynx by endoscope and found il to be eliptical
in section. Heinz and Stevens also treated the cross-section as

an elipse. Anthony used calipers to measure the transverse
distance (1964, Ladefoged et al. 19711. Ladefoged et al. made

a cast in vivo (using rapíd setting dental compound) for one

state, the vowel [e]' tfrey also inspected the pharynxes of

cadavers, Fant used frontal tomograms of the pharynx. These

showed that the transverse width of the pharynx (the major axis of
the: eliptical cross-section) decreased. substantially for narrow

passages. Chiba and Kajíyama's endoscopic examination revealed
the same lateral narrowing for the I a ] constriction. Sundberg

observed on Fant's tornograms that the lateral pharyngeal walfs
tended to approach each other v¡hen the mid-sagittal cross-distance
between the back of the tongue and the posterior pharyngeal vtall-

exceeded 1 9 mm or so with the result that further pharyngeal
vridenj-ng actually diminished the cross-section areä. See Fig.
13b (----). The other authors expected the cross-section area

to continue to increase as the cross-distance increased. Lindqvíst
and Sundberg (1971) made a fibrescopic examination of the
pharyngeal cavity and estimated cross-section areas from photo-
graphs. These agreed closely with Sundberg's previous result-
I have therefore followed Sundberg, approximating his curve
with a cosine function (Fig. 13b).

Lindblom and Sundberg (1971) did not observe this narrowing
effect at larger cross-distances in the lower pharynx. Like them'
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I have used Fantts curve for the lower pharynx (Fig. 13c). This
vtas based on tomographic evidence

The cross-section area of the 1ip openÍng is modelled according
to Lindblom and sundberg 119711. A brief account is given here
for reference. For more details see their article. Figure
14 illustrates the lip opening.

I
h

t

F-Íi
:810, mm

p
AreaÁ=l¡¡¡_

p+r
P is a personal constant, 2 is

recommended

lt, the vertical lip. seperation,is measured on the traòlng
u) ¡ the horizontal distance betweenthe corners of the opening, is
estimated from f¿

Fig.14
The lÍp opening parameters
of Lindblom and Sundbergrs
(1971) lip model, used ior
estimating the area of thelì.p section.

(1)

(2t

rts- rd

The transverse distance û0 is a funct.ion of l¿:

p
lL

w=W

where

,L+2

w
o

+W
m

is a constant, 38 mm is recommended

w
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U
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wn is a muscular increment such that
0 < tt.._ < +10 mm for spread lipsm-

ttr^. = 0 mm for neutral lipsn

0 > úJ... > -10 mn for rounded lipsm-

For simulating lip articutation in model experiments, h ís divided
into a jaw-dependent component lro and a muscular component fl,

h (4)

= J - 4 ¡nm (J is the jaw opening)

= 2 lo 4 mm for lax spread lips

= 5 to 8 mm for tense spreacl lips (see Paper IV)

= 0 mm for neutral lips

= -1 nm for lax rounded 15-ps

= -2 rnm for tense rounded Iíps

+lx
0

H

v¡here

o
h

H

H

H

m

n

m

H

H
m

m

The length of the lip section is estimated according to Líndblom

and Sundberg and transformed ínto 5 mm segments.

A standard wedge-shaped larynx is fitted to att cãnfigurations,
widening from 1 

"*2 
to 2 

"m2.

CaLcuLatíon of z,esonanee fz'equencíes

T\^ro methods have been used.

At first, the area function was set up on an electric line analogue
(LEA at the Speech Transmission Laboratory, Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Fant 1960 pp. 100-101). See Fig. 15. The

analogue is swept with a sine wave and the frequency of spectral
peaks read off on the frequency meter.

Subsequently a digital computer was used. Websterrs equation was

used to calculate the pressure distribution along the configura-
tj-on at successively higher excitation frequencies until standing
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FTTT'rT]

2.Ì,INE ELECTRICAL
ÂNALOCUE

/
4. FREQTIENCY HElER

SINE TAVË
GENE RÂTOR

f, voLItÉ1Êf,

6. TAPE RECORDER

q-e __+f)-) --+

5. VOICE SOURCE

Fi9 15 For ssreeping and measuring resonances, a sine
wave from the signal generator (1) is passed
through the line electric analogue LEA (2) to
a voltmeter (3). Voltage maxima occur at res-
onance frequencies which can be read off from
the frequency meter (4 ). ror monitoring and
recording synthetic vowel spectra, a voice
spectrum from a voice source (5) is filtered
by the analogue and recorded on a tapê recorder
(6 ).

The resonance frequencies calculated from Fant's Russian area
functions (1960 p. 115) are compared in Fig. 16 with the corre-
sponding frequencies given by Fant (1960 Table 2.31-1) measured
on LEA, calculated by BESK (one of the first Swedish experimental
computers) and measured from the subject's speech.

The difference between kinetic and potential energy distributions
along the vocal tract is used as a measure of the sensitivity
of a resonance mode to a local area perturbation (Fant 1975,
1980, Fant and Pauli 1975; see also Papers II and III). Compl-ete
sets of sensitivity functions are presented in Paper II for the
subjects of the English and Arabic films. Sinitar sets have
previously been published for Russian by Fant (precedj-ng refer-
ences) and for French by Mrayati and Carré (19761.

The first step is to calculate the volume velocity segment
by segment from the pressure distribution:

1h,,..,..,
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f000
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Fiq. 16 A comparison of calculated formant frequencies for
Fantfs area functions ('1960, p. 115) and the formant
frequencies of Fantrs subject.
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u

Z = segment length
p = density of air, 1

Pi*l - Pí Ai

L px u

(;)' x LxA

-?2"

(5)

(6)

(7t

.L

where

A = cross-section area of segment ¿
u =2 x nx F

F = frequency

The kinetic energy in a segment is proportional to the volume
velocity:

Kin. =,L ix p

and the potential energy in a segment Ís proportional to the
pressure:

Poï, = P;2 ,. L
A.

.Lx---'-
px c

where c = velocity of sound, 35 000 cm/sec

To permit comparisons of sensitivity in different vocal tract
configurations the local energy difference is normalized by
expressing it as a proportion of the total energy in the tube
(i.e. by setting the total energy to 1).

The vocal tract transfer function is calculated according to
Fant (1960, pp.49-56).

Speeeh nateriaL

The desire to keep exposures low and yet use a relatively fast
camera speed to capture fast movements and brief events timits
the useful time availabre to about 40 seconds/reer at 75 frames/
second. Silence between utterances is wasted time. Tn order
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to exploit the time available as effectively as possible the
periods of silence were mlnimized by using longer utterances.
Each test vowel vTas repeated several times in a test sentence.

The subject of the English film read a randomized list of
sentences of the form ['pvti 'pVt a 'p7ti,pVte] where different
English vowels were substituted for I V] and where IU] indicates
the focus (intonation nucleus) of the sentence. A model for this
sentence ís Pel;ty put. a pd.ttA-potter. Examples of actuaf sentences
used are Pett| pet a petty-petter, PolttU pot a pott.y-potteT',
Paaty paut a pauty-pauter etc. The sentences were read at two
different rates. They were read once at about 4.5 syllables/
second (a lítt1e slower than normal average rate) and once at
about 6.5 syllables/second (a littte faster than average). This
yielded a total of 8 renderings of each of 1 1 different stressed
vowels. Articulatory variatÍon was induced by the different
rates and by the different positions in the sentence (varying
degrees of stress in relation to sentence focus).

The Cairo Arabic subject read similar sentences with the form
['bvti 'bVti 'bVta 'byti] and ['bvta 'bt/tí] (with "emphatic"
t çl ). These \trere read once each and yielded 4 renderings of
each vowef. A model for the Arabic sentences is Naadt 'saaz,i

tiína bunni (Nadi/has bought/figs/brown) . Dífferent vowels were
substituted for IV] as above yietdÍng Baati baati baata baat'í,
B¿tt¿ bi.t.ti bitta bitti etc. Here again I tz] indicates the sen-
tence focus.

For both subjects, the alternation between fabial and tingual
consonants and between the intervening weak I i.] an¿ [a] or lal
ensured that all test vowels were created ane$/ each time and
that each articulationwas therefore truly independent.

The number of tokens of each test vo\^rel- is important for
statisticaf treatment (published sêts of tracings rarely con-
tain more than one token of each vowel).
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6. THE FIVE PAPERS: SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS

I. TONGUE RETRACTTON TS NOT SO USEFUL AFTER ALI,

As a result of experiments h/ith a simple cylindrical model
Stevens (I972ì found three zones where vo$rel spectra are
insensitive to small shifts of the constriction 1ocatj_on, cor-
responding to paIatal, velar and pharyngeal constrictj.ons.
This paper reports the results of some similar model experiments
based on the vocal t.ract itself, using palatal and velar con-
figurations. They confirm that the spectra are not very sensitive
to location shifts around the palatal and velar zones but they
are very sensitive to location shifts in betr^reen.

TT. A RADTOGRAPHIC ANAI,YSIS OF CONSTRTCTION

LOCATÏONS FOR VOWELS

Vocal tract area functions estimated from 38 sets of x-rayed
vowel articulations collected from the literature and from
new x-ray motion films of English and Arabic speech reveal
four constriction locations: along the hard palate, along the
soft palate, in the upper pharynx and in the lower pharynx.
Each location is appropriate for a definable class of vowel
qualities, confirming the quantal nature of at least this as-
pect of vowel articulation. The acoustical, physiological and
phonological implications are discussed. In a given phonotactic
environment the precision of the constricting tongue manoeuvre
was good. The only ttuLy language specific difference was a
preference for either the nid-patatal or pre-palatal location
for palatal constrictions. The tongue muscles are found to be
admirably sj.tuated for creaÈing constrictions at the four
locations.

Six exarnples of area functions from the collected material,
additional to the examples il-Iustrated in the article, are
given in Fìirgs. 7 to 9 above. These also show the four loca-
tions.

The following conclusions were drawn.

I. There are four different places where the vocal tract is
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narrowly constricted by the tongue for vowels - along the hard
palate, along the soft palate, in the upper pharynx and in the
lower pharynx (Figs I, 21. This finding confirms Stevens's
hypothesis that we seek to constrict the vocal tract for vowels
at those p.laces where F,| and F2 are least sensitive to varia-
bility of constrict.ion location.

2. The vowels produced at these locations fall into distinct
families: I i-e, y-ll-Iike, Ir-u, +]-like, Io-r, y]-like and
Io-a-æ]-like respecti-veIy (Figs l-5). This supports Stevens's
conclusion regarding the quantal nature of vowels.

3. The tongue assumes characteristic postures relative to the
mandible that correspond to the four constriction locations
(Figs 6-10). LÍngual movements to these postures can be
unambigruously referred to muscular activity (rig 11) .

4. There are documented examples of languages preferring either
the pre-palatal or mid-palatal locations for the palatal- con-

_strictions. However, the sphlncteral function of the palato-
glossi and the pharyngeal constríctors leaves little opportunity
to vary the locations of the other three constrictions.

5. In a given consonant environment there is good precision of
the constricting movements. There vras no evidence that the
direction of the constricting gesture j.s rnodified to compensate
for random vertical larynx movement. But the structure of the
epiglottis and the thyroid cartilage ensures that the low
pharynqeal constriction automat.ically remains at about the
same dj-stance from the glottis.

6. When vowels are rounded, there is an increase in the
distance from the glottis to each of the four regions !,rhere FI
and F2 are insensitive to small shifts of the constriction 1o-
cation. This is allowed for by depressing the larynx considerably
for rounded vor¡rels. This is investigated further in Paper TfI.

7. Articulatory features for use in phonology should reflect
the preference for four constriction focations and the uni-que

relationship between constrícting tongue gestures, muscle
situation and the degree s of sensitivity of vocal tract.
resonances to area perturbations at different parts of the
vocal tract.
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8. The approach to tongue articulation outlined here facilitates
the buildj-ng of a comprehensive description of speech pro-
duction in which each of the successive stages (neuromotor,
articul-ation, cavity shaping, spectral output) are unambiguously
related to each other. In contrast, the features of tongue arch
height and fronting of the establ-ished model are ambiguous in
these respects and constitute a capricious medium for relating
the different phases of speech production.

TII. THE ACOUSTTCAL CONSEQUENCES OF TONGUE, LIP AND LARYNX

ARTICULATION IN ROUNDED PALATAL VOWELS

According to available data, languages contrasting Iy] and I i]
have a prepalatal rather than midpalatal constriction for these
vowel-s. The tongue blade is sometimes raised a little for Iy]
and the tongue body is usually lower than for I i ] . The lips are
less rounded for [y] than for [u]. The larynx 1s lower for

-[y] than for Ii] The acoustical consequences of these

manoeuvres are studied in a series of model experiments and the
advantage of the combination is found to be threefol-d: it yields
a maximum plaín-flat /í/-/V/ spectral contrast, ít ensures
simílar spectraf sensitivity to tongue displacement (for example

from coarticulation) in both spread-lip and rounded palatal
vowels and it contributes to stable resonance conditions in the
vocal tract. These results are valid for vocaf tracts of any

size and can be generalized to alf speakers. Compensatory

manoeuvres are afso examined. An indirect form of compensation
is provided by local manoeuvres that controf sensitivity else-
where in the vocal tract. Finally, physiological and phono-
logical implications are discussed.

The following conclusions were drawn.

1. Only the prepalatal tongue position is favourable for the
plain-flat contrast. Prepalatal Ii] has a hígh F3 that is
lowered more than F, by lip rounding so that F, and F, are close
together in Iy] (spectral flattening). The midpalatal position
is unsuitable for this contrast. The frequency of F3 is already
low in midpalatal [i] and is lowered less than F, by lip rounding
so that F, and F3 would actually diverge (no spectral fl-attening)

2. Only moderate lip rounding is suitable for [y]. With more
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than moderate 1ip roundinq, the spectrat flatteninS of Iy]
becomes increasingly sensitive to Iingual- perturbations, F2 and

F, responding differently to tongue location shifts. The

spectral consequences become increasingly unpredictable when

1ip rounding exceeds the critical l-imit-

3. Depressing the larynx for [y] keeps the zone, where F2 is
least sensitive to tongue location perturbations, within the
prepalatal region. This zone is shifted away from the glottis

by lip roundíng, but simultanêous larynx depression (i.e. fowering
the glottis) bring¡s it back to the prepalatal region.

4. Depressing the larynx for moderately rounded lyl also en-

sures that F, and F, resPond sÍmilar1y tÕ constriction l-ocation
perturbations throughout the prepalatal region' This safeguards

the spectral flattening of Iy] against focation perturbations,
provided the lips are not more than moderately rounded.

5. Depressing the larynx forI y] ensures similar spectral con-

sequences of disturbances of the degree of palatal constriction

and variations of pharyngeal width for both rounded and spread

lip palatal vowels. similar lingual movements would otherwíse
produce contrary spectral consequences for Iyl and Ii]

6. Resonance conditions are further stabilized by raising the

tongue blade in [y] However, only a li¡nited amount of tongue

blade el-evation is tolerable since this also raises F3, thereby

weakening the spectral flattening. The tolerable limit is smal1

in, for example, Danishr Dutch' French and German where a fully

flattened Iy] is contrasted with [i]. Swedish requires more

tongue blade elevation in order to provide a higher F3 for the

partially flattened /yz/ winicln has to contrast with both ,/i:/
and /d: / .

7. Tongue body lowering raises F,, and cancels the fall that

would have followed from the lip rounding of lvl. F1 remains

much the same as in I i ] . This provides a conìmon reference that

enhances the ffattenJ-ng of F, and Fr.

8. Larynx depression cannot compensate for l-abia1 undershoot

in [y]. The laryngeal contribution to the lowering of Fa for
spectral flattening Ís much smaller than the labial contrí-
bution. Lip rounding and larynx depressíon are complementary
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rather than mutually compensati-ng.

9. The articulation of til and [y] does not need to be
modified during growth in order to compensate for progresslve
scalar changes of vocal tract morphology. The relative con-
sequences of lingual and labial manoeuvres and larynx height
remain constant irrespective of scalar differences. Absolute
resonance frequencies are shifted downward during growth, but
experience shows that this is tolerated in speech perception.

IV. RADIOGRAPHTC AND MODEL STUD]ES OF THE PALATAL VOWEIS

,Jaw openings, tongue positions and lip positions of palatal
vowels in German, English, French, Russian and Arabic are
analysed from x-ray profiles collected from the literature and
from two x-ray fiIms. A jaw openlng of B or 9 mm divided a
closer class Ii, l] from a more open class [e, e]. the tongue
assumed a more bunched and elevated posture relative to the
mandibre for tense vowels Ii, e] and a lower, flatter posture
for lax vowels Lr, el. The lips were spread more for tense
vowels than for lax vowel-s. The acoustical- consequences of
these articulatory differences (especiatly the tolerances for
variation and overlapping of manouevres and the acoustical
effi-ciency of compensations) are investigated in a series of
model experiments. Final1y, some irnplications for phonology
and speech production theory are discussed.

The following conclusions were drawn.

1. A jaw opening of B or 9 nm divides the palatal vowels into
a close class Ii, r] and an open class[e,e]. llithÍn each class
the jaw opening ranges of different vowels overlap almost
completely (usually about 5-9 mm and 9-15 mm or more respec-
tively). These ranges are similar across languages irrespective
of the number of palatal vowels in each language.

2. Vüith lingual compensation for mandibular variation, as in
natural speech, the vowel spectra are hardly sensi_tive to a
wide range of jaw opening variati-on. The consequent spectral
variation is small compared to the total spectral variation
of a vowel that can be observed in speech. There is no need
for labial compensation for mandj_bu1ar variation in spread-
lip palatal vowels.
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3. There \¡ras no evidence of labial compensation for mandibular

variaLion in spread-líp palatal vowels in the two x-ray films'

4. There are differences of 1ip spreading relative to the

mandible between tense and fax vowels. The lips are spread more

for tense vowels, less for lax voI¡/els.

5. The degree of palatal narrowing is very similar for similar

vowels across languages, indicating that thls j-s a constant

factor of vo\^/el articulation irrespective of the number of

vowels in a system. In particular Ii] anit [e]are very similar
across languages and no modification is necessary to make room

for additional vowels.

6. The lo\n/er tongue height for Il] than for [e] is confirmed.

7. The tongue assumes a typical bunched and elevated posture
relative to the mandible for tense vowels I i , e] . This narrows

the palatal passage and widens the pharynx. The tongue assumes

a typical flatter and lower posture for lax vowels lr, e].
This r4ridens the palatal passage and narrows the pharynx. The

two tongue postures are found across languages irrespective of
the number of vowel contrasts in a system.

8. The palatal vowels are differentÍated by combining the
two degrees of jaw opening \^7ith the tense or lax tongue

posture. fn a model experiment, Russian profiles for close
tense Ii] and open lax [e] were manipulated to simulate close
l-ax [r] and open tense [e]. The t\^to new combinations generated

spectra that did not clash with the original Ii, e], spectra
confirmi-ng thaL Ii] ancl [e] did not need modifying to make

room for [], e]. The Iip, jaw and tongue positions were

assi-gned tolerances that correspond to articulatory
variation observed in speech. The resulting spectral variation
was comparable to actual variation observable in speech.

V. TENSE AND LAX VOWELS- DEGREE OF CONSTRTCTION OR

PHARYNGEAL VOLUME?

This paper reviews articulatory' physiological and spectral

differences between tense and lax vowels and reports a series

of model experiments that were designed to assess how much of

the spectral difference within pairs of tense and lax vowels

can be attributed to the degree of constriction and how much
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to the difference in the pharynx. Midsagittal profiles of the
vocal tract $/ere systematically modified, the corresponding
area functions set on an electricaf vocal tract analogue and
the resonance frequencies found and measured.

The folÌowing conclusions were drawn.

Ì. The difference in the degree of constriction contributed
most to the tense-lax contrast.

2, For rounded vowels, about half the spectral contrast comes
from the lips, which are fess rounded in lax vowels.
3. For 1ow pharyngeal Io, a]-like vovrels, all the spectral
contrast lies in the degree of constriction.
4. Although it is spectrafly advantageous for tense [o] to
have a narro\4rer constriction than lax [c], just as in atf
other tense-lax pairs, x-ray profiles show lnstead it usuall-y
has a wider constrj_ction. This is possíbly a consequence of
the more advanced tongue root for lol fne sma11 spectral
penalty to the contrast is more than made up by the difference
of lip protrusion.

5. The difference in tongue root position for [o, c] adds
little to the contrast but it is still- necessary in order to
keep the lower pharynx open (maintaining the F, contrast
with Ia]-lite vowels).
6. Tense vowels are not necessarily more precise than l-ax
vowel-s, Precision is equal_ly necessary for both.
7. There is not one common articulatory or physiological com-
ponent for al_1 tense-lax palrs. The one general common attri_
bute is a difference in the degree of contraction of some
muscl-e or muscles already actively invofved in creating the
basic configuration, with a consequent difference of position
of the corresponding articulator.

8. Although tense vowels usually tend Èo be longer than 1ax
vowe.l-s, the tense-1ax contrast should not be confused \,¿ith
quantity contrasts. one of these contrasts is often redundant,
but not always. A necessary part of the tense_l_ax contrastis
a rnuscular difference teading to different articulator
positions, different vocal tract configurations and. conse-
quently different spectra and timbre.
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7. GENERAL CONCLUSTONS

The goal that was set up r^ras to explore various aspects of an

articulatory model in whÍch physiologically relevant manoeuvres
are coordinated to shape the vocal cavities for the intended
spectral contrast. Such a model would relate manoeuvres back to
speech programming and motor control- and forward to the en-
coding of the speech signal. ft vrould thus be possible to pro-
vide a realistic and unambiguous línk between physiology,
acoustics and perception.

The five papers have been concerned with various aspects of such
a model. Papers I and II are devoted to hrhere and how a major
constriction j.s formed by the tongue in the vocal tract. Various
physiological and acoustical properties of these constrictions
are díscussed. Paper lfI is devoted narrowly and in depth to
the contribution of each individual articulatory component of
a very smafl numLrer of vowels to the plain-flat spectral con-
trast. Paper IV analyses how various manoeuvres are combined
to achieve the spectral differentiation of spread-Iip palatal
vowels. Paper V deals with tenseness and laxness. Each of these
aspects of vowel production is examined in both a physiological
and acoustical perspective.

The model has also provided a useful framework for discussing
various general problems of speech production: the quantal
nature of speech (Papers I, 1I, IfI, IV) , articulatory precision
and tolerances (Papers II, IV) , motor control and compensations
(Papers I, II, IIf, fV), the resonance properties of the vocaÌ
tract (Papers II, III), phonological implications (papers II,
TTI, IV, V).
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TONGI.E FETHADTION IS NOT SO USÉFI,T- AFIEB ALL

gidn€y Wood

Aceording to a centw¡eoLd tradltlon ln phonetics, small adJustnents of
tongue fronting or retractlon provLde an active and usofuf meang of modl.-

fying voral qualLty. However, acoustic theory doas not support thl.s tradl-
tlon in Bvery case. Stevens (1SZZ) tras dEnonstrated that spectral sensl-
tivlty to constrictlon locatton perturbatlons la not contlnuous alorg the
vocal tract. Hls o<perinents sith sl.mple tubes lndicated that when the
antenlor (palatal) portlon, the ml.d (velar) portlon fwlth ).l¡roundlng) or
the posterior (pharyngeal) portlon are constrLcted vorel spectra are hard-
ly affected by moderate displacanent of the constrictlon locatl.on wfthfn
those regions.

This can also be seen by studyfng thre+paraneter model nmogr¡ans {Fant
1SO, Stevens and Hous6 1955) whlch show that there are 1n fact four such

regions where vowel spectra are relatlvely lnsensitlve to Locatlon pertun
bations - along the hard palate and in the loweû' pharyrx for spread-J.lp

[f-r]-rfre and [o.-e ]-like vowels, and alorg the soft palate and in the

upper pharyrx for roundsd frru]-ttke ana [o-c]-Ilke vowEls. Th€ sa¡le four
regfons were deduced fþon a spectrognaphlc study of esklmo vowels (lflood

19?1) and X-rayed vowel artlculations confirm that these regLons are e:(-

cluslvely used for vowels in speech (Wood 19??).

Advancing and retrectlng palatal and velar vowels means that the corr
strlction Is displaced alorg the hard and soft palates. Theoretlcally,
thls should yle1d but L1ttJ.e spectral advantage sfnce these are two of the
four reglons mEntioned abovE. Three model expenimants were desfgned to
repeat Steven's e.r<pæJ.ments, thfs tLme to test the senaitivity of vowel

spectra to perturbatLons of the constrlctfon li¡catlon fn natural hrman væ
ca1 tract configuratfons. Ml+-sagLttal vocal tract profLlea wetre systemat-

1caIly nodlfled by retracting the tongue body frfli pElataL [t] ana [e]-
11he conflgurations and by advanclrg the tongue body from a vela¡ fu]-ffrc
conffgr.ratlon. The reEonances of Each new configunatlon were found by

sweepirg a l1ne electric analogue (UR at the Royal InstltutE of Technol-

ogy, gtockholn, by cor.rtesy of Gunnar Fant), Flg. 1.
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5. VOlCE SOURCE

The configuratlon to bE maasured ls set upon the analogue (2).
A slne wave frqn the generator (1) 1s passed through the analogue
to a voLtmet"r (3). Voltage maximã occr-r at resonaãce fbequencies
wtrlch can be read off from tha frequency nreter (+). For nonitor-
ing and recordl.rg synthetlc vowel qualitles, a voice spectrr.n
from a vol.ce source (5) passes througûr the analogue to a tape r+
corder (6).

The tongue body was retracted 5 rm in I rm steps from palatal [f]-fffe
anU [e]-ftrc configurations. This amounted to 20 rm retraction of the corr
strlctfon alorg the dmed roof of the mouth. Finally, the tongue was ad-
vanced 6 ¡n 1n 2 nrn steps from a velar [u]-ffke confLgr.ratlon. This amourr-

tEd to 2O rm advancãlent of the constrictlon along the soft palate. The

d€gree of constrl.ctlon was kept conEtent 1n each tsxperlnent (cross-sec*
tLon arEa at the constrictlon o.ES cn2 for [i] ana [u], z.e cnz for [c] "othe only varLable was the constriction locatton *lth consequent modificæ
tions to thefront and back cavLtLEs.

The nodification of ttre [1] profile is Lllustrated to the Left 1n Fig.
2. A sf¡¡llar modlficatfon wa6 madE for thE [e] conftguration. The range of
noveoent represents retractfon from a prepalatal constrLctlon thruugh mlù
palatal to posþa1ata1. X-rEyBd vou€1 artlcul.ations confl¡m unlv€rsal 1an-

guagÊ-spEclfic pr3f6rèncEs for glthEr the prepalatal or nLdpalatal posi-
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tions J'n speech (food tnl). tne spectral consequ€ncee of thE mdifLce-
tlone arE gfven to the right tn Flg. 2.

Fa feII oontlnuously 1n both [1] anu [e] for each retracted step. Thls

is wtry the prepalatal [1] of say Swedlsh or Russlan sounds sharpen than

the midpalatal [f] of Engtish (Fant lso) and why Swedlsh [e] and Englisrr

[i] sounU a1lke to Srvedes. F, was hardly affected by retraetlon throurgh

the prepalatal and midpalatal locations and dld not begln to faII until
the end of each serlEs. It felt appreclably ln the last two (postpalatal)

steps from [i] ana had Just started to fall at the last stap fran [e]. ff
rose gradually. The trend of these results ls predlctable frqn thê pres-

sure and volrmE velocJ.ty standirg waves and fron the energy distr{.butions
(Chita anA KaJiyana 1941, Fant and Paulf 1975). Th6 consaquences of widen-

ing the prepalatal part and narrowing the postpalatal part are (i) corr
trary and largely eelf-cancelling for F1, [11) negllgible for F2 and (1tt)
ctmulatively negatJ.ve for F3 (on account of the letter's prepalatal volmE

velocity nod6 and velar pressu'e node).
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Retractlon of the torgue alorg the hard palate fro¡n palataf [i]
(1eft). A slmllar modificatlon was made for [e]. Spectral eonse-
iuencàs of these modificatlons (rlght).
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The lack of charge 1n F, from the prapalatal to nldpalatal locatLons Ls

Þ(pect€d fron Etevens's flndlng. The postpalataL locatlon 1s apparently
beyond the regJ.on where fornant frequencles are ralatively 5.nsensftive to
varÍation of the constrictlon location. F, changes rapidly nhen the con-
striction is retracted beyond the midpalatal posltlon and would requJ.re

çonsiderable articulatory control in a rnonophthong. In actuaL speech vowel

constrfctlons occur only fleetLngly 1n thls region, aÍther durLrg transl-
tions to or from adJacent consonants or dtrlrg diphthongs rhere thE main

Lnformation ls in the glldlng formant.

The modlflcatlon of tne [u] constriction and the spectral conaequences

are glven at Fig. 3.

The nain result of advanclng thê torgue body a).org the soft palate was

that F, fe).l sharply, a cunulatlve consEquence of wLdenlrg the upper pharu

yrx wh6re F3 of an [u]-fffe conflgr.ratlon has lts largest pressure ma¡<lmun

and a considerable excess of potentla} over klnetlc €nergy and sLmul-tæ

neousl-y narrowlng the postpaLatal. region. Where F3 hås a pressure node and
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Advancsnent of the tongue along the soft palate fron velar [u](feft) ana the spectral consequences (right).
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án sêBas of kln€tl.o €nægy. FZ uaa hardly aff€cted by advancJ.rg the con-

Etrlctlon at the poetenl.or Bnd of tho soft palata, rhich agneee wLth

StevEns's flndi.ng. F, beean to ilse whEn the constrfctj.on sas nsar the

ntddle of thE soft palate and lt had rLsen about l2O Hz rñen thE constrlc-
tlon waE advanoed to the front end. Thl.a Ls wlthfn th€ ranga of F, verf'æ

tlon found ln natural speech for [u]-ffre vowels.

Although Lt haE been known for many years that the conceptual baeLs and

assr4tionsofÈire tradltlonal modEl were largely faIse, the lnplloatione
havE no! yet been fully drawn. At flrst attention turned aray frm artlæ
ulatLon and towardE the conposltlon of the acoustlcal eLgnal and to thE

reactions of listeners to acouetical cues. But lt ts stllL hlghly rele-
vant to ask rñat the speaken la dolrg wfiEn he pr€duces those acoustLcal

cuEs that we nor know the llstenEr neEds. It is especlally lnportant in
vler of the grorfng lnterast in artfculatory programllng and the notor
control of speech. Analysls of X-ray fl1ns (wood 1977) showed that for the

artlculatlon of vosELs the tongue ain¡s to narrow the vocal tract at one

of tfie four règions mentLoned above, a sinpler task than had hithertoo
been envJ.saged. The tongue nusculature was found to be adnlrably situated
for creating the for.r oonstrlctLons and thE sphincter furrctlon of the pe-

latoglossl and the pharyngeal consùrlctora Ensure the accuracy of all but

the palatat manoeuvres. The experirnents reported above conflrn that vowel

spectra are rElativeLy Lnsensltlve to locatl.on pertr'rnùatfons 1n those re-
glons. Not onJ.y ls voluntary dlsplacanent of the constriction locatlon
physiologically unllkelyr th€re 1s ll.ttle spectral advantage to be gained

ftEm doing it anyway.
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Abstmct: Vocal tract are¿ functions estimated from 38 sets of X-rayed vowel
articulations collected from the literature and from new X-ray
motion frlms of English and Arabic speech reveal four constriction
locations: along the hard palate, along the soft palate, in the upper
pharynx and in the lower pharynx. Each location is approþriate for
a definable class of vowel qualities, confirming the quantal nature of
at least this ¿spect of vowel articulation. The acoustical,
physiological and phonological implications are discussed. In a given
phonotactic environment the precision of the constricting tongue
manoeuvre was good. The only truly language specific difference
was a preference for either the mid-palatal or pre-palatal location
for palatal constrictions, The tongue muscles are found to be
admirably situated for creating constrictions at the four locations.

Introduction
Since the second half of the nineteenth century, work on vowel articulation has largely

been based on a model that prescribes for each vowel a unique tongue position in terms of
height and fronting ofthe tongue arch. This model, initiated by Bell (186?), was rapidly
adopted long before it could ever be subjected to experimental verification. It has never

been validated, but it has been contradicted. For example, Meyer's (1910) plastopalato-

grams revealed unexpected tongue heights. The Bell model was conclusively discredited

by Russel's massive X-ray study (1928) which failed to corroborate the predicted tongue

arch positions. This was followed by several decades ofadvances in acoustical analysis and

psycho-acoustical experimentation, which has led to proposals for purely auditory or
integrated acoustical-auditory systems for describing vowels (Jakobson et al', 1952;

Ladefoged et al., 1972; Lindau, 1975; Lieberman, 7976). During the same half century

articulation was largely disavowed for vowei description. The confusing picture of vowel

articulation obtained from X-ray studies and the theoretical possibility of producing the

same sound in a variety of ways were seen as apparent proofs ofthe inconstancy of articu-

lation and the multiplicity of compensatory adjustments. However, I suggest in this paper

that the alleged inconsistencies are due to observation of the wrong articulatory variables

(height and fronting) rather than to articulatory irregularity. There are important and

relevant regularities in vowel articulation (Wood, 1975a), one of which will be reported

here: the number of locations where the vocal tract is constricted by the tongue'
The location of a major internal nariowing is a fundamental parameter of vocal tract

conûguration for vowels (Stevens & House, 1955; Fant, 1960). These authors, and Lind-

0095-4470/01 0025+1 9 so2.oo/o
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26 S. Wood

blom & Sundberg (1971), treated the length ofthe vocal tract as a continuum ofconstric-
tion locations for model explorations of vocal tract resonances. On the other hand, the
articulatory model universally accepted from ancient India until the nineteenth century
had divided vowels into [ie]Jike palatals, [u-o]-like labiovelars and [c-a]-like pharyn-
geals, These are precisely the three regions where Stevens (1972) found vowel spectra to be
relatively insensitive to moderate displacements of constriction location. Examination of
three-parameter model nomograms (such as Fant, 1960, Fig. 1.4-ll) discloses four
locations with this property: at the hard palate and in the lower pharynx for spreadJip
vowels and at the soft palate and in the upper pharynx for rounded vowels (Gunnilstam,
1974). I have previously inferred the same four locations from the formant transition fre-
quencies of West Greenlandic Eskimo vowels (Wood, l97l) : (i) along the hard palate for
the [i, e]-like allophones of /i/ and the [e]Jike allophone of lal, (1i) along the sofr palate for
the [u]-like allophone oflu/, (iii) in the upper pharynx for the [o, a]-like allophones of/u/

to
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o

o LP HP SP U PHA LX

U
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I

Ê
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.9

Ë

o
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o
ro

o o5tot5
Pos¡tion olonq vocol troct(cm)

The configurations of the vocal tract for vowels by the Southern British
English subject, classed according to constriction location (hard palate,
soft palate, upper pharynx, lower pharynx). The area functions are lined
up from the central incisors (coordinate 0 cm). The letters identify parts of
the vocal tract: LP lips; HP hard palate; SP soft palate; U uvula; PHA
pharynx; LX larynx,
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Posilion olong vocol lrocl (cm)

Area functions for vowels by the Egyptian Arabic subject. Cf. Fie,1

and the [y]-like allophone of /i/, and (iv) in the lower pharynx for the [o, a, æ]-like

allophones of lal . All this varied evidence points to the use of a small number of discrete

locations for the constriction. The analysis ofX-rayed vowel articulations reported below
confirms these four constriction locations without exception by 40 subjects in I 3 languages.

This tnding has important implications for the study of speech physiology and the
evolution of the speech organs. If it is true that it is not acoustically relevant to utilize
more than four constriction locations for vowels, and ifspeakers universally confine them-
selves to these four locations, then the tongue must have a far simpler task than has

hitherto been assumed. We should expect to find manoeuvres directed towards each of the

four constriction targets in the vocal tract and a suitable arrangement of tongue muscu-
lature for this purpose.

Radiographic material
This investigation is based on 38 sets ofmid-sagittal vocal tract tracings for l2 languages
that have been reported in the literature during the past 75 years (Wood, 1975ø) and on
two new X-ray motion films of Southern British English and Egyptian Arabic speech.

Tracings from a third frlm (of West Greenlandic Eskimo speech) are also used to illustrate
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30 S. Wood

part of this report. These films were made at the angiocardiographic unit of the Lund
university Hospital. The subjects were limited to one r-eel 

"r 
¡s-i.,,n ni. ."*,,it i.t pro-

vided_4O s at 75 frames/s. The X-rays were delivered in one 3 ms purse per frame. The
absorbed radiation dose was 60-200 mrad/reel.

]!9 !-nctistr subject read a randomized risr of test sentences of the form ['pvti ,pvte
,p zti 'pvtel, where different test vowels were substituted for Iv] and where I z] inãicates the
focus (intonation nucleus) ofthe sentence. The senténces were read at twó different rates,
yielding a total ofeight renderings ofeach often different vowels. The Egyptian Arabic
subject's sentences had the form ['bvti 'bvti 'bvta 'bvti) and, t'bvça 

,bl;fii (wiitr ..em_
phatic" t). These were read once and yielded four renderings àr.å"n uowetì ro, uot¡
subjects, the inte¡vening lingual consonant and the weak vowels ensured that all test
vowel articulations were independent. The number oftokens ofeach test item is important
forstatistical treatment (published sets oftracings rarely contain."r.irrui on.ìoten of
each vowel).

The vocal tract area function for each rendering was estimated according to sundberg
(1969) and Lindblom & sundberg (1971). Measuiement ofvocal tract resãnance modes
on a.line electric analogue (LEA at the speech rransmission Laboratory ofthe Stockholm
Institute ofTechnology) indicated that estimated cross-section areas aithe faucal isthmus
in velar constrictions were too large. This will be discussed below.

Conshiction locations
The striking tendency in all sets was that the tongue narrowed the vocal tract at one offour
locations for vowers: (i) arong the hard palate foi ¡i-el-like and [y-ø]-rit. uo*.1.,-iii) ulong
the soft palate for [u-u] and [i]-like vowels, (iii) inìhe upper phãrynx for [o-a1 anà ¡yltitevowels, and (iv) in the lower pharynx for [o-a-æ]-like vowels. Figs I and ishow area func-
tions for my English and Arabic subjects. Area functions for the material collected from
the literature were similar.

2500 2000
Fz 8z

1500 tooo 500

5Oo N
f

u

tooo

Flgure 5 The-frequencies ofF¡ and 
^Fz 

generated by the three-parameter model for
rne rour preterred constriction locations, based on nomograms by Stevens
& House (1955) (distance from source to constriction tZ ãm for ¡a.¿palate, 8'5 cm for soft palate, 6.5 cm for uppe. ptraiyni, li^Jm ror lower
pnïy¡1t. I he superimposed vowel areas are from a sample of Southern
British English speech recorded from the radio.
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A rødiographic ønølysis of constriction localionfor ttowels 3l

These are precisely those locations, referred to in the introduction, where resonance

modes are iniensitive to some displacement of the constriction. The fact that all subjects

restricted themselves to these locations suggests that this preference is universal.

Acoustical consialerations

The combinations of d and F, produced by constricting the vocal tract at each of the

four locations can be studied by rãferring to three-parameter model nomograms. Figure 5

is based on the Stevens & House (1955) nomograms and.gives the frequencies of F and

I generated by varying the degree of mouth-opening and the degree of.constriction at

eáci of the foui constriction locãtions. Figure 5 also contains the frequencies of F and F"

ofstressed vowels in a sample ofSouthernBritish English speech recorded from the radio'

The four constriction locations conveniently divide the entite FrlF"space into four rela-

tively unambiguous areas, each enclosing a definable family of vowel qualities. within

.u"h u..o, theãifferent spectra are obtained by varying the degree ofconstriction (corres-

ponding tã fingual and mandibular articulation) and the degree ofmouth-opening (corres-

pondini to labial and mandibular articulation). In natural speech the formant frequencies

äre alsð determined by tongue root movement in the lower pharynx, by tongue blade

movement in the buccal cavity and by vertical larynx movement. These movements can

notbe simulated by a three-parametermodel independently of thethree model parameters'

Independent simuiation is ãnly possible by direct manipulation of the area function to

..prådu". the desired articulaioiy modifrcation (Lindblom & Sundberg, l97l; Mermel-

stein, 1973).

1'i. uo"ál tract is a single non-homogeneous pipe whose resonance modes are sensitive

to local narrowing or expansion. All parts ofthe vocal tract contribute in varying degrees

to each mode. Tné foflowing laws help us understand the spectral consequences ofeach of

the four preferred constriction locations. Firstly, local narrowing of the vocal tract will

"uur. 
u..ronunce mode to rise or fall according as the perturbation is made in the vicinity

of a sound pressure or volume velocity maximum in the standing wave for that mode

(Chiba & Kà¡iyama, l94l). The converse is true for local expansion. Secondly, the sen-

ìitinity ofu r.rónance mode to a local area perturbation is related to the difference between

the kinetic and potential energy at that point (Fant, 1960, 1975; Schroeder, 1967; Fant

& pauli, 1975). A local expansion will cause a resonance mode to rise or fall in proportion

to the excess of kinetic or potential energy respectively. Chiba and Kajiyama (1941)'

Fant (1960, 1975) and Mrayati & carré (19?6) give the volume velocity and sound pressure

distriùutions for sets of Ja¡ranese, Russian and French vowels. In addition, Fant (1975)

and Mrayati & carré (1976) give the energy distributions for their Russian and French

sets. The sensitivity functions ior my English and Arabic subjects are given at Figs 3 and 4.

All this data from different sources is strikingly similar for similar vowel qualities, as

should be expected from the gross similarities ofthe corresponding area functions and the

afparent universality of the iour preferred constriction locations. It is therefore possible

tå generalize with confidence from this data to similar cases in other languages.

Ii is possible to predict from the volume velocity, sound pressure and energy distri-

butions that limited but specifrable portions ofthe full F, and F, frequency ranges can be

exploited at each ofthe fóur constriction locations (as exemplified at Fig. 5). These distri-

buìions also show why the formants are insensitive to slight constriction shifts at the four

locations. The sound pressure and volume velocity maxima are not narrowly localized

but range over extended zones, consequently, resonance mode sensitivity to local narrow-

ing or eipansion does not alter appreciably through these zones (Figs 3 and 4).
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32 S. l4tood

since all parts of the vocal tract contribute to each resonance mode, vowel qualities
within each of the four classes are not determined excrusivery uv nurviigir,. degree of
constriction. It is particularly striking to note that in each oftLe iou, ¡uriã configuration
types the tongue blade, the tongue body and the tongue root are in appropriate pìositions
to narrow or expand the vocal tract precisely at sensitive parts of thÉ i and rr'stanoing
waves (Figs l-4). Further, the extrinsic tongue muscler und th. pharyngeal co-nstrictors
are admirably situated for this purpose (Fig- I l).

The precision of the constricting gestures and their reration to rarynx height
stevens (1972) has pointed out the possible articulatory advantage ofuiilizing the regions

4
^ [¡] ol-[] 8xlul

I x fal
8x Io]

lrl
tÊl

4x
4x

8x [u] --
(c)

Figure 6

8x [¡]

8x [oj -(d )

4x[e]

te/

1-t"l
(e)

Positions ofthe tongue relative to the mandible for stressed vowels by the
Southern.British English subject, classed by const.iciionlãätio". tulslowe.r rate, (b) faster rate, (cF(e) both rates. The three profiles foreãch
vow€r represent the range of variation and the average position. Çf, Fig.
1. Note the mid-palatal posture for the palatal uo*"i, ø-Èie. t.

(b)

8x [-]8x [c]

4x [c]

4x [u]
4x [I]

(o)
1¡-tll
(b)

el qrt_tl

1rþl
(c)

+x [o]

4

(d)

I1"J^::lli:i.:f th." 
ronsue retative to the mandible for stressed vowets by

tne Egypt¡an Arab¡c subject. CÍ. Fie, 2. Note the pre-palatal posture for
the palatal vowels (cl Fig. 6).

Figure 7
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A radiographic analysis ofconstricÍíon locationfor uowels 33

ofthevocal tractwhere formant frequencies are insensitive to somevariation ofconstriction
location. Such variation might arise from the coarticulatory constraints of normal con-
nected speech. We can imagine the speaker may strive to maintain the same distance from
the glottal source to the constriction, implying lingual compensation for vertical larynx
movement by fine adjustment of the direction of the constricting tongue gesture. Alter-
natively, the speaker may constantly constrict the same part of the vocal tract, implying
one location target disregarding the acoustical consequences olany variation ofthe ver-
tical position ofthe layrnx.

There is no evidence in the material reported here that speakers attempted to keep a

constant distance from the glottal source to the constriction by making compensatory
adjustments of the constricting gesture.

Figures I and 2 are lined up on a fixed anatomical landmark, the central incisors. Vari-
ation of larynx height for any one vowel type is indicated by non-alignment at the glottal
end. For these two subjects, the tongue was directed towards the same part of the vocal
tract for each token of â vowel type with little variation between tokens and irrespective
ofany variation oflarynx height. A possible exception was the low pharyngeal constriction
ofthe [o, a, æ]-like class which tended to keep a constant distance to the glottis. This is
probably because the upper part ofthe epiglottis contributes to this constriction (observed
visually by Chiba & Kajiyama, 1941 ; Lindqvist & Sundberg, 1971). The epiglottis is
linked to the thyroid cartilage so that some ofthe vertical movement olthe larynx is trans-
mitted to it. Consequently, the constriction remains at about 4 or 5 cm from the glottal
source.

Individual constricting tongue movements are illustrated at Figs 8-10. These show the
movement of the tongue from one vowel constriction to another. The similarities between
the three subjects (representing th¡ee unrelated languages) should be noted.

It may be more pertinent to ask if there is any opportunity to vary the constriction
locations. Some of the muscles involved have a sphincteral function with a localized con-
stricting effect (the palatoglossi and the pharyngeal constrictors, see Fig. ll). Only in the
case ofthe palatal constriction. where there are no muscles contracting across the vocal
tract to pull the tongue upwards, does there seem to be any freedom for varying the location
target. There is further discussion of this below.

The range oflarynx heights between separate tokens ofeach vowel type by both subjects
was about +2'5 mm. The consequent variation of the distance from the glottal source to
the constriction is within the acoustically tolerable limits and has little effect on the formant
frequencies. The consequent variation ofthe overall length ofthe vocal tract also has little
effect, about !2\for F" of palalal vowels and much less for other vowels (Lindblom &
Sundberg, 1971; Wood, 1975á). I assume that this random variation oflarynx height from
token to token reflects varying tensions ofthe extrinsic laryngeal musculature.

The larynx position does nevertheless appear to play an important role in tuning the
vocal tract. It is well known that the larynx is lower for rounded vowels than for spread lip
vowels (Sundberg, 1969). In the English and Arabic films the average larynx height was
about 10 mm lower for "tense" [u, o] and about 5 mm lower for "lax" [u, c] than for
spread-lip Ii, e]-like vowels. In the tracings collected from the literature, the larynx tended
to be lower for [u, o, y, ø]-like vowels than for [i, y, i, e]-like vowels. By lengthening the
vocal tract overall, this larger laryngeal depression contributes to the lowering of,Ii, ofthe
rounded vowels, especially those with a palatal constriction, But more important is the
adjustment of the distance from the glottal source to the constriction. Fant's three-
parameter model nomograms clearly show that when the lip-opening is narrowed there is
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34 S. llood

a lengthening of the distance from the glottal source to each of the four regions where
formant frequencies are not sensitive to small shifts ofconstriction location. The invariant
tongue constriction locations still coincide with these regions in ¡ounded vowels thanks to
the lower larynx. Statistically, these adjustments are quantal. The larynx is depressed for
rounded vowels (more so for "tense" than for "lax" vowels) and elevated for spreadJip
vowels.

Language-specific ilifferences of constriction location
The English and Arabic subjects had strikingly diferent const¡iction locations for palatal
vowels (Figs l, 2, 6,7). The English subject centred his constrictions midway along the
hard palate about 35 mm behind the central incisors. The Arabic subject's constrictions
were more anterior, about 27 mm behind the central incisors. This difference is reffected in
the directions of their constricting tongue movements for palatal vowels (Figs G9). The
American and British subjects in the collection of published tracings all had mid-palatal
constrictions centred at up to 40 mm from the incisors. Fant (1965) has pointed out a
similar diference between "the Russian and Scandinavian [i] vowels which are pre-
palatal whereas the [i] is articulated more towards the mid-palatal region in English",
giving the former a sharper quality. The consequence of the less anterior mid-palatal
constriction is a wider pre-palatal part and narrower post-palatal part, which will both
yield a lower .F'.. The F. standing wave has a pre-palatal pressure maximum and a post-
palatal volume velocity maximum. Figures 3 and 4 show that F. is sensitive to modifr-
cations at both places in palatal vowels. It is interesting to note that most cases of pre-
palatal location in the collected material are from languages contrasting [i] with [y] or [i]
qualities. These contrasts are enhanced by having a maximally high F3 in [i].

The estimated area functions also indicated a difference between the velar constrictions
for [u] by these two subjects (Figs I and 2). The maximum narrowing estimated for the
English subject was opposite the uvula, the vocal tract widening out anteriorly along the
soft palate. The Arabic subject appeared to narrow the dorsovelar passage near the front
end of the velum. F2 should not vary much for constriction shifts within this region but a
model experiment on the analogue indicated that F, would rise about 120 Hz when this
constriction is fronted along the whole length of the velum. Yet paradoxically the English
subject's ,F, was the higher, 1000-1200 Hz against 750-900 Hz by the Arabic subject. F,
is usually higher than 1000 Hz for [u]-like vowels in English (cf. FiS.5) and lower than
1000 Hz for the graver [u]-like vowels of some other languages such as Swedish. The
English subject had less close lip-rounding and a less depressed tongue blade, which
according to analogue simulation would together more than counter any negative effect
on .F, from a slightly retracted const¡iction. But why is the Arabic subject's F, so much
lower? Other analogue experiments indicated that the constricted dorsovelar passage
needstobeextremelynarrow ifF, is to be loweredinto the 700-1000 Hz range ofavery grave

Iu] quality. Close lip=rounding alone is not sufficient. Narrowing ofthe dorsovelar passage
is accompanied by narrowing ofthe top ofthe pharynx by the back ofthe tongue. The f',
standing wave has a volume velocity maximum extending right through the dorsovelar
[u] constriction, with its peak in the pharynx immediately below the uvula. F2 is therefore
lowered not only by further narrowing of the dorsovelar passage but also by narrowing
behind the constriction in the vicinity of the uvula. F, of Iu] has a considerable excess of
kinetic energy throughout this region (Figs 3 and 4) so that its frequency is extremely
sensitive to narrowing all the way from the faucal isthmus to the top of the pharynx. A
cross-section area in the constricted dorsovelar passage of at most 0.5 or 0.7 cm2 would be
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A radiographic analysis oJ'constriction location.for uowelt 35

necessary to keep F, below 1000 Hz. The area given lor the Arabic subject has probably
been overestimated. It is notoriously difficult to assess cross-section areas accurately in
the velar region from cross-distances alone. The palatoglossal muscles (in the anterior
faucal pillars) can function sphincterally, which would narrow the faucal isthmus trans-
versely and contribute to the degree ofconstriction (cf.Fig. I l). Ifthese muscles are active
for Iu]-like vowels (the evidence will be discussed below), then they could help provide the
extra narrowing needed lor the Arabic subject to lower his F, to well below 1000 Hz.

Of these two cases, the difference of location within the palatal ¡egion is mòst likely to
provide a difference of vowel quality, by modifying,F.. For the velar region, any Frvari-
ation attributable to differences ofconstriction location is much smaller than any opposite
variation lrom other articulatory variables (degree olconstriction, degree oflip-rounding,
tongue blade depression, larynx depression) and is therelore easily cancelled by them.
The true difference between the Iu] vowels ofthese two subjects is the degree ofconstriction
throughout thc velar-uvular region.

The amount of freedom available for varying the constriction location is again a crucial
problem in this context. The sphincteral mode ofthe palatoglossi will narrow the vocal
tract locally in Iu]. If the styloglossi and palatoglossi (Fig. I l) together guide the tongue
into position for Iu], little freedom should remain for varying the constriction location.
For the palatal vowels on the other hand, there are no muscles that contract across the
anterior part ofthe vocal tract to pull the tongue up into position. The tongue has to be
pushed up from below, which leaves greater freedom for determining the target of the
movement.

Physiological considerations
This section is devoted to how the four constrictions may be achieved. The discussion is

based entirely on published material-anatomical descriptions supplemented by reported
EMG results. The conventional view, extending back at least to Hellwag (1781), is that
the tongue body is positioned lor vowels by its extrinsic muscles. Hellwag listed the genio-
glossi (for palatals), the styloglossi (for velars) and the hyoglossi (for pharyngeals). In
addition, the vocal tract is shaped by the palatoglossi (linking the tongue to the velum),
the superior pharyngeal constrictors (including the glossopharyngeal fibres) and the
middle pharyngeal constrictors. There will also be a contribution from the intrinsic
muscles, especially the inferior longitudinals for tongue blade depression. The directions
olcontraction ascribed to these muscles are illustrated in Fig. I l. EMG data is still limited
and has largely become available during the past decade.

Figures 6 and 7 show tracings ofthe tongue profile ¡elative to the mandible for a selection
of vowels at each location. This presentation highlights similarities and differences of
purely lingual articulation. There was little variation between different tokens ofthe same
vowel by the same speaker.

Figures 8-10 show the movement ofthe tongue to the different constriction locations
from a preceding weak [i], [a] or [a] through [p] or [b] occlusions. These are examples of
the lingual manoeuvres that form the constrictions. The manoeuvres by each speaker are
strikingly similar although they are for three unrelated languages.

Palatal uowels
There are no muscles that pull the tongue up towards the hard palate. The palatal tongue
position is generally ascribed to contraction ol the genioglossi, especially the posterior
frbres. This is now being confirmed by EMG investigation (Harris, 1971;Smith, 1971;
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36 S. Wood

Raphael & Bell-Berti, 1975; Miyawaki et ø1., 1975). These fibres pull the tongue root
forward, widening the lower pharynx where both F, and F, are sensitive (Figs 3 and 4).
This contraction is also believed to push the tongue body upwards towards the hard

.-\
L

[. . i'u u. .1 [.. i'po,..l

[. .¡p¡ :. .]

F¡gule I The movement of the tongue relative to the mandible from a palatal [i],
through [p, b] occlusion to low pharyngeal [q, a, æ] (above) and vic€
versa (below), The large arrows indicate the movement of the tongue body
into the low pharyngeal or palatal constrictions respectively. The movement
was sampled four times: first vowel --, tp, bl occlusion . ' . ., tp, bI
release - - - -, seca¡d vgryçl 

-.

Egyption
Arobic

[.. æp: i. ]

We sl
Green lo nd ¡c

Soulhern
Brit¡sh English

[. i'po:..1

[.. "' oo '..]

Soulhern
Brit¡sh Ênglish

[. ip:c..]

[.. ¡'oo'

Egypli on
Arob ¡c

[.. a'bo:..]

West
Greenlond¡c

The movement of the tongue relative to the mandible throueh [p, bl
occlusion to upper pharyngeal [o] from a preceding [i] (above) and [a]
(below). Cf Fie.8.

Figure 9
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til

[. . i'pu l:
[.. i'lu:..1

F¡gure l0

Egyption Soulhern Wesl
Arobic British Ênglish Greenlondic

The movement of the tongue relative to the mandible th¡ough [p, bl
occlusion to velar [u] from a preceding palatal [i] (above) and low
pharyngeal lal (below). Ø Fig. 8.

Iu]

["]

Io]

conslr¡clorC

Super¡or
conslriclóts

_P-)

constflclors

Figure 11 The directions of contraction of the extrinsic muscles of the tongue and
of the pharyngeal constrictors, arranged according to their presumed
activity for the formation of the four constriction locations,

palate where it narrows the palatal passage. The formants are also sensitive to the degree of
palatal constriction, especially Fr. The mylohyoid muscles will also elevate the tongue
body by pushing it up from the floor of the mouth but there is little agreement among
authors as to whether they are used for vowels. They may, for example, provide the extra
lift for a consonantal obstruction against the roof of the mouth. Any additional help in
shaping the tongue in this class must come from iritrinsic lingual muscles.

Labíotselar t)owels

The [u, u]-like and [o, o]-like vowels constitute two separate classes according to constric-
tion location, but it is convenient to discuss them together here. Figs, 6, 7, I I show how the

[.. u'uu:..]
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38 S. Wood

tongue is lower and more retracted relative to the mandible for [o] than for [u]. The same
difference is true for all subjects in the collection of published tracings. The widel jaw-
opening for [o, a] will help lower the tongue away from the soft palate but it cannot unaided
transfer the constriction to the upper pharynx. This must be done by the tongue itsel|

The styloglossi draw the tongue upwards and rearwards towards the uvula. EMG in-
vestigations by Harris (1971), Smith (1971), Raphael & Bell-Berti (1975) have found the
styloglossi active for [u]-like vowels. The similar bunched-up tongue postures of [u] and

[o] suggest the styloglossi are also active for [o]-like vowels, but the data is very limited.
Smith found styloglossal activity in cardinal [o]: but hardly any in cardinal [c:]. Miyawaki
et al. (1975) also studied the styloglossi but their ¡esults were unfortunately marred by
artelacts.

The styloglossi can determine the general upward and rearward direction ol lingual
movement. But how is the tongue elevated towards the soft palate lor [u] or retracted into
the pharynx for [o]? For elevation there are two possibilities-the genioglossi pushing
from below and the palatoglossi pulling from above. For retraction there are the superior
pharyngeal constrictors. The hyoglossi, which draw the tongue down into the lower
pharynx, have also been proposed in the literature for [o].

Harris (1971), Smith (1971), Raphael & Bell-Berti (1975) and Miyawaki et al. (1975)
have all found the posterior genioglossal fibres to be active for [u]. Such activity can be
deduced from the very wide lower pharynx for [u]. The posterior genioglossi should be
less active for [o] since the tongue body is not elevated towards the velum and the tongue
root is less advanced. At the same time there should be some activity for [o, a] in these
fibres in order to keep the lower pharynx sufficiently open for,F, to stay in the 350-550 Hz
range. There is also a difference of tongue root position between "tense" [o] and "lax"
[a]-like vowels (Wood 1975å) which indicates a difference olgenioglossal activity between
them. The posterior fibres olthe genioglossi have so far been studied lor [o] by only one
group of investigators, Miyawaki et al. (1975). They found that the same electrode that
picked up considerable activity for [u] also detected activity for [o].

Let us now turn to the palatoglossi. These are a very slender pair ofmuscles linking the
dorsal part ofthe tongue and the soft palate. They lie in the anterior faucal pillars. They
appear to have several modes ofactivity depending on what other structures or muscles
happen to be doing (Lubker, 1975), including (i) to draw the tongue towards the solt
palate when the latter is frrmly elevated by the palatine levators, and (ii) to act like a
sphincter to narrow the faucal isthmus transversely. Both ofthese modes are relevant lor
the articulation of [u]-like vowels by (i) guiding the velar (styloglossal) movement anteri-
orly towards the soft palate, and (ii) controlling the degree ofconstriction there. It is well
known that the velum tends to be most tightly closed against the posterior pharyngeal
wall during [u]-like vowels. An acoustic and perceptual explanation has usually been
offered for this tight closure in an [u]-like configuration, based on the particular sensitivity
of its oral resonances to nasal excitation and on the lact that contrastive nasality is rare
for [u]-like vowels. However, a velum tightly closed by the palatine levators is a necessary
condition for the sphincteral mode ofpalatoglossal function, which means there is a firm
physiological constraint against nasalizing [u]. Any EMG activity recorded from the
palatoglossi during [u] can only be due to the two modes quoted above from Lubker.
Other modes are not applicable lor [u] (opening the oronasal passage when the palatine
levators are not contraating, or adjusting muscle length to accommodate a downward
movement ol the tongue). Fritzell (1969) lound strong bursts of potentials in the palato-
glossi during the transition from [l] to [ulinfoolish and in [u] in the sequences [bu, du, gu]
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and [mu, nu, 4u] (all with strong simultaneous levator contraction). Of Bell-Berti &
Hirose's (1973) two subjects, one revealed no palatoglossal activity whatsoever, neither
lor [u] nor for nasals. The other had palatoglossal activity for all nasal openings and [k]
and the largest bursts of all for [u]. The balance of all this data is in favour of palatoglossal
involvement in the articulation of [u] with simultaneous contraction of the palatine
levators.

For the retraction ofthe tongue into the pharynx for [o, o], the most likely muscles are
the superior pharyngeal constrictors (including the glossopharyngeal fibres) in view of
their upper pharyngeal situation. Smith (1971) lound the glossopharyngei active in [o, o]-
like vowels. MacNeilage & Sholes (1964) concluded from the activity picked up by surface
electrodes from the back ofthe tongue that the hyoglossi were involved for [o]. But surface
activity at that location could equally well have come from the glossopharyngei. The
hyoglossi have so far not been investigated with electrodes inserted into the muscles them-
selves and their involvement is open to speculation in the absence of further data. Two
factors probably rule out the hyoglossi for [o. c]: (i) the upper pharyngeal [o, o] con-
striction occurs where the glossopharyngei and the superior pharyngeal constrictors em-
brace the pharynx, and (ii) the moderately large cavity in the lower pharynx for [o, c],
necessary to avoid an unduly high d, precludes hyoglossal activity.

I conclude that the tongue is most likely drawn upwards and rearwards by the stylo-
glossi for both the [u]-like and the [oþlike classes, and that this common movement is
deflected towards the soft palate by the palaioglossi and the posterior genioglossi for [u]-
like vowels, and into the upper pharynx by the superior pharyngeal constrictors and the
glossopharyngei for [o]-like vowels. The genioglossi are active to widen the lower pharynx
and assist in raising the tongue, more so for [u]-like vowels than for [o]-like vowels. The
sphincteral function ofthe palatoglossi and the pharyngeal constrictors probably leaves
little freedom fo¡ variation of these constriction locations.

Low pharyngeal uonels
For the [o, a, æ]Jike vowels, there is considerable general narrowing ofthe lower pharynx
where d has high pressure and F, a sensitive volume velocity maximum. The maximum
constriction is in the vicinity ofthe epiglottis. The acoustical consequences are that F, is
maximally high for all vowels in this class (at least 600-700 Hz with the large mouth-
openings that are also typical of these vowels) and that the individual vowel qualities are
distinguished by F2 according to the degree of constriction (cf. Fig.5). In contrast, the
lower pharynx is less narrow for [e, c] configurations for which F, does not exceed about
550 Hz even with exaggerated mouth-openipgs.

The extrinsic tongue muscles that draw the tongue down into the lower pharynx are the
hyoglossi. The inaccessibility ofthis pair has so far deterred investigators from attempting
to insert electrodes. The pharyngeal constrictors are also frequently mentioned in con-
junction with these vowels. The superior constrictors (including the glossopharyngeal
fibres) retract the tongue and narrow the pharynx above the constriction. The middle
constrictors, arising from the corni ofthe hyoid bone, narrow the pharynx at and below
the constriction. Both chiba & Kajiyama (1941) and Lindqvist & sundberg (1971) have
observed transversal narrowing ofthe constriction at the level ofthe ep.iglottis, indicating
contraction ofthe constrictors. Smith (1971) found considerable activity from the glosso-
pharyngeal fibres for cardinal [bo:] and [baJ. Minifie et al. (r974) recorded the activity
of the superior and middle constrictors to investigate differences of "tenseness" and
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"laxness" in [p, b] and reported no apparent differences between the vowels [i] and [a].
The activity they observed during [a] is expected for constrictor involvement in this vowel,
butthatobservedfor[i] isunexpected fora palatal vowel. A previous ultrasonic scan (Minifie
et al.,1910) had shown considerable inward displacement ofthe lateral pharyngeal walls
(3-4 mm by the left wall) during the low pharyngeal vowels [c, ,r , æ] but little or nothing
during [i, u], indicating constrictor activity for the former but not for the latter. Minifie
et al. (1974\ suggest that "had the EMG signals been integrated, discernable differences
would have emerged" but they did not pursue the question further.

The availability of EMG data is least satisfactory of all in this class of vowels-nothing
for the hyoglossi and occasionally contradictory for the pharyngeal constrictors. But the
direct (visual) and indirect (X-ray, ultrasound) observations ofmovements are unanimous:
the tongue is drawn into the lower pharynx and the pharynx is narrowed transversely by
inward movement of the lateral walls. This points strongly to involvement of both the
hyoglossi to depress and retract the tongue and ofthe pharyngeal constrictors to narrow
the pharynx generally and especially at and below the constriction. Narrowing of the
lower pharynx is predictable from acoustic theory to raise /tr, to its maximum, above 600
or 700 Hz.

Phonological considerations
All the data and discussion so far presented have clear implications for phonology. The
preference for the four constriction locations is apparently universal. These locations are
acoustically and physiologically signiflcant. They divide the spectral space into four vowel
quality families. The extrinsic tongue muscles are located just where they are needed to
provide these constrictions and to narrow or expand the vocal tract at the sensitive parts
of resonance mode standing waves. Phonetic processes that claim to describe phonemic
contrasts, allophonic distributions, vowel shifts, morphophonemic alternations and so on
in articulatory terms should reflect this unique way ofutilizing the innate acoustical and
anatomical properties of the vocal tract. The established tongue articulation model,
which professed to describe tongue articulation in terms of the height and fronting of the
tongue arch, failed to do this.

Notice also that the boundaries between the four families (Fig. 5) constitute the basic
phonemic contrasts. In two-phoneme systems such as Kabardian (Halle, 1970) there is a
contrast between (i) [A]Jike vowels produced with low pharyngeal locations and (ii)
non-[A]Jike vowels produced at the other constriction locations. In three-phoneme
systems there are contrasts between (i) [A]-like vowels with low pharyngeal constrictions,
(ii) spread-lip [I-E]-like vowels with palatal constrictions, and (iii) rounded [IJ-O]-like
vowels with velar and upper pharyngeal constrictions. Five-phoneme systems have con-
trasts bet\üeen (i) [A]-like vowels with low-pharyngeal constrictions, (ii) spreadJip [I]like
and (iii) spread-lip IE]-like vowels with palatal constrictions, (iv) rounded [U]-like vowels
with velar constrictions and (v) rounded [O]-like vowels with upper pharyngeal constric-
tions. No further contrasts are obtained by varying the constriction location. Other
modifications are utilized for additional contrasts, for example the degree of constriction,
the degree of mouth-opening and the degree of lip-rounding.

An interesting phonological problem is how far and under what conditions the phoneme
boundaries just outlined may be transgressed. For example, in Arabic and Eskimo there
are spreadJip [i] or [y]Jike allophones ol/i/ with velar or pharyngeal constrictions car-
ried over from adjacent consonant articulations. Again, umlauting involves an inter-
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change ofconstriction location between (i) low pharyngeal [a], upper pharyngeal [o] and

velar [u] and (ii) palatal [e, ø, y] respectively. Similar interchanges ofconstriction locations
are involved in instances of vowel harmony.

This approach to vowel articulation provides a new perspective to these types ofphono-
logical problem, whereas the established model cannot capture their true nature in terms

ofthe height and fronting ofthe tongue arch. The ambiguities in the latter model regarding
the relationships between parameter values, physiological activity, ¡esonator configur-
ation and spectral output means that it is powerless to explain central areas of speech

production (Wood, 1975a).The explanatory power of phonological theory will be greatly
enhanced ifthe features oftongue articulation were instead derived from a comprehensive

model based on the shaping of the entire vocal tract in a manner that directly relates
physiology, articulation and acoustics.

Conclusions
(l) There are four different places where the vocal tract is narrowly constricted by the

tongue for vowels-along the hard palate, along the soft palate, in the upper pharynx and
in the lower pharynx (Figs 1, 2). This finding conûrms Stevens's hypothesis that we seek

to constrict the vocal tract for vowels at those places where .F', and F2are least sensitive
to variability of constriction location.

(2) The vowels produced at these locations fall into distinct families: [i-e, y-ø]Jike,

[u-u, i]-like, [o-o, y]Jike and [o-a-æ]-like respectively (Figs l-5). This supports Stevens's

conclusion regarding the quantal nature of vowels.
(3) The tongue assumes characteristic postures relative to the mandible that correspond

to the four constriction locations (Figs Gl0). Lingual movements to these postures can
be unambiguously referred to muscular activity (Fig. l1).

(4) There are documented examples of languages preferring either the pre-palatal or
mid-palatal locations for the palatal constrictions. However, the sphincteral function of
the palatoglossi and the pharyngeal constrictors Ieaves Iittle opportunity to vary the
locations ofthe other three constrictions.

(5) In a given consonant environment there is good precision of the constricting move-
ments. There was no evidence that the direction of the constricting gesture is modified to
compensate for random vertical larynx movement. But the structure of the epiglottis and
the thyroid cartilage ensures that the low pharyngeal constriction automatically remains
at about the same distance from the glottis.

(6) When vowels are rounded, there is an increase in the distance from the glottis to each
of the four regions where .F' and F, are insensitive to small shifts of the constriction
location. This is allowed for by depressing the larynx considerably for rounded vowels.

(7) Articulatory features for use in phonology should reflect the preference for four
constriction locations and the unique relationship between constricting tongue gestures,

muscle situation and the degrees ofsensitivity ofvocal tract resonances to area perturba-
tions at different parts of the vocal tract.

(8) The approach to tongue articulation outlined here facilitates the building ofa com-
prehensive description ofspeech production in which each ofthe successive stages (neuro-
motor, articulation, cavity shaping, spectral output) are unambiguously related to each

other. In contrast, the features oftongue arch height and fronting ofthe established model
are ambiguous in these respects and constitute a capricious medium for relating the differ-
ent phases of speech production.
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THE ACOUSTTCÀL CONSEQUENCES OF TONGUE, LIP AND LARYNX

ARTICULATIO}I TN ROUNDED PALATAL VOIÍELS

Sldney Wood

ABSTRÄCT

According to available data, languages contrasting Iy] an¿
Ii] have a prepalatal rather than midpalatal constriction
for these vowels. The tongue blade is sometimes raised a little
for [y] and the tongue body is usually lov/er than for [i].
The lips are less rounded for [y] than for [u]. The larynx is
lower for [y] than for [i]. The acoustical consequences of these
manoeuvres are studied in a series of model- experiments and the
advantage of the combination is found to be threefold: it yields
a rnaxj-mum plain-f1at /i/-/V/ spectral contrast, it ensures
similar spectral sensitivity to tongue displacement (for exarnple
from coarticulation) in both spread-1ip and rounded palatal
vowels and it contributes to stable resonance conditions in
the vocal tract. These results are valid for vocal tracts of
any size and can be generalized to all speakers. Compensatory
manoeuvres are also examÍned. An indirect form of compensation
is provided by local manoeuvres that control sensitivity else-
where in the vocal tract. Finally, physÍological and phonological
implications are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The model experiments reported here were undertaken in order
to investigate the acoustical consequences of the individual
articulatory components of [y]. These are moderate but not
close lip rounding, prepalatal but riot midpalatal tongue po-
sition, depressed larynx, lower tongue body than in [i], some-

times an elevated tongue b1ade. The evidence for these components

is reviewed below. Their prj-me purpose is to create the flattened
spectrum of [y] that contrasts with the sharper lil (a downward

shift of the formants in [y], F3 coming close to Frr while in
[i] F: is high and closer to F4; see Table I and Jakobson et a1.

1 951 ) . rt has always been recognized that this is the role of
1ip roundinS fn [y]. But \4rhat are the other manoeuvres doing?
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F2

2190

2130

2000
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1000

1100

2060

2050

1900
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A selection of formant freguencies for ,'tense', /í-y/pairs in several languages: Group (a) with F^ closeto F, in [y] and group (b) with i'. midwav ¡eÈweã"-r,^
319 F¿ in [v]. (1) Fischer-Jlrsenden (19Ë4) , t
(2)_FËoekjaer-Jensen Jl?66), (5) eols, rromp & plomp
(1973), (4) niordan (I976), (5) ,lörgensen (i969), '
19l_!:"t (L973, chapt. 5), (7) Sund6ers & Nordsrröm
(Le7 6)
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one possible reason why the arti-culators assume these partic-

ular positions for I y ] is that there may be quantal relatÍons

bet\^reen manoeuvres and resonance condítions' Stevens (1972) has

demonstrated that a quantal relationship exists bet\'¡een artic-

ufatory manoeuvres and speech wave characterj-stics under cer-

tain conditions. For example, he found zones in the vocal

tract where F, is hardly sensitive to small shifts of con-

strlction location. Wood (1979) compared area funct-ions and

x-ray profil-es of vowels in several different languages and

found that there are four such zones, that nonophthong con-

strictions are located to these zones and that the tongue mus-

cul-ature is admirably situated for modifying the vocal tract

at pfaces where the standing vtaves of the lowest resonance

modes are sensitive to local area perturbations ' Further con-

firmation is given by Fujimura and Kakita (19'791 ' On the other

hand, Gunnilstam (1974) arrd Ladefoged et a1' (1977) have

pointe:l out that the degree of constriction is an exception'

Formant frequencies are very sensitive to small changes in

the degree of constriction. Perkell and Nelson (1981) have

found that the motor control system responds differently to

thesetwodifferentsensitivities.Theirpellet-tracking
microbeam x-ray sÈudy of vowel articulation revealed greater

precision in maki-ng the degree of palatal constriction (a

parameter to whj.ch F2 is very sensitive) and less precision i-n

locat.ing the palatat constriction along the vocal tract (a

parameter to which F, is hardly sensitive) '

some of the articulatory components of Iy] have properties

that suggest there night be acoustical discontinuities that

are quantalty related to articufation' For example' the data

reviewedbelowindicatesthatcloseliproundingandmid-
palatal tongue positions are avoided for I y ]'
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Further, three parameter model nomograms (Stevens and House

1955, Fant 1960) show that the zones where F, is least sen-
sitive to constriction location shifts are dependent on the
degree of mouth opening, such that they are displaced ante-
riorly away from the glotti-s when the lips are rounded
(Gunnil-stam 19'741. Does simul-taneous lowering of the larynx
(i.e. of the glottis) ensure that the anterior zone remains
ín the palatal region just as for Ii]? rn addition, a raised
tongue blade in I y ] protrongs the prepalatal constriction an-
teriorly. Is the speaker striving to keep this insensitive
zone within striking distance of the tongue?

Each manoeuvre is studied with respect to its effect on for-
mant frequencies, spectral flattening (proxini-ty of F3 to F2),
spectral sensitivity to constriction shifts and sensitivity
of F2 to area perturbatíons in the corresponding part of the
vocal tract. The acoustical consequences are studied by ma-

nipulating Il] ana Iu] vocal tract configurations traced from
x-ray films (the articulatory components of Iy] are selec-
tively added or subtracted) and then calculating and evalu-
ating the spectral contribution at each step.

PAR.AT4ETERS STUDIED

The Líps ín lal aná lul

whenever differences of lip articulation have been reported
for I y ] and I u J they have always revealed less close lip
rounding for Iy] (¡rcellister et al. 1974, Hadding et al. '1976,

Lubker et a1. 1977 for Swedish; Brichler-Labaeye 1970' Ben-

guerel and Cowan 1974, Riordan 1976 for Frencht private com-

munj-cation from E1i Fisher-Jlrgensen for Danish and Germani

see Fig. 1a). For Swedish, this difference has traditionally
been denoted outrounding (for L'y, óll and inrounding (for
I u, u, o]).
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Lyttkens and !ùulff (1885) described outrounding as more pro-
trusion with rounding from the sídes, while ínrounding also
invofved more approximation. This \"/as interpreted for the
model-l-ed 1ip positions as prot?us1:on îùithout appz,oæ:Lmation

versus pz.ottusion uith appz,orimation. The Danish and German

lj.p profiles in Fig. 1a had less protrusion and less approx-
imation for I yl, more protrusíon and more approximation for
[u]. Similar1y, the Swedish data illustrated by Lubker et aI.
(19771 exhibits the same tendency - less of both factors for
[y], more of both for [u], just li-ke Fig. la. Swedish Iu] was

not represented in this data. It was noted above that the
zone where F, is least sensitive to constriction location per-
turbations is shifted away from the gl-ottis by lip rounding.
The closer the lips are rounded for I y ], the greater is the
anterior shíft of this zone. One possible reason for avoiding
close lip rounding for [y],.is that beyond a critical degree
of lip rounding this zone will advance beyond the prepalatal
constriction, causj-ng the palatal tongue gesture to have in-
creasingly erratic spectral consequences.

The acoustical consequences of lj-p activity were modelled by
simulating four different lip positions (spread, neutral,
moderately rounded and closely rounded). Lindblom and Sund-
bergrs (19711 1ip model was used. The vertical muscular com-
ponentH,n was set to +5 mm for spread lips, 0 mm for neutral
lips and -2 run for full approximation. The horizontal mus-
cular cornponent 0, was set to +10 m¡n for spread lips, 0 mm for
nerrtral lips and -10 mm for full protrusion. These settings
are based on lip data obtained from x-ray films and from Lind-
blom and Sundberg's recommendations. The moderate degree of
rounding was set at full protrusion but no approximation, the
close degree of rounding was set at fu1I protrusion and fuIl
approximation.
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As mentioned above, lip data published by Lubker et al.
(1977), Iike the Danish and German examples in Fig. 1a, show
instead less protrusion and less approximation for I y J, more
protrusion and. more approximation for I u ]. nowever, both ap-
proaches yielded similar lj-p conductivity inclices (A/{ cm,
Stevens and House 1955, Fant 1960), so this detaj-l should not
have influenced the resufts. Resonance conditions for inter-
mediate positions can be interpolated from the resul-ts.

The tongue inlal and l¿l
Published x-ray tracings reveal language-specific preferences
for either prepalatal or midpal-ata1 tongue positions for pal-
ataf vowels (Wood 1975,1979). Languages contrasting Iyl,with
lil preferred the prepalatal position. F3 is higher and the
timbre sharper for prepalataf Ii] (e.g. Swedish) than for mid-
palatal Iiì (e.g. snglish) (Fant 1960). Both the prepalatal
and the midpalatal constrictions are formed in the zone where
F2 of palatal vowels is l-east sensitive to location shifts.
The F2 frequency of [i] i-s very similar at either focation and
j.s consequently stabJ-e against locatj-on shifts. But the pre-
palatal focation is close to an F3 pressure antinode and the
midpafatal location is close to an F3 pressure node, hence
the large difference in F, frequencies between the two [i]
sounds.

There may be additional narrowing anteriorly to the prepal_atal
constriction for Iyl, for example in Danish (private communi-
cation from Elj- Fisher-Jlrgensen and. Nina Thorsen, Copen-
hagen) . This is achieved by raising the tongue blade rather
than by fronting the tongue body (Fiq. 2a). Two of the ten
profiJ-es in Fig. 3 exhíbit a slightly raísed tongue blade for
lyJ. Whatever the benefit of this manoeuvre, there is a cost.
Tongue bl-ade elevation narrows the vocal tract at an F3 pres-
sure antj-node and will consequently raise the frequency of
Fa, thereby endangering the flattening of I y] .
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All ten x-rayed profiles in Fig. 3 show the tongue body to
be slightly lower for iyl than tor [i], This lingual difference
is largely relative to the mandible (see Fig. 2a, subject B) .
The result is a less constricted palatal passage and a nar-
rower pharynx, yielding a higher F., and lower Fr. The lower
tongue body for [y] fras also been reported for French by
Brichler-Labaeye (1970) and for Dutch by Raphael et al. (1979).
Raphael et aI. studied differences in EMG related to differ-
ences of pal-atal constriction in lyl and [i] by their Dutch
ínformant and found weaker posterior genioglossal activity for
Iy], confirrning that this tongue height difference is primarily
Ling,aaL (i.e. tongue articulation relatj-ve to the mandible)
and not nqndibulat (i.e. carrying the tongue down by loweringr
the mandible).

Tongue retraction for I y ] is sometimes said to compensate for
labial undershoot by lowering Fr. Published x-ray tracings pro-
vide no evidence for retraction in Iyl 1Fig. 3). Nor is there
theoretical.support for tongue retraction to lov¡er F, within the
palatal region, where locatíon shifts hardly effects Fr.

Variation of constriction location, especially the prepalatal
and midpalatal locations and retraction to\,/ards the vefum'
was modelled by systematically altering a prepalatal tongue
body configuration into a velar configuration in ten equal
steps (Fig. 4). A prepalatal I i] configuration and a velar
IuJ configuratj-on were selected from an x-ray fil¡n. Both had

the same jaw opening and the same degree of constriction
(cross-section area of the constricted passage 0.5 cm2).
The hígh larynx position of the Ii] was copied onto the Iu].
The two confj-gurations were superposed to provide a composite
model. Seven other tongue profj-les were then interpolated with
constrictions located at even intervals between the original
prepalatal and velar configurations. Finally, a tenth profile

\"¡as extrapolated anteri-orly to the original prepalatal constríc-
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tion. The cross-section area at the constriction was constant for
all profiles, 0.5 cm2. N,rmb"ring frorn the front, positions nos. 2

(prepalatal), 4 (¡nidpalatal) and 10 (velar) are attested by x-
ray films as natural tongue body targets for monophthongs in
speech (lilood 1979). The other positions occur as momentary pas-
sing places during lingual diphthongs or in transj-tions between
vowels and consonants.

Tongue blade elevation in [yl was modelled by raising the tongue
blade on the model profile to narrorr the palato-alveolar region
in even steps until the cross-section area r¡ras uniformly the
same as in the constricted palatal passage. For this [y] con-
figuration, the lips were moderately rounded, the constrictj.on
prepalatal and the larynx low (i.e. the ful-I complex of [y]
manoeuvres).

Two different tongue heights tor [y] vrere modelled by performing
the tongue blade experiment r^rith two different degrees of pre-
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for al1 profiles, cross-section area 0.5 cm2.
Profiles 2 and 10 are taken from an x-ray film.

palatal constriction cross-section area 0.5 cm2 and 1 . O cm2.

This and the associated pharyngeaf difference were modelled by

lowering the tongue on the modelled profile relative to the
mandible (cf. subject B in FLg. 2a, subjects D and E in Fig. 2b) .

This adjustment also conforms to the posterior genioglossal data
of Raphael et aI. (19791.

The Latgnæ ín v'ound.ed tsoueLs

The larynx is lower for rounded vowels than for corresponding
spread lj.p vowels (Brücke 1856, Perkell- 1969, Sundberg 1969).
Several investigators, reporting correlations betqTeen larynx
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height and voice fundamental frequency (reviewed by Barbier 1978)

have data that also confirms the larynx to be lowest for rounded
vowels. X-ray tracings indicate a range of 15 mm for verticaf
Iarynx movement in speech, while trained singers (who have

Iearned to control their larynx position voluntarily) may utili-ze
a larger range (Sundberg and Nordström 1916ì..

One possible reason for depressing the larynx in I y J has al-
ready been proposed above, namely that the zone r^/here F2 is
least sensitive to constriction l-ocation shifts in palatal
vowels should remain in the prepalatal region despite the lip
rounding in I y ] (the extra distance from the glottls to the
least sensitive zone being taken up at the laryngeal end) .

Riordan (1977Ì' has proposed that the formant frequency lowering
associated with larynx depression compensates for labial und.er-
shoot. This proposal is contradicted by acoustical theory
(since lip rounding and larynx depression affect resonance
conditions differently) and by the negative findings of Tuller
and Fitch (1980). This will be discussed further in connection
with the results.

The depressed larynx position was modelled by lengthqning the
vocal tract posteriorly by 15 mm (Fig. 4). A 5 mm segment was

inserted immediately outside the larynx and another 10 mm

distributed over the oropharynx above the epiglottis. This
matched vertical larynx movement observed on x-ray fi1ms.

ScaLe factox
A different issue concerns scalar differences, for example
between children and adults. Is the complex relationship be-
tween the individual articulatory components of I yl and vocal
tract resonance condítions constant during Iife? Or does a

speaker need to revise the articulatory programme for I y ] during
grov/th in order to accommodate progressive changes of scale and
proportions? Similarly, do different people with different vocal
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tract sizes require different strategies? Further, is there a
paradox ín the fact that a shorter tract with depressed larynx
can have the same overall length as a longer tract r¡¡ith elevated
larynx and yet exhibit the dj-fferent resonance conditions that
are more suitable for I y ]?

Al-1 the experiments were repeated with a shorter and a longer
vocal tract (corresponding to a young adolescent and a long-
necked man). i¡lhen the larynx was depressed in the shorter
model the overall vocal tract length was the same as in the
standard model v¡ith elevated larynx. When the larynx was de-
pressed in the standard model the overall length was the same

as in the longer model v¡ith elevated larynx,

The l-ength of the standard model (elevated larynx) hras 14.5
cm from the glottis to the central incisors (j-.e. excluding
the lips). The three x-rayed male subjects reported in Wood

(1979) hacl 14.5 cm or 15 cm for Ii]. for the longer model an
additional 15 mn was distributed over the oropharynx above
the epiglottis, giving a correspondíng length of 16 cm for
[ í ]. This is appropriate for an adult male with a long neck.
Fantrs (1960) Russian subject, Chiba and Kajiyama's (1941 )

Japanese subject and Perkell's (1969) American English subject
had 15.5 - 16.5 cm for Ii]. ttre shorter tract was modelled by
removing 10 mm from the oropharynx and 5 mm from the mouth
region, giving a lenqth of 13 cm tor [i]. This is appropriate
for a young adolescent (see Nordström 1975 for typícal juvenile
vocal tract dimensions).

ACOUSTICAL THEORY

The entire vocal tract participates in the tuninq of each
resonance. The effect of perturbations j"n all parts of the
tract must therefore be taken into account, when díscussing the
effect of a manoeuvre on a particular spectral feature in the
speech wave. fn the case of I y] there are the lips (that are
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constrained to moderate rounding), the tongue blade (that
regulates the passage past the tooth ridge), tonque body
position (that is constrained to the prepalatal constriction
location), tongue body height (that regulates the passage
along the constriction and in the pharynx) and larynx height
(that is constrained to the 1ow position).

These manoeuvres cause local area and length perturbations
of the vocal tract and a fruitful way of quantifying their
effect on the vocal tract transfer function is to relate them
to the standing waves of the resonance m'odes.

Resonance frequencj.es are modified by perturbing the cross-
section area focally aL or near the nod.es or antinodes of the
standing waves, or by perturbing the length (Chiba and Kajiyama
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19411. The sensitivity of a resonance mode to such a loca1
perturbation is proportional to the local difference between

kinetíc and potential energies (Fant 1975, 1980; Fant and

Pauli 1975). The local energy difference thus provides a use-
ful measure of the sensitivj"ty of a resonance mode to manoeu-

vres that widen or narrow the vocal tract locally, viz. lip
approximation. tongue blade elevation' tongue body movement

in the rnouth and in the pharynx. The sensitivity of a resonance
mode to a local length perturbation is proportional to the
total reactive energy stored locally (j-.e. the loca1 sum of
potential and kinetic energies). Thê total energy distribution
is thus a measure of sensitivity to manoeuvres that lengthen
the vocal tract locally, viz. lip protrusion and larynx de-
pression.
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The frequency of F2 is a useful .indicator of vowel quality in
a pair like Ii]-tyl, where part of the contrast lies in the
F, difference. Further, an essential part of spectral flat-
tening is t.o bring F, down close to F2i I assume there is a

tolerable limit for how far F3 can be permitted to rise away

from F, without endangering the plain-flat contrast. Much of
the discussj-on of the spectral consequences of the component
manoeuvres of I y] and of compensations will therefore be con-
cerned specifically with F2 and F3.

Vocal tract area functions, resonance frequencÍes and kinetic
and potential energy distributions are computed as in Wood

(1e7el.

RESUTTS

Only the results for the standard model are given in the
figures. The results for the longer and shorter models are
not iflustrated, \"¡ith the exception of one example at Fig. 9.
The results for all three models hrere essentialry the same
apart from a proportionate shift in absolute frequencies (as
in natural speech). The conclusions dravrn in the following
discussion are valíd for all three models.

Constt+ctíon íocatíon and the pl.ain-flat contrq.et

How is spectral flattening (proximity of F3 to Fr) related to
tongue position (prepatatal or midpalatal)? For Ii]-l¡_*e con_
figurations (sp::ead lips and high larynx, continuous Iíne in
Fig. 5a), F3 was higher wíth the prepalatal tongue position
(E in Fig. 5a) and lower with the midpalatal posj-tion (F in
Fig. 5a). This agrees with natural speech, for example the
"sharper" S\"¿edish /i:/ wiLh its high F, compared with the
"dulfer" English /íz/ wit-.lnlts lower Fr.
Lip rounding (dashed and dotted lines) lowered F3 more than
F2 wj-th the prepalatal tongue position (by about 1000 Hz and
500 Hz respectively, relative to spread 1ips), bringÍng Fa
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close to î, for the flattened spectrum of Iy]. with the mid-
palatal tongue position the situation was the reverse: F,
was already low in til (F in Fig. 5a) and lip rounding actuall-y
shifted F, and F, farther apart (A-A in Fig. 5a) . This was also
the case when the larynx was lowered (F', A'-A' in Fig. 5b).

Consequently, 1j-P rounding cannot flatten the spectrum wj.th

the midpalatal tongue position. Only the prepalatal position
is suitable for the plain-flat contrast. Further' this means

that tongue retraction from prepalatal I yJ would be disas-
trous for the plain-ffat contrast.

Tongue position, d.egtee of Líp rounding,
Laryna height crú the sensititsifu of F2 to
L o c ati on p er tuz,b ations

Hovr sensitive is the frequency of F2 to tongue location per-
turbations? Is F2 of I y J more resistant to location pertur.-
bations when the larynx is lowered, as hypothesized in the
introductíon?

Figure 5a gives the results for elevated larynx. For spread
lips ([ i ]*like configuration, solid line) , F, varied by as
little as 5 Hz per nm of constriction displacement within
the prepalatal or midpalatal region (locations 2 and 4, Fig.
5a). This is expected from Stevens (19721. For both prepalatal
and midpalatal tongue positions the F, frequency of I i ]-like
vowels is very sj-milar and is not particularly sensitive to
location perturbations within that region. For more posterior
tongue body positions (locations 6, 7 etc.l, F2 was very sen-
sitive and fel1 by about 50 Hz per mm of retraction.

With neutral lips (broken line), the least sensitive zone was

more anterior (B in Fig. 5a), as anticipated for the narrower
mouth opening. For the two rounded conditions, the feast sen-
sitive zone \¡¡as considerably advanced (C and D, off the dia-
gram in Fig. 5a). This confirrns that this zone ad.vances away

from the glot.tis when the líps are rounded.
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Fig. 5b gives the corresponding results for depressed larynx.
The feast. sensitive zone remained in the palatal region for
t.he prepalatal configuration (Iocation 2l for neutral and
moderately rounded lips (B', Cr in Fig. 5b) but not for close
rounding (O'). On the other hand, for the mj_dpalatal config-
uration (location 4l , FZ was still very sensitive to location
perturbations r^rith any degree of lip rounding. Larynx depres-
sion did not help in this case.

The prepalatal tongue position, moderate 1ip rounding and
depressed larynx thus combine to provide stability of F, in
Iy] against location perturbations. Thj.s is the combination
of manoeuvres preferred for Iy] in natural speech. The mid_
palatal positj_on is less favourable for I y ] with respect to
Iocation perturbations, even with depressed larynx. As noted,
the midpalatal position is avoidecl for Iyl in speech. ¡títh
close lip roundì-ng, the least sensitive zone is very advanced
even r^rith depressed larynx. With respect to location pertur-
bations, close Iip rounding is less favourable for IyJ at
either tongue position and with any larynx height. Again, close
1ip rounding is avoided for [yJ in speech.

Iongue posítion, degz.ee of Lip z'oundíng, Latynn
lþight ønd the sensitíoiLa of spectuaL fLatterríngto Lo cati on p erturb atioræ

An important part of spectral flattening ís that Fa is very
close to F2. Some variation of actual frequencies may be
acceptable provided F2 and F, remain cfose together, i.e.
provided they rise and fall together. How do the components of
ty I affect the sensitivity of spectral flattening to location
perturbations ?

The results for moderate 1ip rounding with high and J_ow larynx
are illustrated in Fig. 6a. V{ith high larynx (solid line),
any retraction of the tonque from the prepalatal position
(locatj-on 2) caused F, and F3 to dj_verge tII'H .j¡n Eig. 6a), i.e.
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spectral flattening is weakened. lrÏhen the larynx is depressed

for Iy] (broken line), F2 and F, remain close together and

parallel in the prepalatal region (f-f in Fig' 6a) ' Consequently

location perturbations would have little effect on the spectral

flattening of Prepafatal moderately rounded I y] within this

region provided the larynx is depressed'

The results for close lip rounding are illustrated in FÍg' 6b'

Tongue retraction anywhere in the palatal region (Iocations 1

to 4) caused F, and F3 to diverse (H'-Hr in Fig. 6b) whether the
larynx \,ras high or low. Consequently, Iocation perturbations

would lead to variation in the degree of spectral flattenj'ng
if the lips were closely rounded.

Moderate lip rounding vTith the larynx depressed is thus the

only favourable combination for preserving the flattened spec-

trum of prepalatal Iy] aga.inst location perturbations.
once again, this is the combínation preferred in natural speech.

With elevated larynx or closely rounded lips' the degree of

flattening is sensitíve to Iocation perturbations.

Degree of Líp rounding, Largn'a
height and the sensititsitY of
12 to æea pez'lztbations
How does the combination of manoeuvres for Ii] and Iy] affect

the sensitivity of F, to local area perturbations (from e'g'
variation of lip opening or tongue blade elevation or tongue

height along the iiard palate or tongue root movement j-n the

pharynx) ? The discussion will be linited to the prepalatal

configuration as the midpalatal configuration has already
been found unsuitêble for the plan-flat contrast.

The sensitivity of F2 to area perturbations in a prepalatal
vowel is illustrated in Fig. 7. Figure 7a i-s for high larynx'

Fj-gure 7b for low larynx. The varj-ous curves are for different
líp positions.

I¡lith the spread 1j-ps and high larynx of [i] (solid 1ine, Fig'
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7al , t, j-s hardly sensitive to area perturbatj-ons anteriorly
to the prepalatal constriction (A j-n Fí9. 7a) or aL the con-
striction itself (B in Fig. 7a). It is moderately sensitive
posteriorly to the constriction (C) and very sensitj_ve in the
pharynx (D) . F2 of [i] is thus more sensitive to variation of
pharyngeal width than to the degree of palatal constriction,
as pointed out by Fant and Pauli (19751. fn actual speech,
tongue lowering of the type illustrated in Fj-g. 2 combines both
perturbatr-ons simultaneously.

Before looking at what happens to the sensitivity of F, when
the lips are rounded and t'he larynx lowered for I yJ as in
natural speech, it is instructive for this comparison to con-
sider first the imaginary case that the larynx is high while
the lips are rounded (FiS. 7a, dashed and dotted lines) .

- The frequency of F? r^¡ould become extremely sensitive to
area perturbations-j-n the alveolar and palatoalveolar regÍon
(E in Fig. 7a) , i.e. to tongue blade elevation or depression

- Sensitivity rtrould increase at the prepalatal constriction,
but with a change of polarity relative to spr:ead 1íps (G in
Fig. 7a). This means that a given change in the degree of
palatal constriction woul-d shíft F, in opposite directions
r^rith spread lips and rounded lips iespectively

- In the pharynx, sensitivity to tongue root movement hrould
diminish considerably with rounded lips (H in Fig. 7a)

Thus, if the larynx were hj-gh for Iy] the sensitivity of F2

to similar area perturbaùions (similar manoeuvres) would be

different for Ij-] and for Iy]. This would call for different
control mechanisms (e.9. different compensation measures) in
response to similar perturbations.

Ho$/ever, the larynx is normally depressed when the lips are
rounded tor Iy]. How does this affect the sensitivíty of F,
to area perturbations when the lips are rounded? The results
for a prepalatal configuration v¡ith depressed larynx are
illustrated in Fig. 7b.
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- At the prepalatal constriction {G' in Fig. 7b), larynx de_pressj-on prevents_a_change of polarity when the lipå aremoderately rounded (cf, in Fig. Za) but not when they areclose1lz roun_ded (dotted line). ihus, when the tarynx iå ¿e_pressed tor I y] a perturbation of tÀe degree or pår.tãi cor,-strictj-on shifts F, in the same direction for I i\ and nod_e.tately rounded I y]f but the frequency shift woutã stifi ¡ein opposite directions for [i] ána eLosel,y rounded [y].
- Jn the pharynl (H¡ in Fig. 7b) , sensitivity is a l-ittlehigher for [y] when the larynx is 1ow than when it is high(cf. H in Fig. 7a), especially for moderate rounainl. 

--

The effect of larynx depression on the sensitivity of F2 to
local area perturbations in I y ] is thus to attenuate some of
the increased sensitivity to tongue blade movement (especia_lly

E" ./
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Fig. 9 Four steps of tongue blade elevation (1-4) fron fully
depressed (0) in a prepalatal Iy]-Iike vowel (moderate
rounding, depressed larynx) compared with a prepalatal
Ii]-like vowel (spread 1ips, high larynx). Cross-section
ãräa ip the palatäl const-riction 0,5 õm2 (-) and
1. o cmz (----) .

when only rnoderately rounded), to prevent a change of polarity
of sensitivity at the prepalatal constriction (for moderate
rounding but not for close rounding) and to restore sensitivity
to tongue root movement in the pharynx (more so for moderate
rounding than for close rounding). Larynx depression for mod-

erately rounded Iy] ttrus ensures similar F2 shifts as for Ii]
in response to similar manueuvres in the palatal and pharyn-
geal regions.

Note that larynx depression does not yield t.hese benefits for
closely rounded Iyi. Irrespective of larynx position, close
lip rounding leads to considerable sênsitivity of F2 to tongue
blade movement, sensitivity of opposite polarity along the
hard palate (compared with lil) an¿ very reduced sensitivity
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in the pharynx (compared with Ii]). Once again, close lip
rounding is less suitable tor Iyl.

This experiment highlights another important feature of res-
onance conditions in the vocal tract: a manoeuvre in one part
of the tract can attenuate or enhance spectral- sensitivity to
some other gesture somewhere else in the vocal tract.
For example, lip rounding for Iy] reduces the sensitivity of
F2 to tongue root movement in the pharynx; slmultaneous larynx
depression restores that sensitivity. This wiIl be taken up

again j.n a discussion of articulatory compensation and motor
control.

Tongue bLade eLeuqtion

How does the spectrum of Iy] respond to tongue blade elevation,
and how is the spectral contrast with I i ] affected?

The infl-uence of tongue blade elevation on the sensitivity of
F2 to Ìocal area perturbations in a moderately rounded I y]-
like configuration with 1ow larynx is illustrated j-n Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 shows how the frequencies of the first four formants
were modified by tongue blade elevation in IyJ. r'igure 10

shows the calculated frequency/amplitude envelopes for the t\,ro
extremes of tongue blade movement modelled for Iyl, compared
with I i ].

Tongue blade elevation affected resonance conditions in I y]
as fol]ows:

- Sensitivity of- F2 weakened at the lips as the tongue blade
was raised in L yJ (F" in Fig. 8) . This means that the de-
gree of lip rounding becomes less critical- and the spectrum
of Iy] less susceptible to perturbations to lip rounding.
This is another example of how a loca1 manoeuvre can in-
fluence the sensitivity of a resonance to 1oca1 perturbations
elsewhere in the tract.

- Sensitivity weakened in the palatoalveolar region (8" in
Fí9. 8). This is complementary to the weakening already
provided by depressing the larynx (cf. ¡, E' in Fig. 7).
F, becomes less sensÍtive to further tongue blade movement.

- Sensitivity increased at and posteriorly to the prepalatal
lingual constriction (8", C" in Fig. 8) with the same po-
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Iarj-ty as in Ii] (cf. B, C in Fí9. 7a, spread flps). This
is complementary to the similar effect already provided by
depressing the larynx tor Iy] (cf. c', C' in Fig. 7b, mod-
erately rounded lips) and offers further protection against
a change of polarity that would otherwise have resulted from
lip roundj-ng. With the tongue blade elevated and the larynx
fo$/ered in I y] the sensitivity of F" to variation of the
degree of palatal constriction is vóry similar for both I y]
and I j- ].

- Sensitivity increased in the pharynx (D" in Fig. 8). This
restores most of the sensitivity otherwise lost there by
lip rounding (cf. D' H in Fig. 7a and D', Htin Fiq. 7b).
With the tongue blade raised and larynx lowered in I y] the
sensitivity of F, to variation of pharyngeal_width by the
back of thã tongúe is very similar for both I y] and I i] .

The general effect of raising the tongue blade in a moderately
rounded prepalatal vowel with low larynx is thus to maintain
similar sensitivity of F, to similar area perturbations in
the palatal and pharvngeaf regions for both rounded and spread

Iip palatal vowels. The previously noted advantages of larynx
depression for Iyl are reinforced. In addition F2 of. ly] be-
comes fess sensitive to labial perturbations.
There.is a cost, however. With the tongue blade depressed.in
Iy], p^ is very sensitive to tongue blade movement (8" in¿'
Fig. 8, solid line). The very act of elevating the tongue blade
will raise F2. Further' F, will also rise (there is an F,
volume vefocity node opposite the tongue blade) . These con-
sequences will shift the I yl spectrum towards I i].

Hov, serious is this penalty?

Figure 9 confirms the rise in F, and F3. It also demonstrates
that the major spectral consequence of tongue blade elevation
in I yJ is that F, rises more sharply as the palatoalveolar
passage becomes increasingly narrow. The interval between F

and F, gradually widens as the tongue blade is raised in I y
weakening the spectral flattening.

2
I,

A rough indication of how far F, can tolerably rise away from

F, in [y] in different fanguages without endangering the plain-
flat contrast can be qTfeaned from the sefection of published
formant frequency data for /i/-/V/ contrasts in several lan-
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of the tr¡ro
mode11ed,

e vo$¡el ,
lip rounding,

guages quoted in Table I. These examples fal_l into thro groups:
(i) Danish, Dutch, French and German with F3 of I y] (2OOO-2ZOO

Hz for adult males) very close to Frr and (ii) Swedish rrithì.F3
of I y] (around 2600 Hz for adult males) midv¿ay between F2 and
F4.

This much higher F3 of S\^redj_sh I y] refl_ects a definitely ele-
vated tongue blade corresponding at least to the final step
in the modelled series (Fig. 9). Swedish /yz/ is produced as
a língual diphthong ir.¡ mosè dialects; for both /iz/ and /y¿/
the tongue j.s raised j-n a continuous movement tov¡ards the hard
palate, often narrowing the prepalatal passage so much that
tha vowel ends with a frícative off-glide, Iij] versus lyj]
(for more details of the Swedish vowel system see Fant 1973,
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chapts. 5, 11, 12 and Lindblom and Sundberg 19691. The [yj]
diphthong is spectrally similar to the sequence in the mod-

elled series, a sharp rise in F3 and a slight rise 1n F, in-
dicating that tongue blade elevation is a part of the lingual
manoeuvre (cf. Figs. 9, 10, 111.

The rreakened flattening of S!"edísh /yz/ yields a more slender
spectral contrast with /i:/, adequate for a native speaker but
troublesome for a non-native learner. The slender spectral
difference j-s related to the fact that phonologically Swedish

/iz/ and /y=/ have to fit into a threeway contrast r,/ith an-
other labia1 palatal vowel /u: / wít-l:. lower F, and F, (about

1600-1700 Hz and 210O-2200 Hz respectively for adult males,
see Fig. 11). This contrast is reinforced by /u:/ having a

strong inrounded labia1 diphthong component that causes F, and

F3 to fall, whereas the lingual diphthong component of /y¿/
causes F2 and F3 to rise (Fig. 11).

Tongue body height

Published radiograms usually show a slightly lower tongue
body position for [y] than for Ii] (subject B ln Fig. 2a and

Fig. 3). In addition to widening the constricted palatal pas-
sage, this modifícation also narro\¡rs the pharynx. What does

this contrj-bute to the spectral conÈrast?

Figure 9 shows that the lower tongue body position for Iy]
(broken line) raised F.,, {iminishing tbe F1 contrast \4¡ith I i].
Note that the F1 frequency did not rise to that of Ii] in this
experiment, but in the data quoted in Tab1e f 12 af the 19

examples had F1 higher for [y] than for Ii].
I¡lhenever F., of [y] is roughly the same as or higher than F1

of Ii], this most likely reflects a more open palatal passage

and narroroer pharynx for [y] due to a lower tongue body.

The frequency of F2 fe11 slightly when the tongue body was

lowered, reinforcing the lowering already provi-ded by 1ip
roundinq and augmenting the F2 contrast with I i]. Note that
this shift in [y] is in the same direction as would also be
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expected in Ii], thanks to the low larynx position and only
moderatefy rounded 1ips, as discussed above.

The frequency of F3 was raised somewhat by lowering the tongue
body for [yl, provided tongue blade elevatlon was only slÍght.
With more tongue bfade elevation, as in Swedish, F3 v/as slightty
l-ower with the lower tongue body. rn this case the more slender
plain-flat contrast is reinforced.

The general consequence of lowering the tongue body for I y ]
relative to I i ] are thus to retain the same F1 as for I i ] and
to reinforce the lowering of E2 for Iy]. rfre interval between
F.,' and F2 is shortened for [y], reinforcing the flattening.
Without tongue body lowering, F1 would be lowered by the lip
rounding of [y] and the total effect might then be considered
as a general downward transposition of the entire spectrum
rather than spectral flattening.

LaryngeaL conpensatíon fot, perl;urbed L'íp ptol;zusion

Rj-ordan (197'l) has proposed that the formant frequency lowering
associated with larynx depressÍon compensates for labial under-
shoot in rounding. This conclusion was drawn from the negative
correfation she found betv¡een larynx depression and upper 1ip
protrusion. However, TuIIer and Fitch (19S0), in a similar ex-
periment to Riordanrs, did not fj_nd compensatory larynx move-
ment when vowels were produced with varying perturbations to
lip protrusion.

According to acoustical theory, 1ip rounding affects mainly
resonances that depend on standing wave phenomena inmediately
behind the lips while larynx depression will mainly affect
resonances dependent on the pharynx (Fant 1960, pp. 63-64).
Lip protrusion and larynx dépression will thus usually affect
the vowef spectra differently. Only ín the special case where
the energy of a mode is stored uniformly at the lips and in the
lower pharynx can 1lp protrusion and larynx depression be mu-
tua1ly compensating. What do the energy distributions look like
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at the lips and in the lower pharynx? Energy distributions for
a set of Russian vowels have been published by Fant ('1975,

1980), for a set of French vowels by Mrayati and Carré (19761

and for sets of English and Arabic vowefs by wood (19791 .

These show only F1 (for both Ii] and [y]) to be equally sen-
sitive to both manoeuvres. For Ii], lip activity will mainly
affect Fa and larynx displacenent mainly F, and F4. For Iy],
lip activity will maín1y affect F, and larynx displacement
mainly F3 and F4. This can also be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.

The two manoeuvres are thus complementary rather than mutually
compensating, for both vowels.

My x-ray.films (TÍood 1979) and other model experiments (report
forthcoming) show that, physiologically and acoustically, the
lower lip alone very capably compensates for perturbations to
the degree of roundi-ng. Figures 1a and 1b il-lustrate how the
Iower lip performs the major share of labia1 articulation.
Labial compensation can also be seen in the data of Hughes and

Abbs (1976) and Lubker et al. (19771. Note that Riordan was

constrained in her experiment design to observing only the
upper lip, The acoustical correction she recorded can most

Iikely be attributed to the uncontrolled lower lip and not to
larynx movement. Note also the data quoted in this report that
Iarynx depression is concomitant with lj-p rounding and not a

substitute for it, and the findings of the experiments reported
here that it is acoustically advantageous to lower Lhe larynx
r^rhen the lips are rounded.

ScaLe facl;oz,
The results from all three models show that each responded in
the same \¡¡ay to each perturbation and that the conclusj.ons are
therefore general for any vocal tract si-ze. one example com-

paring all three models is given in Fig. 9. It is not necessary
for a speaker to modify the complex of I y] manoeuvres in order
to compensate for changes in vocal tract size and proportions.
The articulations developed during childhood are sti11 appro-
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priate for the growing adolescent and for the fully grown

adult.
The striking scale difference - that resonance frequencies are
inversely proportional to vocal tract length - is vtell known.

This is tolerated in speech and is not compensated for.
For examples see Table I.

Note that a shorter model with depressed larynx can have the
same overall length as a longer rnodel with raised larynx, and

yet the resonance cond.itíons are not the same r the acoustical
effects of larynx lowering being present in the former case

but not in the latter. On the other handr the resonance con-
ditions of each model, irrespective of absolute size, responded
similarly to larynx depression. Scalar differences between in-
dividuals occur mainly above the epiglottis, whereas larynx
depression. also disproportionately lengthens and widens the
lower pharynx. SundberS (19771 has pointed out that this gives
rise to an acoustical mismatch between the larynx and the re-
mainder of the vocal tract., such that the quarterwave resonance
of the larynx is radiated freely into the pharynx and is largely
independent of the remainder of the vocal tract. This appears

in the speech \rave as a low fourth formant.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATÌONS

Ihe Lips

Lj-p rounding is usually attributed to the superior and inferior
orbicularis oris muscles (which draw the corners of the mouth

towards each other) and the mentalis muscle {which bends the
lower 1ip outwards).

The orbicularis oris muscles have been investigated by Riordan
(19761 for French and by McAllister et al. (1974), Hadding et
al. (1976) and by Lubker et a1. (19771 for Swedish. Lubker and

Gay (1982) have cornpared coarticulation of lip rounding in
American English and Swedish
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The lo\^rer tongue body for [y] tfran for [i] has been reported
by several investigators. It is clearly not simply the mechan-
ical consequence of depressing the larynx. A downward drag from
larynx depression coufd easj-ly be countered by more palatal
raising of the tongue body (increased posterior genioglossal
activity, cf. Fig. 2b) , yet this well documented compensatory
manoeuvre (Huizinga and Moolenaar-Bijl 1941, Lindblom et af.
1979, Gay et aI. 1981) is obviously absent in this case. On

the contrary, x-rayed profiles (such as subject B in Fig. 2a)
sho\^/ that there is usually less posterior genioglossal activity
for [yJ than for [i] (a lower tongue hump relative to the man-
dible due to a less advanced tongue root). This is confirmed
by El4G data of Raphaef et a1. (19791 for Dutch. They found
that the major contribution to the tongue height difference
came from weaker geniogl.ossal activity for IyJ, similar to
that usualfy observed for the "tense-l-ax" difference between
[:-] ana [¡] (cf. Fíg. 2b). For comparison, differences in the
mylohyoids (whose invofvement in tongue elevation for vowels
is somewhat controversial) and in the anterior belly of the
digastric (a major mandible d.epressor in speech and consequently
Iowerer of the tongue v/ith the mandible) \¡¿ere negligible be-
tween [i] and [y] (but very slight1y weaker for [y] than for
t il ) .

Conrpensations qnd notor contyoL

Compensatory mechanisms falf naturally into at least three
classes: (i) restoration of critical features of vocal tract
shape, (ii) substitution of alternative manoeuvres with the
same spectral effect as the disturbed manoeuvres, and (iii)
implementation of some manoeuvre that restores or nullifies
spectral sensitivity to a manouevre elsewhere in the vocal
tract.

The data reported by all these investigators shows an earlier
and smalf EMG peak for I y] than for I u] , lndicating that the
Iip rounding acti-vity was broken off at an earlier and lower
level for I y] . rfr:-s reflects the weaker 1ip rounding for I yJ
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than for I u] . rn view of the necessity for weaker lip rounding

tor Iyl, this difference is presumably universal'

The corresponding lip positions íllustrated by Lubker et al '
(19771 for Swedish agree with those illustrated here for Danish

and German (Fig. 1a); the lips were more protruded and more

approximateil for I ul , less protruded and less approximated for

I y] . fhese examples do not suggest that the difference between

ínrourdíng anð, outt'cunùLng is protntsion aith øpproæ'imation versus

pz,ottwsd on uithout øpptoæ:imati on.

A1I the investigators of Swedish quoted above reported a second

orbicularis oris peak EMG amplitude in the inrounded set (i'e'

including I u] but excluding I yl ) . fnis marks the additional
activity needed for the extra labialized offglide of these

vo\^¡els in Swedish. A similar second peak is not reported for

I u] ¡.n the French or English data. The second peak in the

Swedish inrounded vowels is therefore language specific'

The tongue

For the palatal tongue gesture there are .no muscles that can

pu11 the tongue up into a palatal position' It has to be pushed

up from be1ow, in contrast to the velar and pharyngeal vowel

classes where it can be drawn into position b1z the st]lfoglossi'
glossopharyngei or hyoglossi and where the constriction can be

located precisely by the sphincter funcb'ion of the palataglossi

or the pharyngeal constrictors (wood 19791. The palatal gesture

is generally attributed to contraction of the posterior fibres

of the genioglossi, which draht the tongue root forv¡ard and

force the tongue body upwards, widening the pharynx and nar-

rol¡ingthepalatalpassage.Theintrinsicmusculatureofthe
Longue will also contribute to the shaping of the tongue and to

the direction of the gesture (prepalatal or midpalatal) ' The

prepatatal position is necessary for the plain-flat contrast'

The best documented examples of compensation are of the first

type. For example' tongue elevation relative to the mandible

(mainly posterior genioglossal activity) is balanced against
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mandibl-e position in palatal vowels in order to maintain an
ideal degree of paratar constriction (Huizinga and Moolenaar-
Bijt 1941, Lindblom et ar. 1979, Gay et al. 1981). The artic-
ulatory manoeuvre is the same as that in Fig. 2b. The conse_
quence is instantaneous and. precise (the first glottal pulse
of a bite block vowel had the same formant frequencj_es as the
corresponding unperturbed vowel). The precision is arso ilrus-
trated by the small- statistical variation of the degree of
palatal constrictj_on reported by perkell and Nelson (19gj).
A símilar exarnple is the lower lip, which compensates for
disturbed mandible position and restores the ideal degree of
mouth opening in rounded vowels (Hughes and Abbs 1976, Wood
forthcomj-ng). ttre manoeuvre is similar to the examples in Fig.
1a. Both these compensations are important for [y] on account
of the slightly lower tongue positj_on than for [i] and of the
critical degree of lip rounding (moderate, not close). ïn
additj.on, if balancing the tongue against jaw positj_on is to
work for both [y] and [i] the resonances must respond símiLarly
to the tongue movement in both tounded and spread lip palatal
vowels. It \,¡as found above that sensitivity to area pertur_
bations in the palatal region is similar thanks to the 1ow
larynx of [y].
Lindblom et al. (19791 point out that the j_mmediacy of the
tongue adjustrnent precludes utilising auditory feedback; only
tactile and proprioceptive information is available. Similarly,
perkeil (1980) has proposed that the motor goals should be
expressed in orosensory terms. The common features defining
this class of cornpensation are (i) the correctj_on involves
somethj-ng more or something 1ess of a movement that Ís already
activated, and (ii) the movement j-s already actually involved
in creating a critÍcal degree of constrictj_on. Examples of motor
eguívalence (Hughes and Abbs 19761 are usually taken from this
^f -^^

Regarding the second cl-ass (substitution of a different ma_
noeuvre in a different part of the vocar tract with similar
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acoustical consequences to the disturbed manoeuvre) , both

tongue retraction and larynx loweri-ng have been proposed as

compensations for labial undershoot in [y]' The tongue profiles

reproduced in Fig. 3 do not show any retraction for [y] and

the model experiments reported here have sho\^tn that even just

a littfe retraction would be di-sastrous for the plain-flat con-

trast, the mj.dpalatal position being atready unsuitable for

[y]. The constriction must be prepalatal and it may ewen be

prolonged anteriorly by raj-sing the tongue blade' Larynx

1or¡¡ering as a compensation for labial undershoot is contra-

dicted by acoustical theory and the experiments reported above

have shown that larynx lowering is necessary during lip roun-

ding in order to control resonance conditions' Even thouqh

these particular examples are invafid, this class of compen-

sation may by useful in other situations' The common features

that dist.inguish this class are (i) a ctifferent (even inactive)

arti-culator takes over from the disturbed articulator' and

(ii) the substitute articufator operates in a different part

ofthevocaltract,i.e.onadifferentpartofthestanding
wave. Thj-s is a very different motor reorganization task from

that involved for the first class, where on-going synergy be-

tv¡een a disturbed manoeuvre and a companion manoeuvre ensures

that a desired constr.iction is achieved' It should not be over-

fooked that while examples of the first class are well docu-

mented, no convincing examples of this second class have yet

been reported.

The third class involves a manoeuvre that perturbs one part of

the vocal_ tract in order to increase or reduce spectral sen-

sitivity to another manoeuvre in some other part of the tract'

Examples found in the experiments reported above are (i) lip

rounding for I y] changed the polarity of sensitivity of F2 to

the degree of palatal constriction and reduced the sensitivity

of F2 to variation of pharyngeal width (i'e' the spectral con-

".qrrãta." 
of a given tongue movement hrould be contrary for

[y] and til; (ii) simultaneous la:øynx depression restored the
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change of polarity at the paratal constriction and restored
the lost sensitivity in the pharynx; (iii) simultaneous tongue
bfade elevation reinforced the effect of larynx lowering.
These examples from [y] are a conceptually different type of
compensation' The first two classes imply correction in response
to an external- dísturbance that impedes the on_going activity.
But lip rounding for [y] is not a disturbance in the same sense.
It is an inherent part of the vowel, albeit with some undesire_
abfe side effects. The countermeasure for the side effects
(rarynx d.epression, and perhaps also some tongue blade efevation)
is a simuftaneous and integral component of the articulatory
compl-ex for [y]. This is the distinguishing feature of this
cfass. The compensation is an integral part of the origi-nal
motor programme and not a subsequent correcting response.
It is possible that the acousticaf effects of Iarynx depression
are continously correlated \,\¡ith the degree of lip round.ing,
e.g. the more the lips are rounded the lower the larynx, pro_
viding gradual correction. This has not been tested in the
present experiments. on the other hand there is an acousticaf
dÍscontinuity that indicates larynx depression is quantat.
With the larynx depressed, the orifice of the larynx is wide
enough for the quarterwave resonance of the larynx tube (Fn)
tc be radiated freely into the pharynx and be largely indepen_
dent of the remainder of the vocal tract. Hence the paradox
that two equally long vocar tracts can have different resonance
conditions because the larynx is depressed in the one but el-e_
vated in the other. Tf larynx depression is guantaÌ, the exact
Ievel would not be important. AII that is necessary is to be
above or be10w a critical position. other factors in speech thattend to correfate with variations of larynx heiqht, for example
voi-ce fundamental frequency, woufd not then interfere v¡ith the
spectral effects of har¡ing the larynx high versus low for spread
lip vowels versus rounded vowels.

A fruitfuf way of surveying the motor contror- of the vowels
studied in this report is to review the programming task facing
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a child r^rho is in the process of mastering the production of
the plain-flat contrast in its mother tongue.

The tongue body will be raised prepalatally (not midpalatally)
- French-speaking children will acquire a different lingual
prograrnme to English-speaking children in order to ensure the
slight difference in directíon of the palatal manoeuvre.

The French child wilf discover that a midpalatal constriction
ís unsuitable for [y] since the plain-flat contrast cannot be

produced there. The tongue body will not be quite so high as

for [i] - the posterior fibres of the genioglossi will be

programmed differently for each vo\"¡el. The critical limit of
lip rounding for IVJ will be found and the lip muscles will be

programmed differently tor [y] and for [u]. The child will
learn to fower the larynx during [y] to prevent the tongue
causing F, and F3 to fluctuate unpredictably, and to ensure
similar sensitivity of F2 to area perturbations at the palatal
constriction and in the pharynx for both [i] and [y] (other-
wise F, would shift in opposite directions, depending on the
amount of 1ip rounding, and di-fferent compensation responses
would be needed to correct the aberration under different lip
conditions) . With the larynx depressed in [y], Lhe child will
find that balancing posterior genioglossal activity against
mandibfe position to mainÈaín the correct degree of palatal
constriction works equally well for ¡oth [y] and [i]. The child
rnay also discover that the critical degree of 1ip rounding can

be mitigated somewhat by elevating the tongue blade, at the
expense of raising F, and losing some spectral flattening.

Phono L o gi caL c ons i de v'alni ons

The articulatory contrast betv/een Iy] and Ii] fras traditionally
been captured with one feature, rounding. But the present
problem has concerned the physiology of speech production as
it governs the spectral coding of the speech wave. These are
t\^ro separate 1eve1s of description that must not be confused.

What does the speaker do j-n order to put certain spectral
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characteristics inÈo the speech r^rave? As reported above, the
acoustical plain-fIat contrast is produced with a complex of
articulat.ory manoeuvres embracing not only the lips but also
the larynx, the tongue body and the tongue blade. frthile the
speaker has to execute the entire package of manoeuvres, the
phonologist aims to give a non-redundant abstraction of speech.

These manoeuvres fall into two distinct processes. There is a
primary process: the lips modify the vocal tract transfer
function in order to produce the major formant shj-fts that
constitute the linguistic spectral contrast, that is, the lips
do the encoding for [y]. In addition, there is a stabilizing
process: the remaj.ning manoeuvres optimize resonance conditions
to make the plain-f1at contrast possible. Observe that this is
not a question of redundancy in the usual sense of the term.
Both processes are necessary, indispensible and not interchange-
able. But since the supporting manoeuvres are automatic, it is
not incorrect for the phonologist to take them for granted and
concentrate on the encoding manoeuvre, lip rounding.

But the fuII complex of manoeuvres cannot be entirely disregarded,
either by the speech scientist or by the phonol-ogist.

The unwary experimenter who confuses the tr^ro levels of descrip-
tion runs the risk of generating unsound hypotheses. For example,
one cannot necessarily expect more precise 1ip roundíng for /y/
than for ,/u/ simply on the ground Lt¡aL /i/ is distingui.shed from
/y/ onJ-y by the Iabia1 dimension whereas /u/ is differentiated
from /i/ by both the labial and the lingual dimensions. physio-
.logicaI detail cannot be uniquely predicted from a simple
count of phonological features. At the physiological level
[yl is distinguished from IiJ fy a1I the manoeuvres invest.igated
above and the experimenter must be prepared to find effects
from all of them. An alternative hypothesis predicting the
same outcome, for example, is that the moderate [y] rounding
may be more precise than the [u] rounding owing to the need
to respect the limitation imposed by the acousti_cal1y critical
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degree of rounding. The problem is not made easier by the con-
flictj-ng outcomes of different statistical measures of precision
and by possible language-specific effects. For example, Riordan
119761 concluded from the smaller statistical variation of lj-p

EMG that there r^ras better precision far /y/ than for /u/ in
French. On the other hand, Lubker and Gay (19821, using a

different statistical measure, concluded that lip activity was

more precise for /uz / tlnan f.or /yz / in Swedish. Switching sta-
tistical measures betv¿een these sets of data would also entail
switching conclusions.

Similarly, the phonologist \4tho neglects physiological detail
may overlook the possible mechanisms underlying alternations
or sound change. For example, why do sound changes so often
go in the direction o-u-A ? Surely not for perceptual reasons
since the change is into the crowded palatal area vrhere spec-
tral contrasts are already fine. And what j-s the next move for
these vowels - A, i" é, iu, iy (cf. French, We1sh, Chinese,
Iceland.ic, English)? And hov, is the Swedj-sh dialect /i:,/
variant, Llrle Viby i, produced? The complete shift from [y] to
[i] not only means spreading the lips but also elevating the
larynx and increasing the posterior genioglossal contraction.
Failure to do the latter will lead to [r]. An evolutÍon to
some other vowel may well involve carrying over some secondary
manoeuvre trom [y] to the evolved vowel.

CONCLUSIONS

Only the prepalatal- tongue position is favourable for the
plain-flat contrast. Prepalatal Ii] fras a high F3 Lhat is
lo'$¡ered more than F, by lip rounding so that F, and F3 are
close together in IyJ (spectral flatteninq). The midpalatal
position is unsuitable for this contrast. The frequency of
F3 is already low in rnidpalatal [i] and is lowered less
than F2 by tip rounding so that F2 and F, would actually
diverge (no spectral flattening).
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2. Only moderate 1ip rounding is suitabfe for [yì. With more

than moderate 1ip rounding, the spectral flattening of
Iyl becomes increasingly sensitive to lingual perturbations,
F, and F, responding differently to tongue location shifts.
The spectral consequences become increasingly unpredictable
when Iíp rounding exceeds the critical limit.

3. Depressing the larynx for lyl keeps the zoner where F, is
least sensitive to tongue location perturbations, within
the prepalataf region. This zone is shifted away from the
glottis by lip rounding, but simultaneous larynx depression
(i.e. lowering the glottis) brings it back to the prepalatal
region.

4. Depressing the larynx for moderately rounded IyJ a1.so en-
sures that F, and F3 respond similarly to constriction
Iocation perturbations througout the prepalatal region.
This safeguards the spectral flattening of I yì against
location perturbations, provided the lips are not more than
moderately rounded.

5. Depressing the larynx for Iy] ensures similar spectral con-
sequences of disturbances of the degree of palatal constric-
tion and variatÍons of pharyngeal width for both rounded and

spread lip palatal vowels. Similar Iingual movements would
otherwise produce contrary spectral consequences for I y]
and [i].

6. Resonance conditions are further stabilized by raising the
tongue blade in [y]. nowever, only a limited amount of
tongue blade elevation is tolerable since this also raises
Fr, thereby weakening the spectral flattening. The tolerabl_e
limit is small in, for example, Danish, Dutch, French and
cerman where a fully flattened [y] is contrasted with [i].
Swedish requires more tongue blade elevation in order to
provide a higher F, for the partially flattened, /yz/ wlnLct;l

has to contrast with both /i:/ and /dz/.
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Tongue body lowering raises F., and cancels the fall that
would have followed from the lj-p roundinS of [y]. F1 re-
mains much the same as in [i]. This provides a common ref-
erence that.enhances the flattening of F, and Fr.

Larynx depression cannot compensate for labial undershoot
in [y]. The laryngeal contributj-on to the lowering of Fa

for spectral flattening is much smaller than the labial
contribution. Lip rounding and larynx depression are com-
plementary rather than mutually compensating.

The articulation of [i] an¿ [y] aoes not need to be modified
during growth in order to compensate for progressive scalar
changes of vocal tract morphology. The relative consequences
of lingual and labiaI manoeuvres and larynx height remain
constant irrespective of scalar differences. Absolute res-
onance frequencies are shifted downward during growth, but
experÍence shows that this is tolerated in speech perception.
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RADIOGRÀPHIC AND MODEL STUDIES OF THE PALATAI VOWELS

Sidney Wood

SUMMARY

Jar^/ openings, tongue positions and lip positions of palatal
vowels in German, Englishr French¡ Russian and Arabic are
analysed from x-ray profiles collected from the literaÈule
and trom two x-ray fllms. A jaw opening of I or 9-mm dlviiled
a closer class Ii;r] from a moJce open class Le,eJ . The
tongue assumed a ntore bunched and elevateil posture relative
to [he mandible for tense vowels [Ì,e] and a lower, flatter
posture for lax vowels [I,t] The lips were spread more for
tense vowels Èhan for lax vowels. The acoustical consequences
of these articulatory differences (especially the tolerances
for variation and overlapping of manouevres and the acous-
tical efficiency of compensations) are investigated in a
series of model experiments. Finally, some implications for
phonology and speech production theory are cliscussed.

INTRODUCTTON

In Vlood (1979) it r¡tas found that the tongue narrolrs the vocal
tract at one of four locations for monophthong vowels: (i) at
the hard palate forIi-e] anilIy-ce] -like vowelsr (ii) at the
velum for Iu-u] and Ir]-liLe vowels, (iii) in the upper
pharynx for [o-c] and IY]-tite vowels and (iv) in the lower
pharynx for Ia-æ] -Iike vowels.

The present report l-s devoted to the palatal class of vowels,
especially to x-ray and model studies of how spread-lip
palatal vowels are differentiated (the articulation of
rounded palatal vowels, exemplified ¡y Iy], and the language

specific preference for either prepalatal or midpalatal con-

strictions were studied in Wood fi9821.

Figures I and 2 illustrate typical profiles of palatal vowels

traced frorn x-ray films of Southern BTitish English and Cal-ro

Arabic. Figures 3 and 4 give the F, and F, frequencies of a1l
examples in this material.

The parameters available for tunlng the resonances of the
vocal tract for a palatal vowel are (i) the degree of mouth

opening (determined by the lips and mandible) 
' 

(ii) the
degree of palatal narrowing (deter¡ntnecl by the tongue and
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Fig. I
Profil-es of S British Engfish
palatal vowels

Fí9. 2 (opposite)
Profiles of Cairo Arabic
palatal vov¿els

mandible), (iii) the degree of pharyngeal widening (deter-
mined by the back of the tongue), and (lv) larynx height
(the Iarynx is usually high for spread-1ip vowels).

Figures 3 and 4 give a rough indication of the relationship
beteween articulation and the frequencies of FI and F2 in
palatal vowels. A grid of Fl and F, frequencies generated

by the Stevens and House (1955) three parameter nodel (for a

constriction located al do=L2 cm from the glottis) is placed
over the observed palatal vorteL Fl and F2 frequencies of the
two subjects. This shows how F, and F2 are related to the
degree of mouth opening (A/ L cn) and the degree of palatal

)
narrowing (Aorrn cm'). Both formants rise as the mouth opening
is enlarged (A/1, cn). F1 rises and F, falls as the palatal
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passage widens {Arrn cm2). The contribution of indivj-dual
physiological parameters cannot be distinguished in these
diagrams. A/L corresponds to the combined effect of lip
position and rnandible position. Ã^in corresponds to the combined

effect of tongue position and mandíble position. Lindblom and

Sundberg (1971) have studied the general effects of indÍvidual
physiological parameters on vocal tract resonances. The model

experiments desríbed in the present report are concerned
speciflcally with the ¡nanouevres analysed irom x-ray profiles.

A polnt of particular fnterest is the quantizatl-on of the
scales of tonguef mandible and lip position.
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Stevens (L972) has denonstrated that in certain sl-tuations
quantal relationships exJ-st between articuJ.ation ancl

acoustical features of the speech wave. Such a relation
exists, for example, between the four constriction locations
mentioned above and vowel forman! frequencies (see also lfood
1979). Further exanples, concerning larynx depression and

the degree of rounding in rouncleil palatal vowels are given
in füood (1982). Regarding the degree of palatal narrovting,
there is no quantal relationshlp of this type (Gunnilstam

F1 and F2 of stressed palatal vowels from the subject of
lhe Engtish fltm. The grid ri:s based on the Stevens and
House (1955) three parameter rnodel nomograms. It sho\.¡s
how F1 and F, of palatal vowels (palatal constriction,
do=I2'cm) aré relãted to the.mouth opening (,{/4 cm) and
tñe degree of palatal narrowing (cross-section area of the
palatal passage Anín cm¿).
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the Arabi

of stressed palatal voratels from the subject of
c film. For details of the grid, see Fig. 3.

1974, Ladefoged et al. 1977, Perkell and Nelson 1981). The
formant frequencies change continuously as the palatal
passage wl-dens in palatal vovrels.

Tradl-tionally, the continuous scale of "closenesst' or "tongue
heÍght" is diviiled ad hoc into 2, 3 or 4 iliscrete clivisions,
dependJ-ng on the language Ín question. The example of Chiba
and Kajlyama's (1941) cerman subject analysed in Wood

(1975a) suggested an alternative solution, see Fig. 5. The

mandible vras raised (narro\^rer mouth opening ancl narrower
palatal passage) for I'close" Ii, r] and lowered (wider mouth
opening and wlder palatal passage) for "open" [e,eJ . The

tongue was raised higher relatíve to the mandible (narrower
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palatal passage and r¡¡ider pharynx) for "tense" I i ' e] and
lower (wider palatal passage and narrower pharynx) for "lax"
Il,e] A similar pattern in the English and Arabic x-ray
films presented in this report can be seen in Fiq. 6. These
manouevrces (close versus open rnandible position coÍìbined v¡ith
tense versus lax tongue posture) have been studied on mid-
sagittal x-ray profiles and their acoustical contributions
computed in model experiments.

A further point of interest is the extent of lip-mandible and
tongue-mandible coordination and how far the lips or tongue
can and do compensate for shifts of the mandible. It is \4re11

documented that the tongue compensates for shifts of the
mandible in palatal vowels and thereby maintains an ideal
degree of palatal narrowing (Huizinga anal Moolenaar-Bij1
1941, Lindblom èt aI. !979, cay et aI. 1981). Hughes and Abbs
(L976) have reported similar coordÍnation between the lips
and the mandible to maintain an Ídeal degree of mouth opening.
Attention has therefore al-so been given in this report to
evidence of coordination and compensation in the x-ray pro-
files studied here.

PROCEDURES

The study is based on sets of midsagittal x-ray profiles of
Gernan, American English, French and Russian collected from
the literature and 2 cinefluorographic fíIms of Southern
British English and Arabic, macle in the angiocardiographic
unit of the Lund University Hospital. References, methods of
reproduction and normalization and details of the filmlng
techniques are glven in Woocl (1975a, 1979) .

The profiles collected fïom the literat.ure were studied first
These constitute the evidence that has accumulated since the
turn of the century. Subsequently, the t\"ro motion films were
made under controlled conditions. These provide a means of
testing hypotheses generated from the collection of published
profiles.

In order to make comparisons, the material is grouped as
follows:

(a) Published x-ray profiles of I i , r,
in German

e, e]
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(b) Published x-ray profiles of Ii, r, e, e]
in American English
(c) Published x-ray profiles of Ii, e, e]
in French
(d) Published x-ray profiles of Ii, e]
in Russian
(e) The English film with Ii, r, el
(f) The Arabic film with Ii, r, e, eì

Experimental error will cause some variation in traced pro-
files, especially in the collection of published material.
A further souïce of variation comes from pooling the speakers

of the cotlected material to form the data groups (a-d) out-
lined avobe. There are instances of very few examples

of so¡ne vo\^/els, even afte.r pooling speakers, which makes

statistical treatment uncertain. The English fil¡n is better
in these respects - I examples of each vowel by the same

speaker. Despite these difficultj-es many of the tendencies
observed in the pooled collected data were confirmed in the
fresh one-speaker data.

The standard error of the difference between two means is
used to test.the statistical significance of differences
between average jaw openings in different sets. The pro-
bability that the difference between two means is (i) at
least thrice its standard error is about 58, (ii) at least
three times its standard error ís about 0.252.

The acoustical consequences of a manouevre were studied by
manipulating observed profiles (for example by altering the
tongue, 1ip or jaw position as in Figs. 8, 11 and 16) anil
then calculating and evaluating the spectral contribution at
each step. To ensure the realism of the manipulations, the
manoeuvres were studied on the x-ray films. For example,

tongue movement between the palatal tense and lax postures
can be seen in Fig. 6. The resonance frequencies llrere com-

puted from the area function of each configuration, usingi

Webster's equâtion.

THE MANDTBLE

A traditional view is that the mandible is progressively
lower (the mouth progressively more open) for vowels along
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4 x [r] ---

¿x[e]""
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SLOI{ER FA5ÏER

ENGLISH

I X [t] ¿xtel

4.x It] a Xlel

ARABIC

6 Tense and lax tongue Postures of the palatal vowels
from the EnglÌ-sh and Arabic x-ray motl-on films.
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VERTICAL LIP

SEPARATI ON

JAl,,l

OPENING

Fí9. 7

Defini-tion of 1ip separation
and jaw opening

the scale I i , l, e, e ] , the nunber of steps depending on the
language. Alternatively, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the
mandible tênds to be higher for [i, rJ and lower for [e,el
The jaw openings \^re.re measured on lifesize reproductions of
the x-rayed profiles, Fig. 7. The material is grouped as out-
lined above under procedures.

Table f records the means and ranges of jaw opening in each
of the six groups. The follov¡ing can be noted:

- Wlthin each group the mean jaw openings are ranked in
the order Ii, r, e, e]
- The range of variation in each group and vowel is
considerable
- The wide variation and overlapping ranges means that
the degree of jaw opening cannot contribute to contrastive
differences within [¡, l] and Le, el pairs, where from 508
to l00E of the jaw openf.ngs overlapped
- In contrast to the considerable overlapping within I i , r ]and [e, e] pairs, t_he r_anges of I i+r] weiè véry well
separated from the Ie+€] ranges; not surprisingly, the
data for the subjects of the two films (e) and (i) showed
Èhe þest. separation, 1008 and 97t respectively of Ii+rJ
and [e+eJ being separated from each oãher; yel despite
the _largrer experimental error in the collected datã groups
(.-¿) tfr" separation was considerable here too, 77Zr-B4Z-,
83t and 948 respectively; in all data groups except the
English filrn (e) , the boundary between the two clãsses is
a jaw opening of about I or 9 mm

- The jaw openings by the subject of the English film (e)
tended to be larger than the remainder of the material
- In all the remaining material, similar vowels tend to
have similar ranges, irrespective of the nurìber of vowel
contrasts in each group.
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Table I Mean jaw openings and langes

Data gxoup trl Ir] lel Ie]

openings
openings

(a) collected German

Mean (m) I 8.5 11.6 16.6
Range. (m) 6-11 7-'l'0 6-19 8-23

6Ot of Ii] openlngs overlapped '1008 of Ir]openings
80t of Ie] oþenlngs overlapped 608 of Ie]openings

A jaw opening of 9.5 m separated 772 [i, l] fron 778

(b) co1lecteal Amerícan Ðn911sh

Mean (m) 6 7.3 9 9
Range (m) 4-8 6-9 '1-12 8-12

Ie, e]

50Ê of
60å of

[1] openings overlapped 758 of Ir,] openlngs
[e] oÞenings overlaþped 1008 of Ie] openlngs

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

A jaw openj-ng of I m separated 848 [i, Ilfrom848 [e, e]

collected French

Mean (m) 6.3 - 9.4 10.3
nange (m) 5-9 6-13 '10-11

5og of [e] openings overlapped 100å of [eJ openlngs

A jaw openj-ng of ?.5 m separated 83* [í] from 838 [e, e]

collected Russfan

Mean (m) 6.9 13.4
Range (m) 6-8 - 6-20

A jaw openj-ng of 8 m separated 94å [il from 94? [el

English film

Mean (m) 9.8 10 - 14.3
Range (m) 8-11 9-11 - 12-17

88å of Ii] openings overlapped 1008 of IrJ openings

å jaw opening of 11.5 m separated 1009 [i' r] from 1008

Arabic film

Mean (m) 7.3 I 10.5 10.3
Range (m) 6-9 7-9 9-12 9-11

Iel

?5å of [1J openlngs overlapped'10
758 of [e J openings overlapped 10

0sofl
0sofl

l
I

A jaw opening of 9 m separated 9'12 l-i, rl from 9?S [e, s]
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Tabte lrr Jaw openings: slgnlficance of [i+¡] versus [e+e]

standardData
grouP Nu¡nber

(a) collected German

Mean Difference
(m) (m)

9

signl-flcånce

0.16t

1 .36t

0.0088

0.028

0.000 000 28

0.000 000 28

't
I
i+r
o+e

error

1 .47

o .97

0.89

1.82

0 ,67

0.47

(b) collected Amerlcan Engllsh

10

I
7

(c) collected French

i+¡
e+e

i 1l'
Ie+e]

6.6
9.0 2.4

7.5
10.4

(d) collected Russian

(e) Engllsh fllm

(f) Arabic flln

1+r
a+€

12

tl.l
lel

6.9
13.4

6
9

1

7
6.5

r [i+¡ ] 16.
[e] I

'10

14
0 4.1

9I

Table II gives the result of a statistl-cal test on the
average jaw opening difference between [¡] and [r] and

between [e] and [e] respectlvely. This shows that the jaw

opening differences within [[,¡] and I e,e] palrs
respect.ively are not signj-ficant (a difference between jaw

opening means that ls close to the standard error is highly
probable) .

Table III shows that the difference betlúeen the Ii+r] mean

jaw openinq and the [e+e] mean jaw opening is highly
stgmiflcant (the differences being about 3 to 6 times larger
than thelr standard errors in the varlous data groups, a

result for which the probability is extremely small).

It is therefore concluded that there ls an overvthelming

tendency to use jaw openlngs larger than 8 or 9 mm for [e]
and [e] and smaller than I or 9 mn for [i] and [r], dividing
the palatal vor"¡els into an "open" class and a "close" class.
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Fig.8 Examples of modelled variation of jaw opening with
perfect lÍngual compensation; English profile and I i ](above) and Arablc profile and Ie.] (below). The
extreme jaw positions are l_llustrated (Ieft) and the
corresponding lingual adjustments for compensatj.on(riqht). As the mandible is lol,¡ered the tongue is
pushed correspondingly higher by drawing in the tongue
root. The result is good restoration of the area
function along the palatal passage while the pharynx
becomes progressively wider as the mandible i; loh¡ered.
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Table IV

Model

(e) t il 215-273

[ ¡ ] 41s-433

Ie] (523-558)

Changes in formant frequency when the mandible 1s
lowered from 5 to 15 m in 2 m steps with internal
(1íngual) conpensation

5-10 m 10-15 m
F1 F1 E2

263-261
41 4- 427

(437-44'tl
(45 4- 497't

241 1-2453
2032-21 46

('t 67 8-1877 |

21 A9-2240

1949-2080
(2002-21 07 |

(17 7 5-1 9591

(261-259t
(427 - 429)

447 - 440

491 -505

12240-22s81
(2080-21 4o)

2107-217 6

1 959-2048

(2'13-267) (2453-2465-2458]
(433-441J (2146-2203]

558-561-555 1477-2009

(f) t rl
Ir]
Ie]
lel

Values in O are at jaw openings that are normally out of range
for the vowel .in question (too open or too close, an opening of
about 9 m separating the two classes)

rn short, the mandible l-s either "up" (for [¡] and [r]) or
"down" (for Ie] an¿l Ie]). The varj-ation is considerable, so

that "up" means about 5-9 mm and "do\tn" means about 9-I5 run.

There is clearly considerable latitude for variation for the
jaw opening. Apart from pipe-smoking and phoneticiansr bite
blocks, factors influencing variation of mandible posÍtion
are care of articulation and speaking rate. Lindblorn (quoted

by Sundberg 1969) has demonsÈrated hor^I the absolute rnagnitude
of the mouth opening is pxopoltional to speaking effort. The

larger jaw openings by the subject of the English film (e)

previously noted in Table r may reflect more deliberate
articulation and more effort, perhaps j"n response both to the
experimental situation and to the background noise of the
x-ray unit. There is also a speaking rate effect by the
English subject (e) . This material !'ras.repeated once a litt1e
slower than normal speaki-ng rate at about 4.5 syllables,/second
and once a 1ltt1e faster at about 6.5 syllables,/second. The

jaw openings for [eJ averagecl 15 mm at the slower rate against
12.5 mm at the faster rate.

Ho!,¡ does this jaw varl-ation affect the spectra of the vowels?

To test this, the mandible was displaced on profiles selected
from the English and Arabic films (see examples at Fig. 8) .

Irlithout any lingual or labial compensation, increasing the
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jaw opening will widen the palatal passage and mouth opening
and narrow the pharynx s1i9ht1y. This is equivalent to
simultaneously increasíng Anin and ÃlL values in Figs. 2 and
3. Hov/ever, the tongue compensates for mandible shifts in
palatal vowels to maintain an ideal- degree of palatal
narrowing. The modelled manouevres illustrated in Fig. g

assume perfect lingual compensation along the palatat passage.
Consequently, the pharynx becomes wideï as the mandible is
lowered (the tongue root is pulled further forward to raise
the tongue body higher relative to the mandible). The jaw
opening was varj_ed from 5 to 15 mm in 2 mm steps for each
vowel. The three narrower steps (5-9 rnm) are norrnally in
.range for Ii,r] and out of range for [s,6] . The three larger
steps (11-15 mm) are normally out of range for Ii,r] and in
range for [e, e].

The results are given in Table IV. There is very little effect
on Fl - the acoustical consequences of simultaneously
increasing the mouth opening and narrowing the pharynx
Iargely cancel each other. F2 rj_ses as the jaw is opened
(increasing the mouth opening ancl widening the pharynx both
raise Fr). These variations are sma1l compared with the total
variation recorded in Figs. 2 anct 3.

In real speech the lingual compensation is presumably not
absolutely perfect. This will be discussed be1ow. The experi-
ment did not assume labial compensation. If this had been
included there would have been even 1ess acoustical varj"ation,
buÈ its absence is clearly not critical fôr spread lip palatal
vo\"rels. The effects of labíal arti_culation will be discussed
in the section on the lips.

THE TONGUE

Be1lrs (1867) innovation of the tongue arching model, intro-
ducing the notion of "high", umid.u and. ,'low', tongue positions
was rapidly adopted iluring the latter part of the 19th
century. Interest shifted from the jaw opening to tongue
height. Nor^/ it \,ras the tongue that vTas said to be pro-
gressively lower in the order Ii, r, e, e]. Meyer (1910) and
later Russel (1928) had objected that Ie] in fact had a
higher tongue heíght than I r ] . All possible examples in the
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Table V Degree of pa
the palatal

Iatal narrowing (cross section area of
passage )

Data group

(c) Collected French

(a) collcctcd ccrman

Number a 4
nange (c4') 0.5-0.8
Mean (cm¿) 0.65

(b) Collected Anerl-can English

Number
Range (cm
Mean (cmz

3

1 .47

4
1 .6-2.7

a1

4
0.5-1,6

1

4
2.2-2.8
2.45

3
1.7-2.6

2

3
1,9-3.4

2,'1

4
1 .5-2.7
2 .43

til lrl lel lel

2
4

-1
3

0
0

Number
Range (cEL

Mean (cmz

^6
'l 0.4-1
) 0.68

5
0.7-1 .6
1 .12

2

(d) collecÈed Russlan

Nunber
Range
Mean

(e) Engllsh film

Nmbe r
Range (cn')
Mean (cm2)

(f) Arabic film

-0(cm
(cm2

0
0

2.,

)

Nunber
Range
Mean (

2 .0-2.6
¿. t)

I
2 .6-3.2
2.8

("7
cm¿

0
0

4
1 .0-2.2

'I .8

4
't.6-2.O
1.8

4
2,0-3.2
2,6

2l

0
8

3

8
-t
6

collecÈÍon of x-ray profiles examined in wood (1975a) had [e]
higher than[r] rhis can be seen in Table V¡ whlch gives the

ranges of the cross section area of the narrow palatal
passage (a measure of the degree of palatal constriction,
lnversely proportional to palatal tongue height; the areas

are given rather than the cross-distances for ease of
comparison v¡ith Figs. 3 and 4) . The follov¡ing can be noted:

- The narrowed palatal passage ís progressively wl-der in
the order [i, e; I, e], demonstrating that lrl has a lower
tongue hetght than [e]
- The ranges for each lndividual vowel are so similar across
languages that they suggest the degree of constriction is a
very constant factor of vowel artiçulation. The con:
strictions are smaller than 1.0 cm2 for an Ii]-like quality,
about 1.5 Lo 2.0 c¡n2 for [e] and [r] (srishtly narrower for
[e] and sllghtly wider for[¡]) and more than 2.5 cm¿ for
Ie].
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Table VI Pharyngeal width at the epj"glottis

Data group til Irj Ie] Ie]

(a) coLl-ected cernan

Number 4
Full range (m) 22-30
Mean . (m) 26

(b) Collected American Engtish

Nunbêr
range (m)
(m)

(c) collected French

Number
Full range (m)
Mean (m)

(e) English filn

Number
Ful1 range (m)
Mean (m)

(f) Arabic film

Number
Fu11 range (m)
Mean (m)

4
20-23

22

3
17 -24
(20l

3
1 6-23
(20l

Full
Mean

4
23-29

26

4
19-23

20

3

1 6-22
(1e)

4
16-2'l

18

6
24-32

28

5
18-24

21

4
1 4-23

17

8
)t-t1

8
1 6-22

19

8
15-20

17

I
2'1-32
to

4
2't-25

22

4

)2

4
1 6-20

19

vog¡els
artd/ or

- The I I ] -like constriction ranges are very similar in all
data groups, as are also the [e] -tife constriction ranges.
This suggests that no modification is necessary to these

to "make roomtr for additional contïasts involving Ieì
Ir].

- The I i ] set is clearly distinguished from both lax sets
Ir] ancl Ie]; the [e] set is clearly distinguished from both

tense sets [i] and [e]; there is the greatest risk of con-
fusion between 1ax [r] and tense I e].

That [r] has a lower tongue position
a crisis for phonetics and phonology
century (Wood 1975a). The tongue has

vrhat rules and language descriptions
doing.

than [e] has constituted
since the turn of the
obviously not been doing
say it should have been

Pharyngeal widening is correlaÈed vrith palatal narrowing.
Table VI gives the ranges of pharyngeal width at the widest
part (1evel with the epiglottis). Pharyngeal wiilth is very
similar for similar vowels across J-anguages, matching the
previously observed similarièy at the palatal narrowing.
Typical pharyngeal widths are 25-30 mm for li), 20-23 mm for
[rJ and [e] , L5-20 mm for [s] . The correlation betvreen
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phaxyngeal n¡idth and palatal narro$ting is usually attributed
to posterior genioglossal activity, which pulls the tongue

root forwards (widening the pharynx) and pushes the tongue

bodily upwards (narrowing the palatal passage).

The average flegree of palatal näffor¡tlng for a vowel mighL be

considered as a target constriction. The targets woulil then

lie along a four-grade scale of palatal narrovring for
[i, e, r, e] . This is the traditional view apart from the
inversion of [e, ¡] .

Unfortunately, a graded scale of palatal targets does not
bring out any specific difference between the traditional
categories "tense" and "Iax". These were origínally related
to subjective assessments of muscular tension. The same

contrast was denoted "narrov¡" and "wide" by BeIl and sweet.

Other proposed differences, slünmarized by Jakobson anil Ha11e

(1964) , have been the degree of "centralization" of the tongue

and the degree of deformation of the vocal tract. More

recently there has been the advanced tongue root debate
(Stewart 1969, Perkell 1971, Lj-ndau et at. 1972, Raphael and

Bell-Berti 1975, Wood J-975b, Lindau 1978).

A further diffÍculty associated with a scale of palatal
targets is its possible imp1J-cations for theories of motor
control. Does the brain actually select one out of a stock of
say four possible palatal constrictions (Èongue heights) as

its goal for the tongue, or is the graded scale simply the
phonetician's convenient arrangement that is nevertheless not
irnmediately relevant for motor control?

Table V shor"s that the palatal constrl-ction l-s narrower for
the tense vowel [i] or [e] than for the corresþonding lax
vowel [r] or [e] respectively. For palatal vowels at least,
thís is the sense in which Bell and Sr¡teet meant narroht and

wide. Si¡nilarly the pharynx is wider for each tense vowel [l]
or [e] than for the corresponding 1ax vower [t] or [e]
respectively. This is Èhe basis of the advanced tongue root
proposal. Both Èhese faqtors together confirm that the vocal
tract ís more deformed for the tense than for'the lax vowel

in each pair. But thls does not clarify why all four vowels

are ranked in a particular order for a given proPeÌty or why
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American
English

French

Amerícan
English

.. ¿:.:¿

Russian

\.4

tiBritish
English

French

Fig. 9

t:
l.

e t

Six
for

profiles confirrning a tense tongue posture
Li, el and a lax posture for [r, e].

there is arnbiguity between [l] and [e] regarcling the degree
of palatal narrowf-ng and pharyngeal widening.

Reference has already been made to Figs. 5 and 6 which show
a tendency for the tongue to assume one posture relative to
the mandible for the tense vowels [i] anil [e] and another
somewhat lower for the lax vovrels [r] ancl [e] (German,
English and Arabic subjects). croups (a-c) in the collection
of published x-ray material contains twelve posslble sets
that are relevant for thj_s point. In adclition there were two
further German sets that could not be used because the
mandible had not been traced. The extent to which this
material confirms the two tongue positions relative to the
mandible for tense and lax palatal vowels respectively is as
follows:
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British
English

American
English

French

German

Am. Eng.

S.Br.Eng.

French

tl

I

Fig. 1p Three profiles with similar tongue postures for
both tense and lax palatal vowels.

2 sets

4 sets

2 sets

4 sets

1c
th

onfirms
as random differences

2 confirm
1 partly confirms
I has same positj-on for all examples
1 confirms
I partly confirms
3 confirm
I partly confirms

Taken together, there I¡7ere 7 sets that confirm, 3 that partly
confirm and 2 that exhibit no systematic difference bethteen

tense.and lax positions. The 7 confirming examples are re-
produced ín Figs. 5 and 9. The English and Arabic subjects in
Fig. 6 also confirm. The Russian profiles (one exanple in Fig.9)
also had different tense-lax-postures for Ii] and Ie]. rigure
10 gives examples of partial confirmation and of contradiction
(the same tongue posture for all 4 vowels).

Clearly 9 out of 14 sets confirm a tense posture for [ î, e]

and a lax posture for [r, e] while 3 provide partial con-

firmation. There can be several possible reasons vthy there are
a few exceptions:

- Each speaker has his own inClividual method for coordinating
the tongue and mandible to achieve the desired vocal cavity
confJ-guration; Ladefoged et 41. (I972a' L972b) xeached this
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I nrn
13 nm

Profile manipulations for modelling tongue lowering
in 2 mm steps from the tense posture to the lax
posture at tv¿o different jaw openings, I mm and 13
Inm, representing Ii-r] and [e-e] respectively. The
solid profile is an original x-rayed configuration.

I
I

I

I
I

\
\
t
I
I
I

Fig. ll

conclusion after performing factor analyses on data from
x-ray motíon films for 6 subjects; hor¡rever, they record
that 3 of the 6 had ',a very bunched., tense, shaþe of the
tongue in heed and hayed, and a flatter, 1ax, shape in híd.,
head anð. had", w}:.i-cln is the same as that illustrated in
Figs. 5 and 6; note that 5 of thelr 6 subjects had [e]hÍgher than Ir], 3 of the 6 confirmed the tensê-l-ax
difference outlined above and the remaining 3 disagreed
both \^7ith that pattern and with each other.
- It is well- documented that the tongue can and does com-pensate for variation of mandible position in pâlatal
vowels; the actual tongue height relative to tñe mandible
on a given occasion will reflect this compensation.
- the English subject (e) also exhibiès a speakins rate
effect; Fig. 6 shows how the English [e] prõtites coincided
with the Ir] profiles at the slovrer rate (average [e] jav¡
opening 15 ¡nn), whiJ_e they were slightly lower than [r] at
the faster rate (average lel jaw opening I2.5 mm) i Eig. 6
shows how the English sub_je_ct adjusted the tongue to this
mandibular difference in I e ]

- Experimental error wil_l account for some variation in the
traced profiles.

The conclusion is that the tongue is higher and more,bunched
relative to the mandible for the tense vowels I i, e] and
1ower, flatter and bulging further into the pharynx for the
1ax vowels Ir,e] This difference i_s performed r/rith the
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The resulting F1
and F2 frequencies
for the configur-
ations modelled in
Fig. 11. Cf. these
results with the
subject's own
speech, Fig. 3.

mandible raised (for cfoseIi' r] ) and lowered (for open

I e,e] ). Given aveïage speakíng rate and effort the tongue

will tend to assume a typical tense posture for I i , e] and a

typical 1ax posture for [I, e]. Most of the sets examined con-

formed to this pattern. lfhenever circumstances cause the jaw

to vary more, the tongue will compensate and there will be

corresponding variation of tongue position relative to the

mandible.

The apparant aribiguity of the degree of palatal narrowing and

pharyngeal widening for lr,el can nov¡ be explained' There

are two components of pharyngeal width for palatal vowels

- lingual (posterior genioglossal contraction draws the

tongue root forward, widening the pharynx) and mandibular (as

the mandible is depressed the tongue ten¿ls to bunch at the

root and bulge into the pharynx). Both components conbine to

make the pharynx wide for close tense I i ] and narrow for open

Iax [e]. But the components oppose each other for [r] and [e]

- higher mandible with lax tongue posture for I I ] and lower

mandible ltith tense tonçiue posture for [e] . The balance of
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these conflicting manoeuvres is that the pal-atal- passage
tends to be slightty wider for Ir] than for Ie] (tongue height
l-ower) and that the pharynx tends to have roughly the same
width for both vowels.

Hov, does variation of the degree of palata] narrowing affect
the formant frequencies of palataÌ vovrels? Some idea can be
gained from the three parameter model nomograms (e.g. I'igs. 3

and 4) by wldeningr the paÌatal passage (increasing A*¡n) for
a constant degree of mouth opening (A/L). Fj_guïe 11 illustrates
a model experÍment in which palatal vowel profiles selected
from the English film were modified by varying the tongue
position. The tongue was lowered on the model profiles in 2 mm

steps frorn the bunched¡ fully tense posture to the flatter,
fully lax posture (cf. Fig. 6). With a close jaw opening of
I mm this covered the range from I i ] to I r ] (v¡idth ac.ross the
palatal passage 3-11 run, corresponding to cross-section areas
0.3-2.2 cm2). with an open jaw opening of 13 mm, the range
covered. vras from [e] to Ie] (wiatn across the pal-atal- passage
7-13 mm, corresponding to 1.I to 2.9 cm2). Note that the vo\"¡el
[e] is included in the experiment by combini.ng the tense
tongue posture \^/ith the open mandible posj-tion. This vowel-
does not occur as a phoneme in the speech of subject (e), cf.
Figs. 1 and 3.

Figure 12 gives the results. These are similar to those given
by the Stevens and House nomogranìs (cf. Fig. 3). Clearly F1
and F2 are very sensitive to variations of palatal- narrowi-ngt
and pharyngeal width (the consequences of varying tongue
height) in palatal vowefs. A 2 mm tongue height step causes a
larger spectral shift than the entire 5-I5 mm mandible range
of the precedíng experiment (cf . Table IV) . Figure l_2 shor^rs
how necessary lingual- compensation for mandibular variation
is for palatat vowels - a 1 nm difference in tongue heÍght
means 25 Hz for F, and 60 Hz for Fr. This is presumably a
contributory factor to the spectral variation recorded in
Figs. 3 and 4 (if, for example, the precision of tongue height
is 11 mm there will be a variation of
r2o Hz in Fr) 

þe a variation of about 50 Hz in Ft and

A further point to note is that the term ,'place of maximum
constrj-ctionrr is arnbiguous in natural speech. Figures I, 2
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and It sho\"¡ hov¿ prominent features of vocal tract morphologY

can more or less permanently narrow some parts of the vocal

tïact. For example, the velum of the Engtish subject (e) is

not so firmly efevated as that of the Arabic subject (f) '
Consequently, Lhe Bnglish subject's vocal tract tapers off

behind the narrowed palatal passage towards the velum while

the Arabic subject's widens tol^tards the velum' The important

point is that both subjects have a tongue manoeÌlvre directed

at the palatal passage (cf. Fig. 6). The English subject's

velar narrowíng is a personal characteristic' The postpalatal

tapering is particularly evident in the lax tongue postures

where the back of the tongue bulges into the pharynx' Again'

the postpalatal tapeïing is exaggeratecl by the midpalatal

tongue manoeuvre; it would have been less evident wíth a pre-

palatal tongue manoeuvre.

Another example is provided by the tongue blade and the tooth

ridge. The bunched tongue boily of the tense posture is not

entirely due to the geníoglossi drawing in the back of the

tongue. It is also due to depression of the tongue blade to

compress the tongue anteriorly (woocl 1975b) ' In the lax

posture the tongue blade is less clepressed and if the tooth

ridge happens to be fairly prominent the vocal tract may be

narrowed anteriorly to the narrowed palatal passage'

THE LTPS

The previous sections have shown how the jaw opening tends to

be less than 8 or 9 mm for "c1ose" Ii, r] and wíder for "open"

I e, e] (Tables Il and III). The variation is considerable
(Table I), but the resulting variation of the mouth opening

has little effect on Ft and F2 providing the tongue adjusts

cornpletely to the mandibular varj-ation to restore the degree

of palatal narrowing (Fíg. 8, Table IV) ' There is therefore no

urgent need to adjust the lips in spread-1ip palatal vowels in

o.rder to compensate and restore an ideal degree of opening' Ïn

contrast, the spectra of roundeil vowefs are very sensitíve to

variations of the mouth opening (!Íood 1982 anct data and model

ex¡:eriments on rounded back vowels in the same x-ray material

studied here, report forthcoming) ' However, Hughes and Abbs

(Ig':.6) have presented data that suggests the lips clo compensate
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for variation of jaw position in spread-lip vowels.

Figure 13 shows the extent to which the lips and mandible \^¡ere

coordinated in the tv¡o x-ray films. The vertical 1ip and jaw

separations were measured on life-size reproductions of the
x-ray profiles (Fí9. 7). The slope of the regression between

the 1ip and jaw separations is a measure of the amount of
labj-al compensation:

- A slope around 0, i,e. a horizontal regression (a
constant lip opening at dífferent ja\4r openings) means
complete labial compensation

- A slope around 1 (the Iip opening varies by the same
amount as the jaw opening) means that there was no
compensation at all.

The slopes of the English subjectis vowels (Fig. 13a) were

from 1 to 1.4, which means the lip separation increase¿l in
step with the jaw opening. There was no labíal compensation
for jaw variation.

The slopes of the Arabic subject's vowefs (Fig. 13b) were

0.5-0.7, which hardly represents compensation. The vowefs are
pooled into tense and lax sets as there are so few examples

of each (cf. the English subjectts 1ax Ir] and [e] which
follow a common regression). The Arabic data is also con-
founded by variation in the amount of remnant coarticulation
from the labial consonant lbl that preceded the vowels. In
some syllables the lips were fu1ly spread iluring the vowel
itself, while in others they were not fully spread until the
transition to the following [O]. This explains the wide
scatter of lip openings for each vowel. In the English data
each vowel conforms fairly closely to the regression
(correlations .E"=0.41-0.87 ). In the Arabic data the indiviilual
vowels are more randomly dj.stributed and the regressions apply
to tense and lax sets.

Figure 13 also illustrates another aspect of 1ip artículation
- the lips rüere more spread for tense vowels than for lax
vowels (by about 2 mm in the English data anil about 4 mm in
the Arabic data) . The same difference can be seen in fig. 5.

Figure 14 gives examples of tense and lax 1ip positions from
the English and Arabic films. A corresponding difference has

been repo.rted for Swedish rounded vowels by McAllister (1980).
He found that the lips were more protruded for tense than for
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Ir, e]

til
Ir]
ttl

"€^

iel
Ie]

ENGLISH

Fig. 14 Tense and lax lip
vowels in English
example in Fig. 5

ARABI C ARABI C

postures of spread-Iip palatal
and Arabic. Cf. also the German

1ax rounded vowels. The mean vertical lip separations,
relative to the jaw opening, were:

English
subject

Arabic
subject

+3. 0 run

-1.1 mm

1ip spreading
relateil to
jaw opening

This means that the vertÍcal spreading increments were as
follows (assuming, with Lindblom and Sundberg 1971, that the
jaw-dependent neutral vertical lip separatLon ho is 4 mm

narrower than the jaw opening):

English Arabic
subject subject

+7-O m,n lip spreading
rel-ated to

+2.9 nm neutral lips

Tense:
Lax:

Tense:
Lax:

+0.4 n¡n

-1.3 n¡n

+4. 4 run

+2.7 mm

This corresponds to l,indblom anil Sundberg's (1971) vertical
muscular component fl, (the increment in vertical 1ip
separation due to muscular activity, positive for spreading
and negative for rounding).

How do these differences of 1ip position affect the vowel
spectra? To test this, one example of each vowel was sel_ected
from both films and the mandible positions adjusted to a
constant B mm for close Ii, r] and 13 mm for open [e, e]. the
Iip posítions were then altered systematically from neutral,
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through 1ax to tense. This was done by increasing the value of
H, from 0 ¡nm (for neutral- lips) in 2 run steps to B mm (fully
tense). The Lindblom and Sundberg lip model also includes tr¡¡o
components of horizontal opening, jaw-dependent ¿0 and a

muscular increment 0o, (positive for spreading, negative for
rounding). Lindbl-om and Sundberg suggested +10 mm increment
for spreading. The horizontal increment is presumably also
subject to tense-lax differences corresponding to the verticaf
differences observed above. The horizontal distances cannot
be seen on the mid-sagiLtal projection of the films. For the
experj-ments, the horizontal muscùlar component 0ft was assumed
to vary in ptoportion to the vertj_ca1 component H, as follows:
0 mm (neutral) to 12 mm (fuIly tense) in 3 mm steps, i.e.
assuming[.U, =I.5 Hm. These values provided a perfect match for
the area data on Swedish vowels given by Lindblom and Sundberg
(1971) . The following combÍnations were used for the expeïiment:

Vertical
increment
Horizontal
increment

H

Neutra.I Lax l- Lax 2

mmO 2 4

mmo 3 6

Tense 1 Tense 2

Õ6

9

m

w 12
m

with otherwíse constant conditions :

Jawopening J = Smmfor
= 13 mm for

Jaw-dependent
1ip opening h
(vertical)
Jaw-dependent _.
liP oPening wo : f(J)
(horizontal)
(see Lindblom and Sunclberg 1971)

A tense [e] vowel was constructed for the Engtish model by
conbining the tense tongue posture with the open jaw positionf
cf. Fig.11.

The results are given in Fí9. 15. Each vowe1, in both models,
is most sensitive to variation of 1ip spreading in the inter-
val from neutral lips to the first 2 mm of spreading. The lax
vowels [], e] are more sensitive than the tense vowels [i, e].
Variation of 1ip spreading, e.g. remnant coarticulation from a

labial consonant, may account for up to 30-100 Hz of F2

[ ¡, r]
Ie, e]

= J-4 mm
o
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variation, depending on vowel- and severity (cf. actual formant
frequency variation in Figs. 3 ancl 4).

PHONOLOGIC.AL CONSIDERÀTTONS AND SPEECH PRODUCTTON

Analysis of the x-ray profiles has shown that the degree of
jaw opening divides palatal vowels into an open set [e, e]
with jaw openj-ngs larger than B or 9 ¡¡un and a close set [i, r]
v/ith jalv openinqs smaller than B or 9 mm.

It \,ras also found that the tongue posture relative to the
mandible divided palatal vowels into a tense set I i, e] with
the tongue more bunched and elevated relative to the mandible
and a lax set [r, e] with the tongue flatter and lower.

This confirms the hypothesis derived from Chiba and Kaji.yamars
German profiles in Fig. 5 and outlj_neil in the introduction.
The following feature system is proposed, in place of the
continuous scales of tongue height:

JAW OPENING
(MÃNDTBLE POSTTION)

CLOSE OPEN

e
t¡¡ bl
ú.hÐzFÊI(,)F¡
À
Él
Ð(!Xz4oÈ
Ër

e

The experiments j.llustrated in Figs. 12 and 15 confirm that
these combinations of jaw and tongue position generate spectra
that match the spectra of natural speech (cf. Figs. 3 and 4).

Tenseness also defines the lip position relative to the
mandible (Figs. 5 and 14) . The lips are more spread for tense
I i,e ] and less spread for 1ax [r, e]. The phonologist will
not usually need to specify this separately, but anyone

studying raw speech data must keep it in mind.
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ÍENSE

,I 
MM LINGUAL OVER AND UNDERSHOOT

--- - 
LAX

FÍ9. I6 Examples of manipulations of RussÍan profiles in
order to simulate other vowels. The lax tongue
posture of [e] was added to the close jahr pósition
of L i J and the tense tongue posture of I i ] was
added to-the open jaw position of [e], producing
L¡l and [eJ. The close jaw opening was varj-ed
from 5 to 9 mm and the open jaw opening from 9 to
14 mm. Lingual compensation was allowed a toler-
ance of 1I mm and the tense and lax lip postures
t2 mm. The examples illustrated show the tense and
1ax tongue postures åt each of two of the jaw
openings and 1 mm overshoot (left) and undershoot
(right). See Fig. 17 for the results.

Note that tenseness and laxness are defined here in terms of
differences of muscular tension that lead to different lip
and tongue positions. Consequently, the shape, and hence
resonance conditions, of the vocal tract are different. The

members of a tense-Iax pair sound different. This articulatory
definition of tenseness and laxness implies differences of
sound tirnbre. It does not irnply differences of vowel quantity,
although tense vowels often tend to be long vowels. Vowel
quantity is a temporal property. See Wood (1975b) for further
discussion.

Combining tense-lax tongue and 1ip positions with open-close
mandible positions is not just a convenient arrangement of
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ee
e

t""'"e
e

e

LIP AND JAl.l UPENINU

+

LINGUAL \
OVER AND \
UNDERSHOOT \

OPEN 9-14 MM JAI{ OPENING

TENSE OR'LAX TONGUE

1 MM LINGUAL OVER AND

UNDERSHOOT

NORMAL LIPS .(TENSE.OR LAX)
AND LABIAL UNDERSHOOT

CLOSE 5-9 MM JAl'l OPENING

TENSE OR LAX ÏONGUE
1 MM LINGUAL OVER AND

UNDERSHOOT

NORMAL LIPS (TENSE OR LAX)
AND LABIAL UNDERSHOOT

F2 Hz

2500 2000 15 00

200

300

400

500

600 Fl Hz

Fis.17 VarÍation of Fl and F2.generated by varying the jaw
position and allowing +1 mm of lingual precision and
t2 mm of labia1 position for different ,combinatj-ons
of tense and lax tongue posture.s and open and close
jaw positions, as illustrated in Fig. 16.

features to classify sets of vowels. The coÍìbination describes
the. production of these vowels in a way that the ad hoc
divisions of tongue height scales never did. For example,
transforming a three-height scale into a four-height scale is
a complicated busj-ness. Note that if a particular combination
of tenseness and openness is not utilised in a language the
articulation remains vacant (for exarnple, close laxIr] is
absent from French, open tense [e] is absent from the dialect
of the subject of the English film).

This corresponds to the data record.ed in Tables I, V and vI,
where the Ir] and [e] configurations were si¡n-ilar across
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languages whether or not there were other contrasts too. It
was concluded from that data that it would not be necessary
to modify existing articulations to make room for new

contrasts. Thj-s is demonstrated by an experiment in which a

model based on a language lvith only a contrast between c1ose,

tense Ii] anil open, lax [e] was "taught" close, lax Ir] and

open, tense [e] (Figs. l-6 and 17). This is the equivalent of
modelling a vowel sysLem evolving from /i,e/ to /i,r, e,e/.

An Ii] and an Ie] profíIe were taken from a published Russian
set. The tense tongue posture of I i ] was combined with the
open jaw position of Ie] to produce [el and the 1ax tong¡ue

posture of [e] was combined wj-th the cfose jaw position of Ii]
to produce Irl (cf. Fig. 16 with Fig. 6). These four basiccon-
figurations were then further modified in various v¡ays to
model- the extremes of variation observed in Tables I, II, ïII,
V and VI and in Figs. 6 and 14. The close vowefs were modelled
with 5 mm and 9 mm jaw openings and the open vowels with 14 mm

and 9 mm jaw openings. The tongue was adjusted in each case
to provide compensation. In addition to perfect lingual com-

pensation, the tongue was also presumed to overshoot and under-
shoot compensation by I rnm. Finally, for each of these config-
urations the 1ip spreading was varied to simulate over and

undershooting of the tense and lax lip postures refative to
the mandible (cf. Fig. 14). There was no labial compensation
for the mandibul-ar variation.

The results are given in Fig. 17. The areas for each vowel
Tepresent the spectral limits generated by the tolerances
included in the experiment - 5 or 6 mm jaw opening variation,
tongue heÍght +l mrn, vertj-caf lip spreading t2 nrn. The

following should be noted:

- The modelled combinations of openness and tenseness
generate four distinct vowel areas that are comparable
with those of Figs. 3 and 4

- The vowel-s I i] and [e] were inserted without first having
to rearrange the articul-ati-on of I i ] and I e ] to make room
for them (the original x-rayed Ii] and lel profiles were
preserved., subject to the experimental tolerances intro-
ducecl above)
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Fig.18

F1 and F2 of
stressed vowels
ín carefully
pronouncçd words
and continuous
speech, in non-
pharyngeal
environments -

- The model vocal tract configurations are realistíc in
that they reproduce such typical aspects of observe¿l
articulations as (i) complete overlapping of I i ] and I r ]
jaw ranges (5-9 nm) and [e] and [e] jaw ranges (9-14 mn).
(íi) higher tongue height for [e] than for Ir]
- The amount of spectral variation within each vowel area
is comparable with observed variation (cf. Figs. 3 ancl 4);
the modelled articulatory variation can account for rnuch of
the variability of formant frequencies observed in everyday
speech

- The vovrel areas are distinct and do not overlap; the
acoustical variability resulting from the amount of
articulatory variability modelled in this experirnent is
clearly tolerable in speech (these areas are typical of the
variability that can be observeil in speech)

The view presented here is somewhat mechanical - the jaw is
either up or down, the tongue is either bunched or flattened
(and the lips more spread or less spread). Nor is there any

need to reorganize the articulation of existing vowels to make

room for a new vowel. These conclusions clash with the
traditional view that, for example, tongue height has to be

reorganized to fit in an.extra vowel. Spectrographic analyses
of say three, five or seven vowel systems usually show the
vowel areas spread out and filling the available space. An

example from West Greenlandic Eskimo is given in Fig. 18.

Can this be reconciled wj-th the view expressed in this report?

Note first that the phoneme areas illustrated in Fig. 18

contain several allophones that have regular distributions
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and consequently regularly unique articulations. But this does
not answer the objection. The contrasts of openness and tense-
ness described above were not only defined in terms of typical
ídeaI positions. More importânt, they were also defined as
tolerances. For ttte open jaw posÍtion, for exampJ_e, the
mandible is lowered more than I or 9 mm. The tense or lax
tongue and Iip postures can vary within about +l or 2 mm. It
is possible that these tolerances are less stringent in a
language with fewer vowel contrasts. For the palatal vowels,
an extra !1 mn of permissible lingual over ancl undershooting
of the degree of palatal narrowing lrould add an extra 50 Hz to
the F, variation of a vowel.

coNcLusroNs

1. A jaw opening of I or 9 nn divides the palatal vowels into
a close class Ii, r] and an open class [e, e]. !\lithin each
class the jaw opening ranges of different vowels overlap almost
completely (usually about 5-9 mm and 9-15 nun or more
respectively) . These ranges are similar across languages
irrespective of the number of palatal vowels in each language.

2. With lingmal compensation for mandibular variation, as l-n

natural speech, the vowel spectra are hardly sensitive to a

wide range of jaw opening variation. The consequent spectral
variation is small compared to Èhe total spectral varl-ation of
a vowel that can be observed in speech. there is no need for
labial compensation for mandibular variation in spread-l-ip
palatal vowels.

3. There vras no evidence of labial compensation for mandibular
variation in spread-Iip palatal vowels in the t\"ro x-ray fiIms.
4. There are differences of Iíp spreading relative to the
mandible between tense and 1ax vowels. The llps are spread
more for tense vowels, less for lax vowels.

5. The degree of palatal narrowing is very similar for similar
vowels across languages, indicating that this is a constant
factor of vowel articulation irrespective of the number of
vowels in a system. rn particular Ii] and [e] are very similar
across languages and no modification is necessary to make room

for additional vowels. See also (8) below.
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6. The lower tongue height for Ir] than for [e] is confirmed.

7. The tongue assumes a typical bunched and elevated posture
relative to the mandible for tense vowels I l, e ] . This narrov¡s
the palatal passage and widens the pharynx. The tongue assunìes
a typical flatter and lower posture for lax vowels [r,e] .

This widens the palatal passage and narrows the pharynx. The

two tongue postures are found across languages irrespecÈive
of the number of vor¡rel contrasts in a system.

8. The palatal vowels are differentiated by cornbinlng the
two degrees of jaw opening with the tense or lax tongue
posture. In a model experiment, Russian profiles for close
tense Ii] and open lax [e] were manipulated to simulate close
lax [r] and open tense [e]. The tr^ro new combinations generated
spectra that did not clash with the original [¡, e], spectra
confirming that [i] anct [e] did not need nodifylng to make

room for [,r, .]. The lip, the jaw and tongue positions were

assigned tolerances that correspond to articulatory
variation observed in speech. The resulting spectral variation
was comparable to actual variation observable in speech.
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ÎENSE AND LAX VOI{ELS

VOLUIIE ?

DEGREE OF CONSTRICTION OR PHARYNCEAL

Sidney lJogd

Septeober 1975

lntroduc t ion

there are differences of both Èhe degree of tongue constric-
tion and Èhe voluDe of Èhe lower pharynx bêtween tense and

lax vowels. These fåctors are nodifications of the confígu-
ration of the vocâ1 Èract and r¡i11 consequenÈLy alter its
resonences. For a cooplete åccount of the production of dif-
ferent vorrel categories, iÈ is necessary to know the magni-
Èude of acousÈical difference that can be referred Ëo any

particuler erÈiculaÈory variable. The nomograns published
by Stevens and House (f955) end FenÈ (1960) based on the
!hree-perêDeter Dodel have been very helpful in describing
Èhe acoustical properÈiee of the vocel tract but their
usefulneas is strictly 1ínited by the difficutrty of re-
lating the nod.el paraneters to speeific articulatory
r¡anoèuvrea in a nuuber of situations. The exploratíon of
the acoustical consequences of 1ip, tongue, jaw and

larynx Dovenent by Lindblon and Sundberg (1971) has sho¡¡n

Èhe way to Èhe aolution of this type.of problen. A nid-
saggital profile of the vocal trect is deliberately al-
Èered gnd the resonances of each confíguration are Eeas-
ured or caÌculateã. this can be done eiÈher by couputer
or r¡ith the aid of an elecÈrical analogue. The experi-
Eents to be described belor¡ were deeigned to assess

ho¡r ouch of the acousÈicaI difference ¡¡ithin paire of
tense and lax vowels can be ettributed to the degree of
constriction and hos Buch to the pheryngeal volume. lfid-
eaggital profilea of the vocal trect sere syatenatically
oodified, the corresponding erea functions aet ori an
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electrical vocel Èract e¡¡alogue (LEll¡ end the teeonence
frequencies found end ueasured.

Tenae and lax vo¡¡ele

The terme tenae and l_ax are noÈoriouely aobiguous in both
phonetice and phonology. There ere tno types of anbiguity
I partÍcularly wÍsh to underline. The one concerns the
physiologíca1 and acoustical character of the conÈrests.
Thia aubiguity is not ao serioue since it reflects our
lioited knowledge of the.production processes involved. As

our kno¡yledge iuproves, this angiguity ¡¡ilL be ¡esolyed. Far
uore serioue is the confusion of te¡seness and laxness wiÈh
vowel length or quantiÈy.

I ehell resÈricÈ Èhe terms tense and lax exclusively to the
tiubre differences in eu.ch paírs as fi-t, e-c, u-u, o-t,
o,-a] (end the roundèd paletals If-v, d-æ] which for rhe
remainder of-this reporÈ will be subsumed with the spread-
1ip palatals). This usage is noÈ incongis!anr nith Èhe t!a-
ditional definitíon in terms of muscular tension of the
tongue nhich ioplies differences of lingual articulation and

consequently of vocal tract oonfiguration and resonance.
There is necessarily an acoustical difference beÈween Èense

and l ax vor¡e 1e .

There ie a well knonn tendency for tense vonels Èo be longer
Èhan 1ax vowels. This is usually seid to be due to Èhe tense
gesÈures teking oore Èime ¿o execute. It is an undeníabIe
fact ÈheÈ in nany languages Èense vonels are long and lax
votrele short. But oÈher relationships ere also found such as
tinbre contrasÈs beÈween vowels of the saoe lengÈh or quan-
tity contra8Ès betneen vowels of the BeDe tiEbre. The rela-
tíonahip beËyeen tenaeness and quantiÈy cen very eynchronie-
ally fron language Èo lenguage and díachronically from
period to period in one end the same language. The relatÍon-
ehip betreen .!.9g vone18, long vo¡¡elg and diphthongs ie
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corûplex and does not becooe síûpler if .ry and gg-
tiÈy are treeted as equivalent. The exanplea et Table I
follorr fron dietinguishing betneen tense-1ex tiubre con-

trasÈs and long-ehort quantity conÈreata.

TENSE LAX

LONG

SHORT

i: e: u: o: q.: t:et e:

1eu (L r€,rt3a

Table I Tense-1ax and 1o
contrasÈ I í¿-íl
A cpntrast /i:-l
sho and 1ax. A
aus ax.

Vocal tract differences

Tracings of X-rayed vowel arÈiculaÈions reveal consiatenÈ
differences of both degree of constricÈion and of pharyn-
geal volume beÈween tense end lax vor¡els. In additíon'
Èhere are also differences of líp position (1eas rounded,

someÈimes less spread, for lax vosels) and larynx posítion
(deeper for tense vor¡els, eepecially for rounded vosele).
the articulatory Seatures involved appear Èo be Duch the
saoe irrespecÈive of language, ¡¡hich poinÈ8 Èo a univereal
physiological and biologioal basis for Èhe acouetical
contrasts founded on this difference. I have drawn thíe con-

clusion from analysie of the same collection of publiehed
sete of X:ray tracinga ¿s wae ueed for uy critici¡u of the
tongue-ar.ching uodel (1975). As e control on theae conclu-
sions, I heve also arialysed five X-ray notion filns
(Englieh, Egyptian, Southern Sr¡edish and Iest Greenlandic
Eakiuo) that have been oede in Lund2. The following is a

suDEery of the findings Èhat are relevant to the Present
probleu3.

The degree of consÈriction ie quantifíed as the croaa-aec-
tion ¡rea of the vocal trsct et the tongue conatriction.
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¡lxr
4¡t

4¡l
4te
(b)

/ ex?t

LOWER
PHARYNX

ùla
0.5-1.o
1.3-1.7

(a) (c)

8¡/t

Fig. I sets of tongue profires for rense-Ìax pai¡s by a soûthern B¡itish Engtish subjecr. There are
8 exåDples of each voser' ¿ urterêd a litrle slorer rhân average everyday speech (4.5 syr-labIes/sêc) and 4 å litrle fasrer (6.5 sylrabrÊs/sec). rhe ¡aii .rti"irr.i..y 

"on"uq""n"" 
orthe rate difference jar-opening for open vowers [g , ", ¡, o. nl, r¡".. ,u"hardlv ånv infru€nce on rhe tongue prorite, except for thê pátaÈ-;r [¿1 vtårà tn-e tonsue vaslover ¡elative to the mandibte in rhe fasrer set (b) ro coopenßare fo¡ rbe higher pãsition.

8ro
(¿)

HARD
PALATE

soFl
PALATE

8ro

(e)

UPPER
PHARYNX

olc

there is considerable sinilarity of constriction síze for
sioiler vouel qualiÈies irrespectíve of language. Typical
ranges are given in Table 2.

CONSTRI CTION

VOI{EL PAIR ílt el ¿ tlt¡

TENSE VOI{EL
LAX VOIIEL

0
I

5-
6-

0.6-l
0. 4-o

.5-1.O

.5-
1.O I.O-1.7 0
2.2 2.5-3.0 I 7

cm2

Table 2. Croes-section aree of Èhe vocal tracÈ et Èhè tongue
constriction, represencing the degree of constriã-
Èion. The Èense vonel has the narioner constrict.ion,
e¡<cepÈ for Èhe [o-t] pair.

Each pair ie characterized by a riidening of the constricÈed
påsaage by 3-4 um for Èhe lax vor¡el. The excepcion is the
[o-a]t pair where the lax vowel just has the nsrrofler con-
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4rê

4xo (d)

4rll z 4xl)
4¡e4¡1

(e)
(¡) (b)

a4r
4xC

4xo

(e)

Pí9. 2 Sets of Èongue profÍ1ês for teùse-1ax pairs by an E8yprian subject, There åre four exaoples
of esch voreI, except for Lil. The Cef quelity represente la/ i¡ a,,non-erphatic', environ-
oe¡t rhilê fo] repreeenta 2 x lal a¡d 2 x la+al in an I'eûphåtic" environ¡ent.

striction a1Èhough boÈh ranges virtually overlap. In the
case of [Ujt , when the veLar passage is widened beyond 2.o cm2

the back of Èhe Èongue begins Èo constrict the upper pharynx
instead. The quoÈed,.ranges are characteristic for each

vowel quality.

For all Èhese pairs (except. Lq'-a]), there are corresponding
differences in the lower pharynx (TabIe 3). In the case of
ttre fo-a.l -tite vowels, Èhe lower pharynx is constrictèd by

the tongue so thaÈ variacion of 1o¡¡ pharyngeal widÈh there-
fore nodifies Èhe constricÈion itself. Moreover, Èhe tense
vowel [o] has the narrorler pharynx.

Physiologically, Èhese differences of degree of constric-
tion and low pharyngeal volume are created by Èhe movenenÈ

of Èhe tongue. This movement musÈ be broken into íts 1in-
gual and nandibular componenÈs (Lindbloo and Sundberg, 1971).
The tongue consÈricÈion is forned by directing the tongue
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CONS TRI CTION

VOI.¡EL PAIR í /f

TENSE VOI,¡EL
LAX VOI.¡EL

25-30
r9- 23

r9-.23
L6-20

HARD
P.A,LATE

S OFT
PALATE

UPPE R

PHARYNX

o/¡u/v
25-30
r9-23

e/e

nm

Table 3 Typical ranges of low pharyngeal r.ridÈh froE Èhe
tongue to the re.ar pharyngeal wa11 aÈ Èhe epi-
glottis. The absolute measurs depends on Ehe size
of the subject's valleculae and is highly varia-
b1e beÈween individuals. The tense vowel always
has the wider lower pharynx.

itself towards (i) t.he hard palare (for palaral [i-:, e-e] -
like vowels), (ii) the sofÈ palare (for palaÈovelar [u-r¡]-
like vowels), (iií) the upper pharynx (for pharyngovelar
[o-tJ -like vowels) and (iv) rhe lower pharynx (for low
pharyngeal [o, -a] -like vowels) as can be seen at Figs, I
and 2. At the saoe time the tongue is raised or lor¡ered
bodily by the jaw. This contributes to the constricrions
made againsÈ the roof of the nouth, i.e. for Èhe palatal
and palatovelar vowels. Constrictions in the pharynx are
hardly affected by nandibular novÊment. The jaw occupies
!wo relevant positions during vowels - a closer opening
of 5-1o mm for [i, a , u, vJ -like vowels and a wider
opening of 11-16 mm or rnore for fe,e, o, J, Âr a-l -like
vowels. The variation depends on such facÈors as articula-
Èion rate and speaking effort, The Èongue compensates for
the freedom of jaw movenent in order to Eaintain a suitable
palåta1 or palatovelar consÈriction size (nandibular move-
ment is in the direcÈion of the constri.ction in these
cases). Such lingual compensaÈion is not necessary for the
pharyngeal constrictions (but the lips coopensate for varia-
tion of jaw position in alI rounded vowels).

IÈ has been reported that the tongue rooÈ is further for-
rrard for tense Èhan for lax vowels, The propoded feature

L5-22
ll-19
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advanced Èongue rooÈ wes based on this observation (Ila11e

and SÈevens 19ó9, Perkell 1971). One consequence of ad-
vancing the tongue root is to widen Èhe lower þharynx and

thus increase its volune. A second consequence is to raise
the tongue body, which is in the direction of the congÈric-
tion in the case of the palatal and palatovelar vosel.s. The

muscles Èhat ¡¡ould pull Èhe tongue root forward are the
posterior fibres of the genioglossi. These fibres are also
said to assist in raising the tongue. This manoeuvre is
necessary for alI vowels with a constriction against Èhe

roof of Lhe mouth ([i,r, e, ¿, u,rr]). Figs. I and 2 sho¡¡

how the Èongue root is dravn fortla¡d for all these vowels
and also how differences of Èongue root position betrteen
tense and lax vowels in this group are correlated rtiÈh the
height of the tongue relaÈive to the nandible. For the
vowels r¿ith constricted pharynx ( fo, J, o., a] ) contrac-
tion of the posÈerior fibres of the genio!lossi would be

contrary to the rearward consÈricÈion-forning gesÈures. In
Èhe case of the pharyngovelar fo,ril-like vor¡eIs, it is
nevertheless theoreticatly possible Èo vary the tongue root
position belor¡ Èhe upper pharyngeaL consÈriction. Figs. 1

and 2 suggest there nas liÈÈ1e difference of tongue root
position beÈneen Io] and [c] for Èhese tlro subjecÈs, but
the tendency was for the tongue rooÈ to be more advanced

for [o]. In the case of Èhe low pharyngeal fO, aj-títe
vowels, advancing the tongue root would innediately widen
Èhe consÈriction towarde the lax vor¿el and cennot therefore
be uÈilized for the Èense vol¡e1. Figs. I and 2 show that
for rhis pair the Èongue root is advanced to r¡iden the 1ow

pharyngeal constriction for Èhe lax votrel.

the role of the degree of constriction

sseet (1906) noted that the passage ebove the tongue ep-
peared Èo be narrower for Èense vorrels, the tongue being
more "convextt. This represenÈa a uodification of tongue
height (i.e. the gum of the vertical lingual and r¡endibular
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5000 eooo tooo Hz

50o

looo

F?

Ar,n crn?

Fig. 3 Th€ maximum possible spectral ranges for FI and F2 âr differenr degrees
of consrricÈion (Ànin cn2). This is based on the Srevens ând House (I955)
three-paraneter nodel nomograms. Eâch ring encloses the specrra
generated by all conbinations of constriction location and nouth_opeîing
size for the stated constriction size.

gestures), Tongue height oodifies Èhe tongue constriction
only in the case of the [i, I' , e, €] -like vo¡rels (constrict-
ed-hard palate) and Èhe [u, u] -like vowels (constricted
soft palåte). For the vo!¡eIs with constricted pharynx, the
degree of constriction is hardly related to tongue height.
In the case of the vorrels with constricted lor,¡er pharynx,
the consÈricÈion is indeed narrower for lo,] and wider for fa].
This is noÈ exacÈly erhat SneeÈ had had in nind, however,
although it is a naÈura1 extension of his original idea. He
adniÈted that his distinction beÈween narrow and wide vow-
e1s was rrnot clear in the back vor¡els rrhere the convexity of
the tongue sêems to be accompanied by tension of the uvula
and soft palaÈerr. S\reet !ras.on Èhe track of the truth, that
Èhe deg.ree of consÈriction is a relevant resonator variabre
in the vocal tract and that differences in the degree of con-
striction are associated nith tenseness and raxness. But his
preference for the tongue-arching nodel, coupled rriÈh the in_
possibility of observing internal articulations and configu-
rations before Èhe díscovery of X-rays, effectively con-
cealed the solution fron hin.

What is the effect of uerying the degree of constriction?
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The voceL tracÈ is divided into tno cevities, one above and

one belos the tongue constríction. The degree of consÈriction
deÈernines Èhe auounÈ of coupling betlteen the Èrro cavities -
that is, thê extent to r¡hich they resonete Èogether or inde-
pedently of each oÈher. At Èhe one exÈreEe' Èhe consÈriction
is so narron thst Èhe Èito cavities influence eech other rela-
tívely little. AÈ Èhe other exÈreúe' Èhe constriction is so

wide that Èhe trecÈ becooes a single uninÈerruPted pipe. Soue

idea of the consequence of varying the degree of conettiction
beÈ¡reen these extremes is illustrated by Fig. 3 r¡hich is
based on Èhe SÈevens and House nomogrami. The degree of con-
sÈriction is represenÈed by the cross-section aree åt the
consÈriction, A.r' cn2. Each ring encloses an erea representióg
thè frequencies of the firsÈ and second formanta gi'€nerated by

all combinations of constriction location and mouÈh-opening

size for Èhe sÈated degree of constriction. A constriction
of O.3..2 i" about the narroireat pirssible for pure vowel

sounds, further narrowing leading to Èhe production of Èur-
bulence in the consÈriction. At a consÈricÈlon of 4.5 .u2,
Èhe vocal tracÈ approaches the uniforn tube configuration so

ÈhaÈ Èhe consÈriction location uo Ionger êxerta any influ-
ence. FÍg.3 suggests Èhat the poesible spectral range is
dependenÈ on !he degree of constricÈion. For the maxinum

possible specÈra1 range, the very small constrÍction eíze
¡¡ould be necessary. As the congÈricted opening widene, the
possible specÈral range would be reduced. Thie r¡ould mean

thaÈ Èhe vocal tract reson¿ncea are very sensitive Èo the
degree of constricÈion, ae hae also been suggeeted by

GunnilsÈan (1974't. A fer¡ nillinetres of Èongue l¡ovement at
the consÈriction lrould ceuse e considerable sÞecÈral differ-
ence. Unfortunately, ne cannot be cerÈain that this ie due

to Èhe degree of consÈrictíon a1one, sinee nodification of
the degree of consÈriction in the three-pereneter Dodel
ginultaneoueLy involves a change of the low pharyngeal
volune.
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The role of the lorgph".¡¡*

In Sweetrs day, the exietence of nore than one vocal tract
resonance nas a highly controversial subject a!ûong most
phoneÈicians end interest was linited to the bucchal cavity
and the crotln of the tongue arch. Once the resonance dispute
had been setÈ1ed, the arch was said to divide the tract into
two caviÈies each with its characteristic resonance - the
mouÈh formanÈ and the throatforEant. We knor¡ today that the
tongue arch does not form the dividing constricÈion and aLso
that the formanÈs have complex cavity affiliations. Never-
theless it is true that rnodification of the volume of the
pharynx will affect. the resonances of the vocal tract and

ÈhåÈ any arÈiculatory nodification of the pharynx is there-
fore acoustically relevant.

Attention was drar¡n by SÈewart (1967) Èo the role played by
Èhe widÈh of the lower pharynx in vowel harnony in the West

African language Akan. This harnony difference is very sini-
1ar Èo the Èense-1ax difference, although there are differ-
ing opinions as Èo whether they are both examples of the
same phenonenon from the production point of.vieqr (Lindau
et al. 1972, Lindau 1975). The advanced Èong proposal
clained to cover both cases. The different tongue root
positions for rny English and Egyptian subjects have already
been seen at Figs. l and 2, As already explained, rhe rule
cannoÈ hold for the 1o\r pharyngeal [*, .] pair since the
lower pharynx is now the locåtion of the constriction.

I,lhat is the effect of varying the volume of the lower
ynx? EnlargemenÈ due Èo tongue rooÈ advancenenÈ occurs
Èhe region of the epiglottis, that is, at about 2 to 4

above the glotÈis. Ha1le and Stevens recal1 Chiba and
Kajiyanarg observation Èhac expansion of an acoustical

ph ar-
in
cm

t ube
in the vicinity of a sound presaure maxinum in the standing
rrave for s particuler natural frequency tends to lower that
natural frequency. There is alwaya a maximuu in sound pres-
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sure distribution close to Èhe glotÈiB for all netural
frequencies and. in Èhe case of Fl this oaxioum extends over
the first 4 cu of the vocal tract. Hence expansion in this
region always causea lowering of Fr. Halle and Stevena aleo
point out that F2 has a pressure minimum at ebout 2 to 6 cro

above the glottis for front vowels and a presaure maximun

e! about 4 cm above Èhe glottis for back vo¡¡els. Expansion
in this region will Èhus cause an upward shift of F, î.or
fronÈ vorrels and a dovnward ehift of F, for back vowels.
They note thaÈ these spectral differences are in the direc-
tion observed in acoustic data for tense-lax pairs.

The problero

In both netural speech and in the Èhree-parameter nodel, the

degree of consÈricÈion and Èhe lo¡,er pharyngeal volune are
largely inseparable. It is noÈ therefore ínnediately appar-
ent which, if either, of Èhese two variables provides Èhe

greaÈer conÈribution Èo the spectral differences between
tense and lax vonels.

It is generally accepted that advancing the Èongue rooÈ Èends

to bunch the tongue body tonards Èhe roof of the nouËh. This
oanoêuvre Èhus simultaneously ¡¡idens Èhe lower pharynx and

narrows the palatel or palaÈovelar consÈrictions. For che

[,o ,¡] -like vosels r¡ith constricÈed upper pharynx, advancing
Èhe Èongue root in thè loner pharynx below the conetriction
is partially enÈegonístic to the narro¡¡ing of Èhe upper
pharynx by the contracÈing pharyngeal constricÈor ouscles.
As recorded in Tables 2 and 3, I have found a difference
of lor¡ pharyngeal ¡¡idth in this class but litt1e difference
in the degree of constriction (unlike other tense-1ax pairs).
For ell the pherynSeal vonele, eny tongue raieing aeeociaÈed
rith tongue root edvanceoent will diuinish Èhe voluue of the
bucchal cavity but eÈ the aaûe tiue euch diuinution Íe coun-
tered by any downrard.EoveDent of the jer.
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2. LINE ELECTRICÀL
ANALOGUf,
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L20

4. FREQUENCY UËTER

I. SINE CAVE
GENERÀTOR
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PALATO-
VELAR

3. VOLTüETER

6. TAPE RECORDER

PHARYNGO-
VELAR
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PIIARYNGEAL
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oo __+f)

lig. 4 For sçeeping and reasuring re
the analogue LEÂ (2) ro a vor
can be read off f¡ôn rhê f¡eq
quâ¡jties, a voice specrruE f
rêcorder (6).

CONSTRICTION PALATAL

sonances, a sinus save fron the g€neraror (1) is pasÊed rhroughtneter (3). Voltage ûaxina occur ar reßonanc€ frequencies whichuency Eeter (¿). For noniroring and reco¡ding synIhetie vovetron a voice source (5) passes Èh¡oush the an;ro;ue to a Èape

VOICE SOURCE
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+
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A natrix showing ho¡¡ Èhe different articulatory .cortr-
ponents are corDbined. Each component ie defined in
the texÈ and by the values given in Tablee 2 end 3.

llr,,.,....

lable 4
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In the three-pareDeter Eodel, the equetion.that uodels Èhe

area function relatea the openÍng of the pesBege ebove the
Èongue to the voluue of the lower pharynx ín a einílar
fashíon to natu¡a1 epeech. Consequently, the different de-
grees of constriction eÈ Fig. 3 are linked Èo correspondÍng
pharyngeal differences. It is inpossible to 8åy rrhether the
specÈra1 reduction illustraÈed by thie figure is the reeulÈ
of widening thd constriction, narrowing the lower pharynx
or both (if so in r¡hat proporÈions?). However, we have ín
the elecÈricel vocel tracÈ enelogue a tool that perDits u8

to alter Èhe velues of theee verieblee at wi11. The under-
lying principle of the experioents reported belor ie to
elter Èhe vocal Èract area funcÈion in stepg fron one con-
figuration to another and to note the spectral difference
arising from each eLep.

llethod

By careful examination and analysis of ootíon X-ray filus
as ouÈlined above, I have isolaÈed the coûponent gesÈurea
used by the human speaker Èo ehape th.e vocel tract. RealÍs-
tic nodificati.ons can be made to a vocal tract replica (a
nid-saggieal outline of a vocal. trecÈ) by reprodúcing the
gesturea of natural speech. This has resulted in a buildÍng
kít Èhat consists of a vocal tracÈ (Eexí11a and pharynx), a

mandíble, a Èongue for palatal constrictione, a Èongue for
palatovelar conetríction6, a tongue for pharyngovelar con-
stricÈions, a tongue for 1ow pharyngeal conetríctione, a

larynx that c¿n be lôwered 5 or 10 Bm, sets of lipe (epread,
plain, elightly rounded, r¡e11 rounded) and e.tongue blade
thet can be depreseed. These cotr¡ponenta are put together
according to the uetrix at Table 4.

-Þ, i" defin.ed ae a jar-opening larger than 1O oo. For rhe
experíuente a jaw-openíng of 14 oD rea used. þ39 is a

jaw-opening eualler than lO uu..An opening of I o¡ s¡s
uaed.
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?b

5 4..

6I
I

2o

t¡.1

trl
(4) (b) 6\

For all tense vo¡¡els excepÈ low pharyngeal, thè tongue root
¡¡ae advenced and thê tongue body raised. This narroea Èhe
constriction of palatale End palatovelers. The constricÈion
of the pharyngovelars ig noÈ altered. For Èhe 1ow pharyngeals,
the tongue l¡as drar¡n further into Èhe pharynx to narrow the
consÈriction. For rounded vor¡e1g, Èhe larynx vas lorrered, 1O

uu for tense ånd 5 oo for lax. The lipa were more rounded
for Èenaê, lees rounded for 1ax. The tongue blade r¡es de-
prèBsed uore for tense rounded vor¡eLs, lesa for lax.

For each configuration, Èhe cross-disÈancee along Èhe Èrect
nere tranaforued inÈo croBB-gectíon areas using conveisíon
data published by Sundberg (1969) for rhe palatal and upper
pharyngeal region and by Fant (1960) for the lower pharyn-
geal region. The,area functions ÈhuB obtained lrere then seÈ
on the eleetríc.al analogue and the reaonancea neasu.red
(rie. a) .

tnl-
[u]=.-

Fig. 5. uodificaÈioos ñade to Èhe nodel prôfile for (a) parâra1 vorelß and (b) påtåÈove1a¡ vosels
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The saoe notation has been used for oodificaciona for all
vowels: (1) Èhe initial tense vorrel conÈour, (2a) retracted
Èongue root, (2b) widened constriction, (3) Èhe sum of 2a
and 2b, (4). less depreesed tongue blade, (5) less rounded
lips, (6) larynx less depressed by 5 nn.

latal con ictionst

A tense fi] contigurarion uas altered ro a Lax [fl configu-
reÈion (Figs.5a and 6a) by lowering the tongue relative t.o
the nendible. To avoid Èhe necessity for coopensatory move_
roents, the saEe j aw-opening (8 on) r{¡as used f or both. The
results rrere as follor¡s (see also Fig. 7):

Retracted Èongue root
Widened. constriction

Retrected tongue root
tJidèned constricÈion

F

F1

F2

Fz

+2O Hz

+9O Hz

-2O Hz

-2OO Hz

Both are in thê right dírectíon, but the contribution of the
narroi{ed pharynx r¡as snall conpared nith that of Èhe videned
conetriction.

The experínent eas repeated for [e-e] , using the same
tongue profilee relative Eo the ¡nandible but rrith a jaw-
opening of 14 r¡¡0. A einilar result r¡as obtaíned.

Palatovelar consÈrictions

In addition Èo Èhe different constriction sizes and tongue
root-positions between [uJ and flr] Èhere are also differ-
ences of laninal depreasíon, laryngeal depreseion and
degree of rounding. The j aw-opening ¡.¡ae 8 n¡û f or both
vo¡ve1e. The nodifications are ill.usÈrated at Fige. 5b and
ób and the resulÈs et Fig. 7.

F1

Fr
F2+25 ltz

+15 Hz

+15 Hz

+185 Hz
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Fig. 8 illustrates siuilar uodificatÍons for .fo, a] -like
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+100-200

Fis, 8 ltodificotioos ¡s¿le to the EodeI Profile for fo,tJ-1iL€ vowels and th€
;;;;a;;i "o.r.q..n". 

of each witñ r€fêrence tì t-ire iníti¿t corfigürâ-
tion.

Both are in the right direcÈion. Here Èoo, by far the
largest conÈribution came frotrl the widened constríction.

Fig. 7 also showe that the sun of these two uodificatíons
(point 3) is berely half Èhe maxiaum possible spectral dif-
ference. Raisíng the tongue blade (4) and raising the larynx
5 o¡¡ (6) oade noderaÈe contributions Èo F2 (+45 Hz and +35 ltz
respectively) nhereas relexinB the lips slightly (5) added es

much as 80 or 9O Hz Èo both formants.
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6

Fi8. 9. Hodifícations Både to the ûodeI profil€ for (å) phåryngovelar vosels a¡d (b) lor pharyngeal
vosela.

vo¡¡els and gives the results. The jaw-opening was 14 oo.
llodifications nere nade one at a Èiue, always wiÈh refer-
ence to the sane initial configuraÈion. Both the retracted
tongue root (2a) and lower tongue arch (2b) yielded sna1l
contri.butions. Narrosing the consÈricÈion frou l.O co2 co
0.65 cn2 lor¡ered F1 and F2. Any rendency for fol ro have a

¡¡ider constriction (cf. Table 2) is Èherefore spectrally
disadvantageous Èo the contrest and consLiÈutes a penalty
that Dust be nade up by sone other factor (e.g.2a+2bt 41.
Less Lig-rounding (5) produced a consídereble spectral dif-
ference.

Figs. 9a and loa illustrete stepwise oodifícatíons frou fo]
to fc] nirh Èhe seme o.65 cn2 coneÈrÍcEion for both (i.e. no
penalty thie tine). The jarr-opening waa l4 ¡u. The reeulÈs
are given at. Flg. 7. Factor (5) (lese lip-rounding) yielded
aa large a spectral difference es all the other factors
(2a+2b+ó+4) together.
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fuÍction¡ for the configurations st fig. 9(a, b)

Lor¡ pha ryngeal s

Figs. 9b and lOb illustrate rôodifications frorû an fo,] confí-
guraÈion to an [a] configuratíon. The jaw-opening wes 14 ou.
Spread lips (baeic configuration) and neutrel (5a) were ap-
plíed to boÈh since examplea of both vowelg with either lip
positíon occur in n¿Èurel epeech. In addítion, alightly
rounded lips (5b) were applied Èo uodÍfy þJ to C?J . This
is a grave veriant of [c] that occurs for Swedi¡h latl í¡
eone-dialecÈs. the regults are given at Fig. 7.

The coneequencê of rÍdening the constriction fron 0.65 c¡2
f or [c] to 1.3 cr2 f or .[a] waa ro reise F2 by at leåst 2OO llz,
niÈh either apread or neutrel 1ipa. fhe difference betseen
spread and neutral lipe vaa about 80 Hz for Fl and l3O llz
f.ot F2. Other experinenta indicated thet eech 2 oo incre-
ùenÈ to jan-opening edde 15-25 ¡tz to Fl.

cm20
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Diecuesíon and conclusio na

The regults Bholr that variation of Ehe pharyngeå1 cavity
yields a relatively snall contriburion to the spectral dif-
ference between tense and lax vo¡¡els. The very much larger
contribuÈion from variaÈion of the degree of constricÈion
is almosÈ sufficient in itself for Èhe epectral contra6t,
at leaBÈ for the spread-1ip vo¡¡e1s. In the case of the
rounded vovels Èhere is an equally large contribution fron
1ip variaCion betneen r¡el1 rounded and slighÈ1y rounded.
For the pharyngovelar vowel.s, Èongue toot variation is not
involved in the creation of the degree of consÈriction,
buÈ iÈ is necessary to keep the lower pharynx open and thus
avoid confusion ¡sith the lor¡ pharyngeal vonels. Any tend-
ency for Èhe Èense pharyngovelar vo¡sel to have Èhe lrider
constricÈion means there is a spectral penalÈy fror0 Èhe
point of vie¡¿ of Èhis contrast.

IÈ is also cleer that the terEs tense and lar need to be

more precisely defined. In particular, the traditional
notion that 1ax voÍrels have more "cenÈra1'r tongue positions
is irrelevant and unacceptable in view of the ínadequacíes
and inaccuracies of Èhe tongue-arching nodel (I{ood 1975).
Are there any features that are coEDon to all ten8e-lex
pairs?

Fant has observed that Èhe vocal Èract ie lege deformed
(nearer Èo the uniforn lube) for lax vol¡elg. As a genera-
1ízaÈion this is true, excepÈ perheps for the fo, c]l-líke
vonels. The aree functions at. Figs. 6 and l0 show thia
reaonator difference (a1Èhough these are nodel confígura-
tione, they are the result of realietic articulsÈory
rlanoeuvres based on obaervetions of real 6peech). The
detaí1s of how and ¡rhere the vocal tract is less deformed
vary from pair to paÍr.

Tongue rooÈ edvancement end consequent pharyngeal expansion
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have been observed for rense vowels. This difference is nost
obviorrs for the palatal and palafovelar vowels and can be

clearly seen in the examples at Figs. I and 2. Raphael and

Be11-Berti (1975) have found corresponding differences in
Ellc activiÈy in the genioglossi for American Engl ish /i-¡,
e-e, u-¡¡/, The results reported at Fig . 7 are that phâryngeal
expansion contributes relaÈively little to these spectral
contrasts whereas varying the degree of constriction yields
the greatest specÈral difference. However, iÈ is generally
accepted thâÈ advancing the tongue root has the secondary
effect of raising the tongue body. This manoeuvre therefore
also perticipates in control of the degree of constriction
in this set of vowels and remains very nuch acoustically
relevanÈ. For Èhe pharyngovelar vo¡¡els, the tongue rooÈ

also tends to be further forward for tense fol than 1ax [C],
widening the small cavity below the constriction. The

spectral consequence of this is smaIl (Fie.8) but it is
the right direction. There has so far been no daÈa pub-
lished regarding any correlaÈed EMc activity in the genio-
glossi for this pair of vowels. For the low pharyngeal

vo¡¡els, the relationshiop is reversed - narro¡rer lower phar-
ynx for tense [c]. The advanced tongue root rule cannot apply
in this case,

IÈ is also frequently said that tense gestures are more
precise and have greater extent. Regarding precision, it is
fascinating to watch a motion X-ray film and see the leve1
of precision achieved for all vowels, tense and lax. In
vier¡ of the Bagnitude of spectral difference that can be

achieved by widening the constriction, the amount of widen-
ing is critical and the ranges given aÈ Table I must be

respected. Regarding the exÈenÈ of Èhe Èongue gestures
(which are in Èhe direction of the Èongue ôonstriction) the
degree of constriction is narro!¡er for the tense vowel in
ell pairs except Lo,eJ Figs. I and 2 show hor¡ the tongue
is raised further Èolrerds the hard palaÈe for terise fi, "-1,
further Èo¡rards the soft pelaÈe for Èense [ul. and further
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inEo the lower pharynx for tense þ1. The results reporÈed
7 revealed Èhat this narrowing of the constrictionat Fig

is the major single lingual factor contributing to the
specÈra1 contrast,

For the palatal and på1åtovelar vowels, the genioglossi aid
the raising of the tongue body. The differences of EMG activ-
ity in tense and lax vowels reporÈed by Raphael and Bella-
Berti are therefore in a muscle that is actively involved in
the basic tongue gesture of Èhese vowels. For the palatovêl-
ar vouels, the styloglossi are also involved to draw the
tongue back to the soft palate. But Raphael and Bella-Berti
reporÈed no note\rorthy difference of acËivity between tense

["] and lax frrl in chis pair of muscles. For all three
pairs they also reporÈed a clear difference of activity in
the inferior longitudinal muscle, an intrinsic muscle that
depresses the tongue blade and helps bunch the tongue. The

consequence of this can be sêen at Figs.1 and 2 for Èhese

vowels . For the rounded vowels, this can yield an F2 dif-
ference of 1OO-2OO Hz (Figs. 7 and 8).

The corresponding active extrinsic muscle for the low pharyn-
geal vowels is the hyoglossus. There ere no EMG investigaÈions
reported for this nuscle but I would expecE more hyoglossal
activity for the narrower consÈriction of tense þ] than
for the wider consÈriction of lax [al. X-ray tracings for
many subjects also show a nore depressed Èongue blade for

[q] indicating Èhat the sane difference of inferior longi-
tudinal âctivity probably applies to this pair roo (e.g.
Figs. I and 2).

How do t.he pharyngovelar vowels fit into this pattern? The
Èongue root is more advanced for tense fo.t than for lax
[f] fn. difference recorded ar Table 3 is typical, bur

for this pair in parÈicular Èhe absolute neasure depends on
Èhe size of the valleculae ¡rhich can vary considerably be-
tween subjects (cf. Figs. I and 2). The active muscles for
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Èongue rooÈ advanceEent (the posterior genioglossí) are
not involved in.the creation of the upper pharyngeal con-
stricÈion (which requires tongue retraction, noÈ raiaíng).
It is nevertheless necessary Èo keep Èhe lo¡¡er ceviÈy open

in order to avoid confusion with Èhe low pharyngeal [a., .l-
like vor¿els. The tongue rooÈ advancing rlanoeuvre is Èhere-
fore an essenÈial conponent for the pharyngovelars. The

consÈriction itself is presumably forned by the pharyngeal
consÈricÈors (including the glossopharyngeal fibres that
insert into Èhe sides of the tongue). As for alI other Èense

vowels, it is sPectrally advantageous for fo'l to have ae

narrow a consÈriction as possible. Paradoxically, fo] tends
Èo have a slighÈ1y r¡ider constricÈ.ion than [âl and therefore
suffers a slight spectral penalty (Fig.8) Èhât is disadvan-
tageous to the conÈrasÈ. This nay be due to the partial an-
Èagonisn between the for\rard moveEent of the tongue root
and the rearward moveBenÈ of the tongue body. Fina1ly, Èhe

Longue blade is more depressed for tense fo]! Èhan for lax
[C]. U".. too, lre should once again expect Èo find differ-

ences in inferior longitudinal activity.

IÊ is Èherefore very 1ikely !hat the physiologícal and arÈi-
culatory difference beÈween tense and lax vovels lies in
varying the degree of conÈraction of a muscle that is a1-
ready actively involved for a pair of vor¡els - such as the
posterior genioglossi for the co¡stríctíon of the paletal
and palaÈovelar vorùels and for keeping the lower pharynx
open ir¡ Èhe pharyngovelar vowels, and Èhe hyoglossi for the
constricÈion of the low pharyngeal vor¡els, The specÈrel
consequences are always in Èhe ríght direcÈíon for Èhe con-
trast, very much so for Èhe differences of degree of con-
sEriction, less so for the differences of pharyngeal cavity
size. There are also differences of Èongue blade depreseion
and tongue bunching for all pairs which can be escribed to
differences of inferior longitudinal contraction (this oay
be r¡hat SLreet DeanÈ by the "convexity'r of the tongue). For
Èhe pelatal and palatovelar vor¡ele the bunching aids Ín
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controlling the constriction against the roof of the mouth
For the palãtovelar and pharyngovelar voq¡els, Èongue blade
depression enlarges the bucchal cavity and lor¡ers F2. Both
these effects are favourable to the spectfal contrast.

1n addiÈion, there is the difference of lip-rounding - more
for tense vouels and less for lax vor¡eIs. Fig, 7 indicates
that this can account for half the spectral contrast be-
tween fu] ana [rr] and between fo] and [c] This is coupted
to similar differences of laryngeal depression. The spectral
consequences of this are relatively small (fíg. 7 and Lind-
blom and Sundberg 1971) but they are in the right direction.

Notes

See Fant (1960), I am endebted to professor Gunnar Fant
and Dr. Johan Sundberg of the Speech Transmission Labora-
tory, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, for per-
mission to use LEA and for assisÈance.

2. These films were nade at the Röntgen Technology Unít of
Èhe University Hospital Ì¡ith the consent of professor
Olof Norman and the assistance of Dr. Thure Holm, Radio-
physicists cunnila Holje and Gudnund Swahn and Technician
Rolf Schöner. The angiological laboratory was specially
equipped for observing events in 'sofÈ tissue such as

blood vessels, and was .therefore ad¡nirable for our pur-
pose. In addition, the canera provides a synchronizing
pulse that flashes on every tenth framè and r¿hich also
appears alongside a patientrs cardiogram. i¡e recorded
this pulse on magnetic Èape together r¡ith the speech
signal, on sepårat.e tracks. The film speed was

75 franes/second. X-rays were e¡nitted in brief bursts,
3 msec per frame, which kept the radiation dose q¡ithin
the range 60-200 mrad per reel of filrn. Each subject
was linited Èo on€i reel (40 seconds). I ao endebted Èo

Gösta Bruce and Per Lindblad for pernission to include
their fi1ns.
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This sumuary is of neceeeity very scenty. l'tore details
si11 be given .ín a forthconing thesís on the erticulaÈion
of vonels.
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